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Abstract 

After knee ligament injury, specifically anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury, the articular 

surface frequently becomes damaged and can lead to post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA). 

PTOA is a common joint disease and involves the breakdown of the cartilage that covers the 

ends of the articular joint-bone interface. PTOA development can be attributed to many factors, 

two of which may be altered kinematics and joint inflammation. Presently, no treatment options 

are effective in slowing PTOA progression. Therefore, it is crucial to better understand both joint 

biomechanics and inflammation. Further, studying interventions that have the potential to 

mitigate inflammation is necessary to find strategies that may prevent the damage from setting 

in. Therefore, the rationale for this thesis was to 1) determine if partial ACL (p-ACL) transection 

(Tx) model leads to PTOA (Project A), 2) determine if p-ACL Tx leads to kinematic alterations 

(Project B), and 3) determine if p-ACL Tx induced joint inflammation can be modified by 

glucocorticoid (GC) treatment (Project C). We hypothesized that early inflammation following 

p-ACL Tx in an ovine model would initiate degeneration of the knee joint and that 

methylprednisolone acetate (MPA; Depo-Medrol®) treatment would mitigate injury-related 

PTOA development. Furthermore, MPA would provide a mechanism of long-term prevention to 

joint damage by suppressing acute inflammation. The results showed that p-ACL Tx led to 

significantly more combined gross damage at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the control group. 

There was considerable inter-subject variability following p-ACL knee injury within animals. 

There were consistent changes in medial-lateral, posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior 

translations at 40 weeks from intact to after p-ACL Tx. In normal explants, MPA treatment 

suppressed IL-1β induced mRNA levels for matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) in articular 

cartilage, synovium, and infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) and was found to be tissue-, location-, and 
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gene-specific. Although the gross damage was not significant at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

compared to the control group, there were trends indicating that the damage was progressive 

over time and that MPA mitigated gross damage at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. The in vivo 20 

week studies provided efficacy to determine if we could detect changes early. However, perhaps 

a greater differential in PTOA damage is necessary to see an impact of GC treatment in a long-

term model, comparable to that observed in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group. Last, there were 

no significant bone changes at either the early 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx or the advanced 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx, compared to non-operative control tibias in any of the subchondral bone 

layers, thus suggesting the degree of joint instability (full ACL Tx vs. p-ACL Tx) appears to 

influence the response in bone microarchitecture.   
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Preface 

This thesis is presented in a manuscript-based format; therefore, there is some repetition in 

introduction and methods between chapters. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are either in preparation 

for submission, submitted, or published. 

Chapter 2, is accepted in the Journal of Orthopaedic Research: KI Barton, M Shekarforoush, 

BJ Heard, J Sevick, P Vakil, M Atarod, CR Martin, Y Achari, DA Hart, CB Frank, & NG 

Shrive. Use of Pre-Clinical Surgically Induced Models to Understand Biomechanical and 

Biological Consequences of PTOA Development. Journal of Orthopaedic Research, 2016. doi: 

10.1002/jor.23322. [Epub ahead of print].  

Chapter 3, is in preparation for submission to the Journal of Orthopaedic Research: KI 

Barton, M Shekarforoush, BJ Heard, J Sevick, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG Shrive, & DA Hart. In 

Vivo Kinematics of the Ovine Stifle Joint Following Partial Anterior Cruciate Ligament 

Transection. 

Chapter 4, is published in Inflammation Research: KI Barton, BJ Heard, M Chung, JL 

Sevick, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG Shrive, & DA Hart. Location and Gene-Specific 

Effects of Methylprednisolone Acetate on Mitigating IL-1β Induced Inflammation in Mature 

Ovine Explant Knee Tissue.  

Chapter 5, is in preparation for submission to the Osteoarthritis and Cartilage: KI Barton, 

BJ Heard, M Chung, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG Shrive, & DA Hart. Analysis of 

Repeated Injections of Methylprednisolone Acetate in an In Vivo Partial Anterior Cruciate 

Ligament Transection Ovine Model. 

Chapter 6, is in preparation for submission to the Journal of Orthopaedic Research: KI 

Barton, D Raymond, A Kroker, BJ Heard, J Sevick, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG 
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Shrive, SK Boyd, & DA Hart. Bone Mineral Density Alterations Significantly Correlate with 

Longer Term Gross Morphological Changes in the Tibial Plateaus in An Ovine Model Of Post 

Traumatic Osteoarthritis.  
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Chapter One:!INTRODUCTION  

1.1!Introduction to the Thesis 

Overall, the studies included in this thesis have contributed to the understanding of the 

development of post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) and the possible role of an intra-articular 

(IA) therapy for mitigating the progression of the disease. Aspects of these contributions are 

discussed below. This thesis is presented in a manuscript-based format; therefore, there is some 

repetition in introductions, methods, and the discussions between chapters. Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 

and 6 are either in preparation for submission, submitted, or published, as described below in 

Table 1.1.  

 

Table 1.1 Outline of thesis.  

Chapter 1 Introduction  

Chapter 2 KI Barton, M Shekarforoush, BJ Heard, J Sevick, P Vakil, M Atarod, CR Martin, 

Y Achari, DA Hart, CB Frank, NG Shrive. Use of Pre-Clinical Surgically 

Induced Models to Understand Biomechanical and Biological Consequences 

of PTOA Development. Journal of Orthopaedic Research (accepted), 2016. 

DOI: 10.1002/jor.23322. [Epub ahead of print] 

Chapter 3 KI Barton, M Shekarforoush, BJ Heard, J Sevick, CR Martin, CB Frank, DA 

Hart, NG Shrive. In Vivo Kinematics of the Ovine Stifle Joint Following 

Partial Anterior Cruciate Ligament Transection. Journal of Orthopaedic 

Research (in preparation).  
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Chapter 4 KI Barton, BJ Heard, M Chung, JL Sevick, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG 

Shrive, DA Hart. Location and Gene-Specific Effects of Methylprednisolone 

Acetate on Mitigating IL-1β Induced Inflammation in Mature Ovine 

Explant Knee Tissue. Inflammation Research (published), 2016. DOI: 

10.1007/s00011-016-1009-z.  

Chapter 5 KI Barton, BJ Heard, M Chung, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB Frank, NG Shrive, 

DA Hart. Analysis of Repeated Injections of Methylprednisolone Acetate in 

an In Vivo Partial Anterior Cruciate Ligament Transection Ovine Model. 

Osteoarthritis and Cartilage (in preparation). 

Chapter 6 KI Barton, D Raymond, A Kroker, BJ Heard, J Sevick, Y Achari, CR Martin, CB 

Frank, NG Shrive, SK Boyd, DA Hart. Bone Mineral Density Alterations 

Significantly Correlate with Longer Term Gross Morphological Changes in 

the Tibial Plateaus in An Ovine Model Of Post Traumatic Osteoarthritis. 

Journal of Orthopaedic Research (in preparation). 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Integrated Discussion  

Chapter 8 Limitations   

Chapter 9 Future Directions 

Chapter 10 References 

Chapter 11 Appendix  

 

1.2!Osteoarthritis  

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint disease and involves the breakdown of the 

cartilage that covers the ends of the articular joint-bone interface. There is currently no known 
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effective treatment for OA. OA can be classified into two categories: primary OA and secondary 

OA. The main difference between primary and secondary OA is the underlying cause of the 

cartilage breakdown. Primary OA is idiopathic having no identifiable cause. This form of OA 

can be localized to a joint or generalized (i.e. present in three or more joints). In contrast, 

secondary OA is usually attributed to specific identifiable causes, such as trauma to the joint, 

obesity, disease, or genetics. OA causes pathological changes in the cartilage, synovium, and 

bone, which can lead to an exposed bone-on-bone interaction causing extreme pain, thereby 

reducing the quality of life for many individuals [1]. OA symptoms may include joint pain, 

stiffness, loss of range of motion, and inflammation, resulting in a significant decrease quality of 

life. OA is a multifactorial disease that may include several contributing factors including 

abnormalities in genetics, development, biomechanics, and inflammation [2, 3].  

 

This devastating and debilitating disease negatively impacts the health and quality of life of more 

than one in eight (13%) Canadians [4]. Currently, there are more than 4.4 million people in 

Canada living with OA. Within a single generation (i.e. 30 years), more than 10.4 million (one in 

four) Canadians are expected to have OA [4]. In 2010, the total economic burden to the 

healthcare system in Canada was $27.5 billion dollars [5]. It is estimated that by the year 2040, 

OA will result in $58.6 billion in direct and indirect costs [5]. Two major underlying risk factors 

that are increasing the prevalence, and subsequent economic burden, of OA are aging and obesity 

[6]. OA shows an increase in incidence with increasing age over 60 years and has been reported 

to progress with a higher prevalence in women than men [7, 8], particularly in post-menopausal 

women. Other risk factors for OA include sex, joint disorder, abnormal joint alignment, muscle 

weakness, inflammatory arthritis, trauma, or injury [7, 9]. Although less common in adults less 
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than 40 years of age, PTOA may be becoming a greater burden to the health care system since 

knee injuries, specifically to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), are occurring more frequently 

in younger populations. 

 

OA pathogenesis involves degeneration of the cartilage, abnormal bone remodelling, osteophyte 

formation, and joint inflammation (Figure 1.1). OA morphogenesis has been classified into three 

stages: primary, secondary, and tertiary. The primary stage is thought to involve the initial 

cartilage destruction and breakdown where the chondrocytes die either by necrosis or apoptosis, 

allowing the cartilage surface to become fibrillated [10]. During the primary stages of OA, 

softening, fibrillation and fissuring changes become apparent on the articular surface of cartilage, 

as well as erosion and ulcerations of cartilage substance [11, 12]. Cellular and molecular changes 

occur, leading to functional and structural losses of articular cartilage [13]. These losses may be 

initiated with degradative enzymes produced by the synovium and chondrocytes [14]. Pathologic 

features of OA in cartilage include matrix edema, proteoglycan depletion, chondrocyte necrosis 

and proliferation, and active calcification [15]. Proteolytic degradation of the extracellular matrix 

of the superficial cartilage results in decreased structural integrity [12]. The cartilage matrix is 

broken down by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and aggrecanases, enzymes that degrade 

type II collagen and proteoglycans, and these are elevated in OA and joint injury [11, 16, 17]. 

Inflammatory cytokines, including interleukin (IL)-1!, tumor necrosis factor-" (TNF-") and IL-

6 alter joint homeostasis by increasing MMP production, thus affecting cartilage breakdown 

[11]. IL-1! primarily initiates matrix degradation and both TNF-" and IL-6 initiate the 

inflammatory response [11]. OA is very difficult to identify early in humans, as first signs of 

knee OA only can be seen via histology in the superficial layers of the hyaline cartilage where 
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there is loss of proteoglycans and softening of the cartilage [18]. The secondary stage in OA 

progression is thought to be in the subchondral bone and synovium [10]; OA progresses to 

deeper regions of the articular cartilage, leading to complete loss of cartilage [2]. This stage 

includes osteonecrosis and synovitis, which involve inflammatory synovial reactions and 

molecular degradation of synovial fluid components. In later OA, cartilage degradation leads to 

loss of non-calcified and calcified cartilage [18]. The tertiary stage in OA progression includes 

bone remodelling (increased bone remodelling, subchondral bone sclerosis, thickening of the 

subchondral plate, modification of trabecular architecture, and bone attrition [19]) and alterations 

to the synovial tissue [10]. 
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Figure 1.1 Multiple factors influence the degradation of articular cartilage and 

subchondral bone leading to the development of OA (taken from [20]).  

 

1.3!Knee Anatomy and Function  

1.3.1!Synovial Joint 

The knee joint is a large synovial joint and it bears a tremendous amount of load during 

locomotion. The knee consists of two major bony articulations: two tibiofemoral articulations 

(lateral and medial compartments) between the lateral and medial femoral condyles and tibial 

plateaus, and one patellofemoral articulation between the patella and the femur [21].  
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The articular capsule, or joint capsule, is an envelope that surrounds the synovial joint. Each joint 

capsule consists of two layers: an external fibrous layer (stratum fibrosum) composed of 

avascular white fibrous tissue and an inner layer (stratum synoviale) which is a secreting layer, 

and is usually described separately as the synovial membrane [21]. The synovial membrane lines 

the internal aspect of the fibrous capsule. Further, the synovium consists of a continuous surface 

layer of cells (intima) and underlying tissue (subintima) [22]. The synovial intima consists of 

macrophages and fibroblasts and the synovial subintima consists of blood and lymphatic vessels 

[22]. Synovitis has been linked to the development and progression of OA [23-25]. Post-

traumatic OA (PTOA) synovium often presents with cellular infiltration, increase in vascularity, 

intimal hyperplasia, subintimal fibrosis, and subintimal edema [26, 27].  

 

1.3.2!Infrapatellar Fat Pad  

The infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP), also known as the Hoffa’s fat pad, is situated in the knee under 

the patella and between the patellar tendon, femoral condyle, and tibial plateau [28]. The knee 

joint facing surface is covered by the synovial membrane, thus the IPFP is considered 

intracapsular and extrasynovial [29, 30]. The IPFP may facilitate the distribution of synovial 

fluid and act to absorb forces in the knee joint; however, the complete functions of the IPFP have 

not yet been determined [28]. Adipose tissue contains large numbers of adipocytes, leukocytes, 

stem cells, and fibroblasts, all which are involved in immunology and inflammation. The IPFP is 

able to modulate inflammatory and destructive responses in OA [28]. With induced OA in 

animal models, there is an increase in immune cells, fibrosis, edema, and fat necrosis in the IPFP 

[29, 31-33].     
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1.3.3!Articular Cartilage  

Hyaline articular cartilage covers the ends of long bones providing a smooth surface for low-

friction and low-wear articulation with another bone [34]. Articular cartilage is approximately 1-

6 mm thick, varying in thickness depending on the location and species [35]. Articular cartilage 

consists of matrix that includes mainly type II collagen fibres, proteoglycan, glycosaminoglycan 

(GAGs) chains anchored to a protein core, non-fibrous filler (carbohydrates and non-collagenous 

proteins), lipids, ions, and water [35-38]. Articular cartilage is both aneural and avascular and is 

nourished by subchondral blood vessels and synovial fluid [37, 39]. Chondrocytes make up the 

majority of cells in the articular cartilage. The cartilage matrix is biphasic, where the fluid phase 

flows in time upon mechanical deformation of its solid phase [40]. Articular cartilage is made up 

of four distinct zones [36-39]: the superficial zone, transitional zone, deep zone, and the calcified 

zone. The superficial zone is the thinnest zone and contains chondrocytes that are flat-discoidal 

in shape lying parallel to the surface. Collagen fibres are aligned tangentially and parallel to the 

articular surface. In the transitional zone, the chondrocytes are evenly spaced, spherical in shape, 

and metabolically active. The collagen fibres create a meshwork with no predominant direction, 

with increasing levels of GAGs compared to the superficial zone. In the deep zone, the 

chondrocytes are spheroidal and are aligned in stacked columns. The collagen fibres create a 

linear meshwork that is perpendicular to the articular surface and contain highest content of 

GAG. The calcified zone is adjacent to the subchondral bone, anchors the cartilage to the 

subchondral bone, and there is a limited amount of chondrocytes. The calcified zone is separated 

from the deep zone by the tidemark, where collagen fibres from the deep zone adhere to the 

calcified zone. 
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Articular cartilage slides and moves relative to an opposing tissue surface in a synovial fluid 

lubricated cavity. During normal loading of the knee joint, the articular cartilage is subjected to 

compressive, tensile, and shear forces. With such loading, the articular cartilage transfers forces 

from one bone to the other and can withstand enormous forces that are several times an 

individual’s body weight. Articular cartilage demonstrates viscoelastic properties and can 

transmit load by developing relatively uniform stress and hydrostatic pore pressure distributions 

[11]. Articular cartilage also acts as a shock absorber because of its viscoelastic properties, which 

can result in the applied loads being spread over a larger contact area [35, 41], thus minimizing 

stress concentrations. Articular cartilage is also joint specific in regards to structure and thickness 

of the cartilage layer, depending on the function and size of the joint (i.e. knee, hip, fingers, 

shoulder, and wrist). Further, the articular cartilage within each joint can act differently in terms 

of biological and biomechanical responsiveness and dependent on the location (i.e. tibial plateau, 

femoral condyles, femoral groove, and patella). Clark et al. [42] has demonstrated in a feline 

knee model that structure, mechanical properties, or mechanical loading of articular surfaces can 

differ greatly between locations. This synovial fluid in between the articulating cartilage surfaces 

assists in joint lubrication mainly due to lubricating molecules hyaluronan and proteoglycan 4, 

thus preventing possible degeneration [35, 43, 44]. With OA, articular cartilage becomes softer 

and more susceptible to injury during loading. With late stage OA progression, the articular 

cartilage deteriorates completely and loading is transmitted directly through the bone-on-bone 

contact area. 
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1.3.4!Ligaments and Menisci of the Knee Joint  

The joint capsule is strengthened by five extracapsular ligaments: patellar ligament, lateral 

collateral ligament (LCL), medial collateral ligament (MCL), oblique popliteal ligament, and 

arcuate popliteal ligament [21]. The intra-articular ligaments include the ACL and the posterior 

cruciate ligament (PCL). Specific to this project, the ACL was studied in detail. The ACL arises 

from the anterior intercondylar area of the tibia, just posterior to the medial meniscus attachment, 

and has relatively poor blood supply [21]. The ACL extends superiorly, posteriorly, and laterally 

to attach to the posterior aspect of the medial side of the lateral femoral condyle. The ACL is 

comprised of two distinct functional bundles: an anterior medial (AM) bundle and posterior 

lateral (PL) bundle [45]. The ACL is a primary restraint to anterior displacement of the tibia 

relative to the femur, and a secondary stabilizer to tibial rotation [46]. 

 

The soft tissues, primarily the ligaments, are responsible for passive stability of the joint, with 

secondary stability coming from the menisci. The menisci of the knee joint are crescent shaped 

plates of fibrocartilage that sit on the articular surface of the tibia. They assist to deepen the 

articulating surface and play a role in load distribution [21]. The menisci are thicker at their outer 

margins and taper inwards, creating a wedge shape in transverse section. The medial menisci are 

crescent shaped and broader posteriorly. In humans, and similar to sheep, the lateral menisci are 

circular, smaller, and more freely movable than the medial menisci [21].  

 

1.4!Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury and Post-Traumatic Osteoarthritis  

The knee is the most prevalent location of joint OA. Severe injury to the articular cartilage 

surface, menisci, ligaments, or subchondral bone of the knee can lead to the development of 
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PTOA [13, 47]. There is a ten-fold increased risk of PTOA in individuals that have previously 

suffered knee ligament or meniscal injuries [48, 49]. ACL injury is most often a non-contact 

injury occurring from pivoting, cutting, or decelerating. Injury to the ACL commonly results in 

functional disability and is more severe when the ACL injury is combined with other damage to 

the MCL or meniscus [50]. There is an association between ACL injury and onset of PTOA in 

the joint, which has been demonstrated consistently in long-term follow up with patients [51]. 

Sports are a common cause of ACL injury, and, unfortunately, ACL tears are becoming 

increasingly common in young athletes [45, 52].   

 

The ACL has poor healing capacity when it is ruptured. In addition, meniscal injury, functional 

instability, and early onset PTOA can result from an ACL-deficient knee [53]. As the ACL does 

not heal without operative treatment and is often symptomatically unstable, patients often favour 

ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) surgery over an ACL deficient knee [54]. Approximately 400,000 

ACLs are reconstructed each year in the United States [45]. ACL-R is the surgical tissue graft 

replacement of the ACL, when ruptured, with the aim of restoring the biomechanical function of 

the knee. Unfortunately, in most cases, PTOA tends to develop over time despite a successful 

ACL-R surgery. Radiographic evidence of PTOA has been found in 80-90% of ACL 

reconstructed patients as few as 7 years after knee surgery [55]. This suggests that following 

knee injury important biochemical and biomechanical processes are initiated in that joint. Non-

operative management of ACL deficient knees leaves the patient with an unstable knee and has 

shown an increased risk of articular cartilage injury; further, bracing ACL deficient knees may 

not prevent changes in articular cartilage degradation [45, 52, 56].  
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1.5!Inflammation 

Inflammation is the biological response of the vascular tissues to a set of harmful stimuli, such as 

pathogens and damaged cells. After an injury, the damaged tissues and cells signal to initiate the 

repair process; this involves inflammatory mediator production (cytokines, chemokines, and 

damage associated molecular patterns), cellular infiltration, and innate inflammatory pathway 

activation [57]. Inflammation plays an important role in PTOA and is part of normal tissue 

healing and repair, with signs and symptoms including pain, swelling, and stiffness [57-62]. 

There are two types of inflammation: acute inflammation and chronic inflammation. Acute 

inflammation is the immediate response to injury or infection, which includes accumulation of 

plasma and fluid, intravascular stimulation of platelets, and the presence of neutrophils [63]. 

Chronic inflammation is characterized by infiltration of mononuclear cells, tissue destruction, 

angiogenesis, and fibrosis. Also, in chronic inflammation, the ability to regulate inflammation is 

altered, thus the immune response is activated and inflammation leads to excessive tissue 

damage. Chronic, low-grade inflammation is a major driver of ongoing joint damage [61, 64]. In 

both acute inflammation and chronic inflammation, cytokines are critical mediators. Cytokines 

regulate lymphocyte function, activation, and differentiation. The major inflammatory mediators 

involved in OA include the following: cytokines (IL-1β, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17, 

IL-18, IL-21, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF)), chemokines 

(chemerin, IL-8, monocyte chemotactic protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-α, and 

RANTES), growth factors (transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF), adipokines (adiponectin, leptin, resistin, visfatin), and prostaglandins and 

leukotrienes (prostaglandin E2 and leukotriene B4) [60, 61]. 
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1.5.1!Pro-inflammatory Agents 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines are signalling molecules and critical mediators of the disturbed 

metabolism and enhanced catabolism in the joint. IL-1β, TNF-α, and IL-6 are the main pro-

inflammatory cytokines involved in OA, although a few others including IL-15, IL-17, IL-18, 

IL-21, and LIF have also been indicated [60]. IL-1β and TNF-α are produced by chondrocytes, 

mononuclear cells, osteoclasts, and synovial tissues [60]. IL-1β is associated with cartilage 

destruction and TNF-α is associated with driving the inflammatory cascade. In combination with 

IL-1β and oncostatin, IL-6 upregulates MMP-3 and MMP-13 expression [65, 66], thus degrading 

type II collagen (COL II) and aggrecan (AGG).  

 

1.5.2!Anti-Inflammatory Agents  

Anti-inflammatory cytokines are immunoregulatory molecules that control the pro-inflammatory 

cytokine response. IL-4, IL-10 and IL-13 are the main anti-inflammatory cytokines involved in 

OA [60]. In combination, the anti-inflammatory cytokines decrease the production of IL-1β, 

TNF-α, and MMPs, while up-regulating IL-1 receptor antagonist and tissue inhibitory 

metalloproteinase (TIMP-1), and inhibiting PGE2 release [67-70]. Furthermore, growth factors 

are also involved in OA, one major factor being TGF-β, which drives proliferation of cells and 

cytokine activity, and is also chemotactic. 

 

1.5.3!Corticosteroids 

Corticosteroids, specifically glucocorticoids (GCs), are used to control inflammation by acting as 

anti-inflammatory agents in a number of conditions [71-73]. GCs act primarily through 

transcriptional regulation via the GCs receptor. There are two main mechanisms by which this 
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can occur: transactivation and transrepression (Figure 1.2). Transactivation involves the 

transcriptional regulation that leads to the increase in gene expression and transrepression 

involves the transcriptional activity that leads to the down regulation of gene expression [74]. In 

both mechanisms, the GCs diffuse into the cytoplasm where they bind to the GC receptor after a 

conformational change that releases the GC receptor from its chaperone proteins (hsp90/70/40, 

hop, and p23) [75]. The GC + GC receptor complex then translocate into the nucleus. GCs are 

lipophilic which allows them to travel freely through the nuclear envelope. In transactivation, the 

complex then binds to the GC response elements and promoter region of the target gene to up-

regulate gene expression [74]. In transrepression, the activated receptor interacts with specific 

transcription factors (AP-1, NFkB, SP-1) to prevent the transcription of genes. GCs affect the 

stress response through the sympathetic nervous system by activating the release of 

norepinephrine [76], thus acting to up-regulate the expression of anti-inflammatory mediators 

(IL-10, TGF-β) and down-regulate the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-4, 

IL-5, IL-12, IFNγ, TNF-α) [77]. 
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Figure 1.2 Mechanisms of glucocorticoid action.   

 

GCs are currently used as IA injections in the treatment of PTOA symptoms. Unfortunately, the 

results are short lasting in many patients and there can be possible adverse effects such as 

immunosuppression or flares. The majority of the literature has focused on GC and pain 

management in PTOA patients, with no agent yet approved for treatment of PTOA disease 

progression [61]. The anti-inflammatory mitigation potential is less well known. Moreover, 

assessing the long-term anti-inflammatory properties of GCs could possibly lead to early 

prevention and treatment strategies to prolong PTOA development.  

 

GCs act on both the innate and acquired immune systems, thus having efficacy in a broad range 

of autoimmune and auto-inflammatory diseases [72]. GCs have inhibitory effects on B cells, T 

cells, and phagocytes. GCs act on cells via both genomic and nongenomic mechanisms; genomic 
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effects take hours to days and nongenomic effects that occur rapidly within seconds to minutes 

[72]. Adverse effects of GC administration can include osteoporosis and fracture due to loss of 

bone mineral density, weight gain and fat redistribution, avascular necrosis, diabetes, increased 

cardiac risk, ocular complications, gastrointestinal complications, increased risk of infection, and 

steroid-induced myopathy [72, 78]. Common GCs include hydrocortisone, prednisone, 

prednisolone, methylprednisolone, dexamethasone, and betamethasone, listed in order of 

potency, with betamethasone being the most potent [72].  

 

1.6!Selection of Methylprednisolone Acetate for This Study 

We have tested the efficacy of early IA interventions with dexamethasone in a lapine knee joint 

model of PTOA as a proof of concept [79, 80]. Inflammation was mitigated with dexamethasone 

in studies that investigated the efficacy of repeated doses following drill hole surgery [79] and 

single dose treatment at the time of surgery [80]. Dexamethasone was found to reduce the 

expression of inflammatory cytokines and prevent the early PTOA-like changes quantified in the 

untreated joints. Dexamethasone is used widely as an anti-inflammatory, however it is very 

potent [81]. Dexamethasone has a long half-life, adverse effects can occur after the GC has been 

discontinued, and is 5.3 times more potent than MPA [72]. As demonstrated by Huebner et al. 

[79], although the cartilage was pristine following repeated injections, dexamethasone was 

damaging and toxic to other tissues in the lapine model. Thus, we opted to use repeated IA 

injections of MPA for the studies in this thesis. 

 

MPA is an intermediate-acting synthetic GC that is primarily used as an anti-inflammatory and 

immunosuppressant agent [82]. IA administration of 20-80 mg into large joints (knees, ankles, 
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and shoulders) is clinically recommended [83]. With IA administration, the therapeutic effect is 

rapid, peaking at 7 days, and lasting from 1-5 weeks [84, 85]. Further, the biological half-life of 

MPA is 18-60 hours [82, 83, 86]. We chose to use the high dose (80mg) of MPA as proof of 

concept in the in vivo studies with the aim to mitigate surgically induced joint inflammation.  

 

1.7!Selection of the Animal Model for This Study 

The use of an animal model overcomes the difficulties of studying disease progression in 

humans, providing the opportunity to investigate PTOA in a controlled manner. The use of an 

animal model provides the opportunity to investigate the progression of a diseased state, as 

PTOA progression is difficult to study in a controlled manner in humans. An ideal animal model 

should be reproducible, allow the definition of various stages in the pathophysiology of PTOA, 

large enough to allow multiple analyses, and recapitulate the human pathology [87]. Sheep are 

appropriate model to use, especially in our laboratory, as our long-term objective is to 

understand, and then target and control, both the biomechanical and biological factors that are 

interfering with the functional restoration of knee integrity over time after an injury. The ovine 

model helps provide insight into teasing apart the biological and biomechanical mechanisms 

involved with PTOA development and progression. Advantages of large animal models, 

specifically ovine, include animal size, regional tissue analysis, and clinical outcome measures 

are known. The criterion for the animal model selection for this study were as follows: 1) 

trainable to allow for kinematic collection, 2) slow progression of cartilage damage so that early 

joint damage could be detected [87], 3) the joint had to be large enough so that kinematics could 

be measured and so that 4) multiple tissue samples could be taken for biological analysis, and 5) 
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potential for IA therapeutic intervention [50, 87]. Further, the ovine stifle joint has been deemed 

as a reasonable biomechanical model of the human knee joint [88-90]. 

 

1.8!Rationale, Hypothesis, and Aims 

After an ACL injury, the articular surface frequently becomes damaged and leads to PTOA. This 

PTOA development can be attributed to many factors, two of which may be altered kinematics 

and inflammation. Presently, no treatment options exist to slow PTOA progression and/or offer a 

cure. Therefore, it is crucial to study knee joint biomechanics and inflammation to understand 

how these two factors influence PTOA development and progression. Further, it is necessary to 

identify interventions to block the immediate inflammation in the early stages preventing the 

damage from setting in. Thus, exploring treatment options such as biotherapeutics and potential 

drug therapies that may reduce or slow the development of PTOA need to be explored. 

Therefore, the rationale of this thesis was to address three main questions:  

1.! Project A: Does the p-ACL Tx model lead to PTOA? 

2.! Project B: Does p-ACL Tx lead to kinematic alterations (is it still stable)? 

3.! Project C: Does p-ACL Tx induce joint inflammation that can be modified by GC 

treatment? 

 

We hypothesized that inflammation following p-ACL Tx in an ovine model would initiate 

degeneration of the knee joint and that methylprednisolone acetate (MPA; Depo-Medrol®) 

treatment would mitigate injury-related development of PTOA. Furthermore, we hypothesized 

that MPA would provide a mechanism of long-term prevention to joint damage by inhibiting 

acute inflammation. The specific hypotheses of the work described in this thesis were: 
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1.! p-ACL Tx will result in progressive PTOA (Project A); 

2.! p-ACL Tx will result in progressive biomechanical alterations (Project B); 

3.! a) MPA will supress inflammation in articular cartilage explants, synovium explants, and 

fat pad explants; and  

b) Blocking injury-associated inflammation with MPA after p-ACL Tx injury will 

mitigate declines in knee integrity (Project C).  

 

These hypotheses were investigated using a combination of previously characterized 

biomechanical, biochemical, histological, and imaging methodologies. Therefore, the specific 

aims of this investigation were to (Figure 1.3): 

1.! Develop a unique arthroscopic ovine p-ACL Tx model (Project A);  

2.! Quantify progression of joint damage out to 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (Project A); 

3.! Quantify kinematic alterations following p-ACL Tx of the knee joint (Project B); 

4.! Determine if MPA suppresses inflammation in articular cartilage, synovium, and IPFP 

explants (Project C); and 

5.! Determine if blocking injury-associated inflammation with MPA inhibits declines in knee 

joint integrity following p-ACL Tx at 20 weeks (Project C).  
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Figure 1.3 Experimental Design.  

 

Further, the deliverables for the specific aims are the following: 

•! Projects A and B: 

a)! Determine if stifle joint kinematics are altered at 20 and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

using the established Instrumented Spatial Linkage (ISL) system;  

b)! Assess gross morphological alterations in cartilage surfaces, joint margins, and the 

meniscus at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx;  

c)! Determine alterations in mRNA expression for biologically relevant molecules at 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx; 

i.! Cartilage: AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and versican 

(VSN); 
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ii.! Synovium: Fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), cyclooxygenase-2 

(COX-2), IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, TGF-β, VEGF, adenosine 

triphosphatase (ATPase), and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 

(MCP-1). 

d)! Determine microscopic alterations in articular cartilage and synovium by histological 

assessment at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx; and 

e)! Determine injury-associated alterations to bone architecture 40 weeks after p-ACL Tx 

surgery using a high-resolution quantitative computed tomography (HR-QCT) 

scanner bone imaging. 

•! Project C: 

o! Part 1 

a)! Determine cell viability in explants pre- and post-treatment; and 

b)! Determine alterations in mRNA levels for biologically relevant molecules: 

inflammatory (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TGF-β), degradative molecules (MMP-1, 

MMP-3, MMP-13), toll like receptor (TLR-4), and adipose related molecules 

(adiponectin, leptin, visfatin) with MPA (10-3M and 10-4M).  

o! Part 2 

a)! Assess gross morphological alterations in cartilage surfaces, joint margins, 

and the meniscus at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and p-ACL Tx + MPA;  

b)! Determine alterations in mRNA expression for biologically relevant 

molecules at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA; 

i.! Cartilage: AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and VSN; 
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ii.! Synovium: FGF-2, COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, 

TGF-β, VEGF, ATPase, and MCP-1. 

c)! Determine microscopic alterations in articular cartilage and synovium by 

histological assessment at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx + MPA; and 

d)! Determine injury-associated alterations to bone architecture 20 weeks after p-

ACL Tx surgery using a HR-QCT scanner bone imaging (in combination with 

Project A).  
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Chapter Two:!USE OF PRE-CLINICAL SURGICALLY INDUCED MODELS TO 

UNDERSTAND BIOMECHANICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF PTOA 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

2.1!Abstract 

Post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) development is often observed following traumatic knee 

injuries involving key stabilising structures such as the cruciate ligaments or the menisci. Both 

biomechanical and biological alterations that follow knee injuries have been implicated in PTOA 

development, although it has not been possible to differentiate clearly between these two causal 

factors. This review critically examines the outcomes from pre-clinical lapine and ovine injury 

models arising in the authors’ laboratories and differing in severity of PTOA development and 

progression. Specifically, we focus on how varying severity of knee injuries influence the 

subsequent alterations in kinematics, kinetics, and biological outcomes. The immediate impact of 

injury on the lubrication capacity of the joint is examined in the context of its influence on 

biomechanical alterations, thus linking the biological changes to abnormal kinematics, leading to 

a focus on the potential areas for interventions to inhibit or prevent development of the disease. 

We believe that PTOA results from altered cartilage surface interactions where biological and 

biomechanical factors intersect, and mitigating acute joint inflammation may be critical to 

prolonging PTOA development. 

 

2.2!Introduction 

More than 40% of patients that suffer a traumatic knee injury will develop post-traumatic 

osteoarthritis (PTOA) [91]. PTOA is a degenerative disease of articular joints that results in the 
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irreversible destruction of hyaline cartilage. Through persistent pain and eventual loss of joint 

functioning, advanced PTOA reduces quality of life and places the patient at greater risk for the 

development of comorbidities [92, 93]. Thus, prevention of the initiation of PTOA has become 

an area of intense research. 

 

The knee joint is an organ system composed of multiple tissues that function in harmony to 

provide fluid, stability, and pain free articulation of bony surfaces during movement [94]. When 

a joint is compromised following traumatic injury, the system is disrupted, placing the joint at 

risk for further injury. For instance, rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) places the 

joint in a state of relative instability and, if left untreated, can result in damage to joint tissues 

culminating in high risk of PTOA [95]. ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) surgery does not reliably 

prevent PTOA, despite the restoration of relative joint stability [96, 97]. Further, although many 

patients exhibit PTOA after ACL-R, not all do. 

 

In PTOA development, it is becoming more evident that the biomechanical and biological 

mechanisms are not independent [98], but their relationship is complex and partially dependent 

on injury severity. In this review, we will provide evidence from our research program and those 

of others to support the hypothesis that after injury to the knee, changes in ‘biomechanics’ and 

‘biology’ are closely related and meet at the cartilage surface in a pathological interaction that, 

over time, results in the destruction of articular cartilage and enhanced PTOA risk. We have 

focused on injuries of varying severity to the joint and the subsequent PTOA-like changes, and 

whether they are limited or progressive. We have aimed to develop surgically induced PTOA 

models that can help interrogate the important question: Is it primarily biology or primarily 
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biomechanics, or a combination of both? Some injury models evoke biological responses with 

little to no alteration in kinematics, while others induce modest alterations, and still others severe 

alterations to joint stability. Initially, we tested the impact of joint injury with lapine PTOA 

models. More recently, we have focused on the ovine model as it allows us to examine kinematic 

and kinetic alterations concomitant with the biological alterations.  

 

2.3!Surgically Induced Animal Models Of Post-Traumatic Osteoarthritis 

Animal models provide the opportunity to investigate the inception of PTOA and follow its 

progression. Based on the method of disease induction, there are two main classifications of 

PTOA models: induced models through surgical insult (or chemical induction) and non-invasive 

models (including intra-articular (IA) tibial plateau fracture, cyclic articular cartilage tibial 

compressions, tibial compression overload, and transarticular impact) [20]. Furthermore, in some 

lapine models of PTOA-like disease, the condition can be initiated by inducing muscle weakness 

without impacting the knee directly [99, 100]. This review will focus only on surgically induced 

models. Surgical induction/destabilization is an established technique for inducing PTOA [49], 

and includes injuries to the ACL (complete or partial transection (Tx)), meniscus (meniscal 

destabilization, meniscal Tx, or meniscectomy (Mx)), or use of combination surgery 

(ACL/medial collateral ligament Tx (ACL/MCL Tx), ACL Tx with or without Mx, and MCL Tx 

with or without Mx) [20, 87, 101-103]. An advantage of these models is that they have 

predictable disease onset and progression [87]. Specific advantages of the ovine model include 

the ability to predictably reproduce PTOA pathology after knee injury, ability to analyze gait 

alterations, animal size for tissue and fluid collection, and potential for IA therapeutic 

intervention [50, 87]. 
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Our long-term objective is to understand, and then target and control, both the biomechanical and 

biological factors that are interfering with the functional restoration of knee integrity over time 

after an injury. The PTOA models in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1, listed by degree of hypothesized 

kinematic stability, are our contributions towards this field of work. These models help provide 

insight into teasing apart the biological and biomechanical mechanisms involved with PTOA 

development and progression. The models aim to isolate the effect of various parameters by 

changing only one, recognizing that others change as a consequence of the interplay between 

biomechanics and biology. All animal models were approved by University of Calgary Animal 

Ethics Committee.  
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Surgery' Species' Post'
Operative'
Time'

Outcomes'Measured' Findings' References'

Sham' Rabbit& 48,&72&hours,&
3,&6,&9,&and&52&

weeks&

1)!Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)&Histology&&

1)&!&gross&score&compared&to&controlsF&histological&score&for&3,&6,&and&9&week&samples&!&
compared&to&controls&
2)!Histological&score&for&48&hour&samples&were&modestly&!&compared&to&controls&and&9&
week&samples&

Heubner&et!al.&JOR&2013&[104]&
Heard&et!al.&JOR&2015&[80]&

Sheep& 2&and&20&
weeks&

1)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
2)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
3)&Ground&Reaction&Force&
4)&In!Vivo&Tibiofemoral&
Cartilage&Contact&Path&Length&
5)&Proximity&Disturbance&
6)&PRG4&and&HA&Composition&&
7)&Cartilage&Boundary&
Lubricating&Ability&of&Synovial&
Fluid&&

1)&Sham&joints&were&morphologically&normal&and&had&only&one&minor&kinematic&change&at&
20&weeks&
2)&See&“ACL/MCL&Tx”&and&“Mx”&below&for&centroid&velocity,&proximity&disturbance&
3)&At&20&weeks,&PRG4&and&HA&concentration&and&HA&molecular&weight&distribution&in&
synovial&fluid&was&similar&to&the&contralateral&control&
4)&Kinetic&coefficients&of&friction&was&similar&to&Mx,&ACL/MCL&Tx,&and&contralateral&controls&
and&was&significantly&lower&than&saline&

Frank&et!al.&JOR&2012&[105]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2013&[106]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2014&[107]&
Barton&et!al.&JOR&2013&[108]&

Drill' Rabbit& 48,&72&hours,&
3,&6,&9,&and&52&

weeks&

1)!Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)&Histology&&
3)&mRNA&Expression&
4)&Immunohistochemistry&
5)&Protein&Extraction&and&
Western&Blots&

1)&Cartilage&mRNA&levels&!&in&TGF`β&at&72&hours&and&3&weeks&with&!&in&MMP`13&
expression&at&72&hoursF&similar&to&baseline&levels&at&6&weeks&
2)&Synovial&membrane&thickening&with&!&cellularity&was&seen&at&both&9&and&52&weeks&
3)&Synovial&inflammatory&marker&expression&was&!&at&48&and&72&hours&post`surgeryF&
returning&to&baseline&levels&by&3&weeks&post`surgery&
4)&Intra`articular&bone&injury&results&in&early&joint&inflammation&with&some&chronic&synovial&
changes&and&progressive&cartilage&damage&consistent&with&PTOA&
5)&A&single&administration&of&dexamethasone&at&the&time&of&surgery&"&mRNA&levels&for&a&
subset&of&pro`inflammatory&mediators&and&"&the&histological&grade&for&synovium&and&
articular&cartilage&

Heubner!et!al.&JOR&2013&[104]&
Heubner!et!al.&JOR&2014&[79]&
Heard&et!al.&JOR&2015&[80]&

Sheep& 2&weeks& 1)!Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)&Histology&&
3)&mRNA&Expression&
&

1)&Significant&PTOA`like&changes&were&present&in&the&surgical&joints,&in&a&paired&
comparison&with&contralateral&joints&
2)&Synovial&tissue&showed&histological&findings&indicative&of&inflammation&
3)&In&comparison&to&contralateral&joint&tissues,&mRNA&for&inflammatory&and&degradative&
molecules&were&!&in&cartilage&and&synovium&from&the&surgical&joint&

Unpublished&data&

ACL@R' Sheep& 2&weeks& 1)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)&mRNA&Expression&
3)&Histology&&
4)&Immunohistochemistry&

1)&Synovial&mRNA&expression&was&significantly&!&in&all&experimental&and&sham&joints&
2)&Synovial&biomarkers&(mRNA&levels)&are&related&to&early&gross&changes&of&joint&tissues&2&
weeks&following&ACL`R&surgery,&with&significant&contributions&from&mRNA&for&IL`1β,&IL`6,&
and&MMP`3&
3)&Fat&pad&exhibited&altered&cellularity&and&fibrosis&
4)&!&CD105&mRNA&levels&at&2&weeks&corroborated&the&!&in&neovascularization&observed&
following&injury&
5)&Pro`inflammatory&cytokines&and&fat&pad&specific&adipokines&exhibited&changes&

Heard&et!al.&JOR&2011&[109]&
Heard&et!al.&O&C&2013&[110]&
Solbak&et!al.&IR&2015&[31]&

20&weeks& 1)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
2)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
3)&Ground&Reaction&Force&
4)&Histology&&
5)&mRNA&Expression&
6)&Immunohistochemistry&&

1)&!&combined&cartilage&and&osteophyte&scores&than&those&of&controls&
2)&Further&analyses&required&to&fully&investigate&the&potential&contribution&of&altered&
kinematics&to&the&development&of&PTOA&in&this&model&
3)&mRNA&levels&for&synovial&and&articular&cartilage&inflammatory&and&catabolic&molecules&
normalized&&
4)&Fat&pad&exhibited&altered&cellularity&and&fibrosis&
5)&!&macrophage`like&cells&in&the&fat&pad&&
6)&Pro`inflammatory&cytokines&and&fat&pad&specific&adipokines&exhibited&changes&

O’Brien&et!al.&JOR&2013&[111]&
Heard!et!al.&O&C&2013&[110]&
Solbak!et!al.&IR&2015&[31]&

Partial'
ACL'Tx'

'

Sheep& 20&weeks&
&

1)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)&Histology&&
3)&mRNA&Expression&
4)&Bone&microarchitecture&

&
&

Manuscripts&in&preparation&
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40&weeks& 1)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
2)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
3)&Ground&Reaction&Force&
4)&Histology&&
5)&mRNA&Expression&
6)&Bone&Microarchitecture&

& Manuscripts&in&preparation&

ACL'Tx' Sheep& 20&weeks&
&

1)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
2)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
3)&Joint&Kinetics&
4)&PRG4&and&HA&Composition&&
5)&Cartilage&Boundary&
Lubricating&Ability&of&Synovial&
Fluid&&

1)&"&PCL&loadsF&MCL&loads&did&not&changeF&LCL&loads&"&across&the&entire&gait&cycle&
2)&!&in&medial&and&lateral&meniscal&loads&&
3)&Moderate&correlation&between&in!situ&meniscal&loads&and&anterior&tibial&translations&over&
time&&
4)&Couplings&between&flexion&vs.&abduction&and&internal&tibial&rotation,&as&well&as&medial,&
anterior,&and&superior&tibial&translations&&
5)&Direct&relationships&between&ACL&vs.&meniscus,&and&PCL&vs.&MCL&loads&during&normal&
gaitF&inverse&relationships&were&detected&between&ACL&vs.&PCL&and&PCL&vs.&meniscus&
loads&
6)&Early&(2`4&weeks)&after&ACL&Tx,&PRG4&concentrations&were&!&and&HA&concentrations&
were&"&compared&to&20&weeks&
7)&Poor&cartilage&boundary&lubricating&ability&early&after&injury&was&associated&with&
cartilage&damage&at&20&weeks&&

Atarod&et!al.&JOR&2014&[112]&
Atarod&et!al.&Knee&2015&[113]&
Atarod&et!al.&BMES&2014&[114]&
Atarod&et!al.&O&C&2014&[115]&

Mx' Sheep& 20&weeks& 1)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
2)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
3)&Ground&Reaction&Force&
4)&Surface&Reconstruction&&
5)&In!Vivo&Tibiofemoral&
Cartilage&Contact&Path&Length&
6)&Proximity&Disturbance&&
7)&PRG4&and&HA&Composition&&
8)&Cartilage&Boundary&
Lubricating&Ability&of&Synovial&
Fluid&&

1)&!&stifle&abduction&and&medial&tibial&translation&and&corresponded&locations&of&focal&
chondral&damage&
2)&"&lateral&compartment&paths&were&different&from&ACL/MCL&Tx&paths,&but&not&relative&to&
baseline/sham&&
3)&Mx&proximity&disturbance&values&tended&to&be&!&than&shams,&and&correlated&with&
cartilage&damage&
4)&PRG4&and&HA&concentration&and&HA&molecular&weight&distribution&in&synovial&fluid&was&
similar&to&the&contralateral&control&
5)&Kinetic&coefficients&of&friction&was&similar&to&sham,&ACL/MCL&Tx,&and&contralateral&
controls&and&was&significantly&lower&than&saline&

Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2011&[116]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2013&[106]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2014&[107]&
Barton&et!al.&JOR&2013&[108]&

ACL/MCL'
Tx'

Sheep& 20&weeks& 1)!In!Vivo&Joint&Kinematics&
2)&Gross&Morphological&
Cartilage&Grading&
3)&Ground&Reaction&Force&
4)&Morphometry&&
5)&Histology&
6)&Transmission&Electron&
Microscopy&
7)&In!Vivo&Tibiofemoral&
Cartilage&Contact&Path&Length&
8)&Proximity&Disturbance&
9)&PRG4&and&HA&
Concentration&
10)&HA&molecular&Weight&
Distribution&
11)&Cartilage&Boundary&
Lubricating&Ability&of&Synovial&
Fluid&&&

1)&Abnormalities&in&4/6&degrees&of&freedom&and&cartilage/bone&damage&&
2)&Changes&in&medial–lateral&translation&were&related&to&joint&degradation&&
3)&Tibial&position&was&significantly&adducted,&shifted&in&the&medial,&anterior,&and&superior&
directions&
4)&Maximal&anterior&tibial&position&was&!&during&mid`stance&in&the&ACL/MCL&Tx&group&to&
the&shams&&
5)&Changes&in&the&3D&distances&between&insertions&of&not&only&the&transected&ACL,&but&
also&the&intact&LCL&and&PCL,&while&the&distances&between&insertions&of&the&transected&
MCL&was&not&changed&
6)&PCLs&and&LCLs&seemed&gross&morphologically&normal,&however&water&content&and&cell&
density&!&in&the&MCL&scars&and&the&intact&PCLs&but&were&unchanged&in&the&LCLs&
7)&Collagen&fibril&diameter&distribution&was&altered&in&MCL&scar&and&uninjured&PCLs&&
8)&Elongated&plateau&centroid&path&lengths&and&velocities,&whereas&condyle&paths&and&
velocities&were&reduced&
9)&Relative&centroid&velocity&were&!&over&baseline&values&in&the&medial&compartment&
10)&Proximity&disturbance&was&!&relative&to&Mx&and&shams,&and&correlated&with&cartilage&
damage&
11)&PRG4&and&HA&concentration&and&HA&molecular&weight&distribution&in&synovial&fluid&
was&similar&to&the&contralateral&control&
12)&Kinetic&coefficients&of&friction&was&similar&to&sham,&Mx,&and&contralateral&controls&and&
was&significantly&lower&than&saline&

Frank&et!al.&JOR&2012&[105]&
Tapper&et!al.&JOR&2008&[50]&
Tapper&et!al.&JOB&2009&[88]&

Funakoshi&et!al.&JOR&2007&[117]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2013&[106]&
Beveridge&et!al.&JOR&2014&[107]&
Barton&et!al.&JOR&2013&[108]&
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Table 2.1 A summary cataloguing the observations and conclusions from different models 

of PTOA development. Abbreviations: Surgical sham (sham); femoral notch drill model 

(drill); idealized ACL reconstruction (ACL-R); ACL transection (ACL Tx); lateral 

meniscectomy (Mx); ACL/MCL transection (ACL/MCL Tx); hyaluronan (HA); and 

proteoglycan 4 (PRG4).  
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Figure 2.1 Graphical representation of the link between biomechanical alterations to OA-

like changes in different models of PTOA development. Abbreviations: Surgical sham 

(sham); femoral notch drill model (drill); idealized ACL reconstruction (ACL-R); ACL 

transection (ACL Tx); lateral meniscectomy (Mx); and ACL/MCL transection (ACL/MCL 

Tx). 

 

2.3.1!Controls  

Sham models have been used as the surgical control to isolate the specific effects of the surgery. 

Sham surgery can result in transient gross OA joint damage, which resolves over time and is 

temporary and reversible [105, 118]. As such, it is essential to have a sham to ensure the 

observed differences are attributed to the treatment/surgery. Also, we have studied contralateral 

uninjured limbs to compare potential side-to-side differences in altered weight bearing and 

systemic effects within the same animal. 
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2.3.2!Drill Model 

To delineate the impact of biology from biomechanics in PTOA development, we developed a 

surgical procedure designed to investigate aspects of human ACL-R surgery that may result in 

PTOA. Specifically, this surgical injury mimicked the widely used surgical practice of drilling 

holes into the bone during ACL-R surgery, but did not impact the stabilizing ligaments [104]. 

Two 1.1 mm holes in the lapine model or one 3.2 mm hole ovine model are drilled into the non-

weight bearing femoral notch using a drill guide [104]. Bleeding from the bone into the joint 

space resulted in an upregulation of inflammatory cytokines and degradative proteinases in the 

knee joint tissues, and the induction of PTOA-like changes to the cartilage within 9 weeks [80, 

104]. Similar results were quantified when the drill injury was applied in the ovine model, 

although the ovine stifle joint appeared to develop a greater level of gross morphological changes 

than the lapine. Together, these studies implicate the inflammation associated with the bleeding 

into the joint space from the surgically induced joint damage is a key component in PTOA 

development.  

 

2.3.3!Idealized Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction Model 

The ‘idealized’ ACL-R model aims to represent the ‘best case scenario’ of ACL-R surgery by 

using the best graft material, the animal’s own ACL, disturbed at only one insertion. The 

reasoning behind developing this model was to maintain the pre-injury biomechanics as best as 

possible and isolate the biological factors of PTOA progression. In this model, the native ACL is 

cored out at the femoral end and immediately reattached in its original location [111]. This 

model therefore eliminates some confounding factors such as variations in the graft attachment 

site, graft tension, and the use of non-ligamentous graft material. Although the transient acute 
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inflammatory phase resolved, gross PTOA-like features were observed in ACL-R joints at 20 

weeks after surgery [111].  

 

2.3.4!Partial Anterior Cruciate Ligament Transection Model 

Partial ACL (p-ACL) ruptures make up between 10-28% of all ACL tears [119]. The rationale 

for using a p-ACL Tx model was to mimic a p-ACL rupture and study the effects of anterior-

medial (AM) band Tx [120]. Although p-ACL ruptures are common and clinically relevant [119, 

121], only a handful of studies have used p-ACL Tx animal models [102, 103] and none that we 

are aware of have studied the impact of p-ACL Tx on PTOA development or progression. In this 

model, the AM band of the ACL is arthroscopically transected mid-substance through the full 

thickness, perpendicular to its long axis. The biological and biomechanical analysis of the ovine 

p-ACL Tx model has again shown individual sheep-specific alterations in knee kinematics. 

 

2.3.5!Anterior Cruciate Ligament Transection Model 

ACL ruptures are common injuries with a poor prognosis leading to the development of PTOA 

in the long-term [122-124]. ACL Tx is the most common model used to study PTOA; it creates 

relative joint instability, mimics the isolated rupture of an ACL, and results in definite 

biomechanical abnormalities [112-114]. In this model, the ACL is arthroscopically transected 

mid-substance through the full thickness, perpendicular to its long axis [114]. 

 

2.3.6!Lateral Meniscectomy Model 

Meniscal injuries are highly prevalent and often treated by arthroscopic meniscal debridement or 

Mx [125]. Mx increases the relative risk for PTOA in humans six-fold [126, 127] and in animal 
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models has been validated to lead to PTOA [128-130]. The Mx model is used to study 

biomechanical destabilization and biological changes to the contact surfaces. In the lateral Mx 

model, the meniscal horns and meniscofemoral ligament were transected, and the meniscus was 

removed [116]. Lateral Mx results in an increase in stifle abduction and medial tibial translation 

and, consistent with previous reports, considerable lateral gross damage in comparison to shams 

[116].  

 

2.3.7!Anterior Cruciate Ligament/Medial Collateral Ligament Transection Model  

A grade III injury of the MCL usually heals without surgical intervention, as a provisional blood 

clot scaffold forms and leads to a vascular scar [117, 131]. However, the ACL often requires 

ACL-R to restore the biomechanical function of the knee joint [132]. Combined ACL/MCL Tx 

was chosen to simulate the significant joint instability that is commonly observed clinically. In 

this model, the MCL was sharply transected at the joint line and the ACL was sharply transected 

mid-substance via parapatellar arthrotomy [117]. The ACL/MCL Tx model allows us to study 

significant kinematic alteration and patterns of ligament healing [117].  

 

We have used the above models to study the two main drivers of PTOA, biomechanics and 

biology, studying biology primarily, biomechanics primarily, or the combination. Taken 

together, these models have moved our research program from studying individual structures to 

studying the knee as an organ system to optimize functional and structural knee joint integrity. 
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2.4!Kinematic Alterations Following Joint Injury  

Although there is no universally accepted definition for mechanical instability, the term is 

intended to refer to significant, or practically relevant, changes in knee joint kinematics from 

normal states. As we measure kinematic abnormality as a surrogate for the possible 

biomechanical changes within the joint, we will refer to “mechanical instability” and “abnormal 

mechanical loading” as “kinematic abnormality” henceforth. In addition to the understanding 

that kinematic abnormality [133], Andriacchi et al. [134] initially proposed a widely accepted 

mechanism in which kinematic abnormality is cited as the root cause of PTOA. They speculated 

that, because of kinematic abnormality, the contact locations of joint surfaces are shifted to areas 

that are not adapted to support increased load.  This results in increased friction and shear forces 

at the cartilage-cartilage interface. Understandably, this mechanism has provoked substantial 

interest in the determination of altered joint kinematics after knee injury. Notwithstanding this 

contribution, more recently these authors have identified the interplay between biology, function, 

and structure to be key in the mechanisms of PTOA [98].  

 

It has been reported that ACL deficient ovine [112], canine [135] and human models [136, 137] 

and combined ACL/MCL deficiency in ovine [105], caprine [63], and human models [138] result 

in varying magnitudes of change in anterior and medial-tibial translation, inferior-superior 

translation as well as abduction-adduction and internal-external rotations. The latter, for 

example, appears to be more significant for human models than ovine models [134, 138].  

 

Some studies have investigated the effect of kinematic abnormality on articular surface 

interaction. By coupling surface geometry with kinematic data and defining a region of close 
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tibiofemoral proximity, researchers have been able to estimate contact areas and locations in 

normal joints in ovine [106], canine [139], and equine models [140]. After Mx, the locations of 

minimum tibiofemoral proximity were observed to shift laterally and anteriorly, corresponding to 

locations of cartilage damage [141].  

 

Taken together, these studies demonstrate that kinematic abnormalities accompany joint injury 

and are associated with PTOA development. Importantly, it is reasonable to accept that articular 

surface interaction throughout gait changes following injury. In the ACL/MCL Tx model [105], 

there was kinematic abnormality in the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral degree of freedom 

(DOF), best correlated with worse cartilage composite scores. However, in-depth inspection of 

kinematic data reveals that the changes within individual DOF do not necessarily correlate with 

cartilage composite scores, thereby highlighting the inability of kinematic change alone to 

predict PTOA onset or progression. In extension to conventional kinematic data analyses, an 

investigation deriving and studying tibiofemoral centroid velocity [106] demonstrated that 

although lateral compartment velocity was significantly higher in the ACL/MCL Tx, as 

compared to the Mx group, the cartilage composite score was much higher in Mx group. Further 

to this, proximity disturbance is a measure created to describe by how much and how far the 

relative positions of the bones change during gait. In studying this new measure, we have shown 

that with ACL/MCL Tx, proximity disturbance was significantly elevated relative to Mx and 

shams, and of the kinematic measures assessed, correlated best with cartilage damage [107]. 

Lastly, inter-animal variations in kinematics and PTOA severity occur with the same knee injury 

(ACL Tx [114] or ACL/MCL Tx [105]), additionally supporting the premise that kinematics 

does not on its own initiate PTOA progression. 
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2.5!Kinetic Alterations Following Joint Injury  

Coincident with kinematic abnormality post-injury is kinetic abnormality, which provides an 

additional piece of mechanical information linked to PTOA progression. Due to the difficulty of 

direct measurement of forces, many previous studies have relied on analytical or finite element 

approaches [142, 143]. However, these numerical techniques do not accurately represent the 

three-dimensional motion of joints, include the subject-specific tissue material properties, or 

include the tissue zero-strain lengths. Since subtle changes in joint kinematics can result in 

significant changes in the loads [144], these models may report inaccurate kinetic observations, 

emphasizing the need for direct measurement. Strain gauges are the most common direct method 

of measuring forces [145], but a combination of robotic systems and a force torque sensor [145, 

146] have also been used to directly measure force with increased accuracy and reliability.  

 

Using robotic systems, it has been reported that ACL deficiency results in increased in situ MCL 

force during quasi-static external loading in a caprine model [147]. Using 6-DOF subject-

specific in vivo kinematics and reproduction of those kinematics in vitro via a parallel robotic 

manipulator, significant inter-subject variability was noted in tissue loads in an ACL Tx model, 

with generally increased in situ MCL and decreased in situ posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) and 

lateral cruciate ligament (LCL) loads [112]. In the same model [113], ACL Tx results in a 

significant increase in both medial and lateral meniscus loads during mid stance of the gait cycle. 

Knowing that ACL deficiency increases anterior tibial translation, we would expect MCL load to 

increase and LCL load to decrease under static loading because of the secondary and primary 

functions of the MCL and LCL, respectively, on restraining anterior tibial translation.  
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While this is true to some extent, inconsistencies exist. For example, after ACL Tx, MCL loads 

have been shown to increase in some subjects, and decrease in others [112]. Possible 

explanations for the high degree of variability that exists between subjects are differences in 

functional adaptation of other joint tissues after injury, natural tissue properties, bony geometry, 

and neuromuscular control. Regarding anterior tibial translation in particular, in addition to the 

ACL, other components (joint capsule, MCL, LCL, iliotibial band, hamstrings, soleus and 

gluteus maximus etc.) have a role in limiting this motion. ACL deficiency results in adaptation of 

these tissues to compensate for the function of the ACL, thereby changing the loads carried by 

these tissues [148]. PTOA indicators were observed in all ovine models where kinetic 

abnormality was induced. 

 

In brief, previous research investigating joint kinetics before and after injury has demonstrated 

changes in the loading regimes of joint tissues and contact loads. It should be noted that these 

changes are subject-specific and that PTOA ensues after injury [112, 113]. Furthermore, load 

changes can be induced by comparatively small kinematic changes [144, 149, 150]. Kinetics 

alone, however, cannot inform on either the load path or stress distribution generated by the 

relative movement of joint surfaces and thus cannot predict the progression of PTOA by itself. 

 

2.6!Lubrication Alterations Following Joint Injury 

The frictional forces transmitted across the articulating surfaces are a function of the lubricating 

ability of the synovial fluid, and descriptive of the interaction between the two surfaces. Synovial 

fluid constituents contribute independently, and in combination, to boundary lubrication at the 
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articular cartilage–cartilage interface [151]. A decrease in the boundary lubricating ability of a 

joint following injury, and subsequent inflammation, has been shown to produce greater friction 

that results in surface damage in murine [152], canine [153], and ovine [154] models.  

 

The inflammation associated with joint injury results in altered concentrations of synovial fluid 

constituents, particularly hyaluronan (HA) and proteoglycan 4 (PRG4). These alterations 

correspond to an increase in the coefficient of friction between joint surfaces and a reduction of 

the protective, anti-wear properties of the synovial fluid. As demonstrated by our ovine models, 

there was poor cartilage lubricating ability early after injury (2-4 weeks post-injury) [115], which 

returned to normal by 20 weeks post-injury [108, 115].  

 

2.7!Biological Alterations Associated With Joint Injury 

Inflammation strongly impacts the health of the soft tissues within the injured knee joint, and 

chronic inflammation has been associated with OA [57-59, 155]. Arthroscopic investigation has 

revealed that synovitis can be observed in up to 50% of OA patients [156]. Upon activation in an 

inflammatory environment, there is a cascade of molecular changes that result in up-regulation of 

the gene expression of cytokines and matrix metalloproteinase's (MMPs), contributing to the 

breakdown of the articular cartilage [157], thus compromising the joint environment. 

 

We have observed inflammation of the synovium at early time points following both the drill and 

ACL-R surgical injuries [104, 109, 110]. Up-regulated mRNA levels for degradative proteinases 

were also noted in the cartilage at 2 weeks post-surgery [109]. Exposure to post-surgical 

inflammation can compromise synovial stem cells, thus potentially affecting their ability to 
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contribute to endogenous repair post-injury [158]. We have also assessed the infrapatellar fat pad 

(IPFP) and observed a distinct inflammatory response (with increased cellularity and early 

fibrosis) at both 48 hours and 9 weeks post-surgery [159], thereby suggesting that this tissue is 

affected by, and potentially contributes to a compromised joint environment. 

 

2.8!Early Therapeutic Intervention To Alleviate The Consequences Of Knee Injury  

Management of knee injuries may follow surgical or non-surgical routes, and decisions regarding 

the course of treatment are dependent on multiple factors: site of injury, severity, potential for 

PTOA development, mechanical instability, pain, and patient activity level [160]. Generally, an 

extra-articular ligament has the potential to heal on its own and no surgical interventions are 

recommended, unless the injury is very severe or is associated with an ACL injury [160]. ACL-R 

is the standard practice to restore joint stability, however it does not reliably prevent PTOA [161, 

162]. The extended inflammatory phase following injury and surgery, or some other unintended 

subtle mechanical alteration, does not restore knee integrity [95]. Although ACL injuries often 

lead to PTOA in many patients, there are no disease modifying strategies that are employed at 

the early stages to prevent its onset. Most therapeutic options reported in the literature focus only 

on relieving the symptoms (i.e. pain).  

 

Recognising inevitable PTOA development following knee injuries, we have tested the efficacy 

of early IA interventions with corticosteroids in an animal model of PTOA as a proof of concept 

[79, 80]. Inflammation was mitigated with dexamethasone in studies that investigated the 

efficacy of repeated doses following surgery [79] and single treatments at the time of surgery 

[80]. Dexamethasone was found to reduce the expression of inflammatory cytokines and prevent 
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the early PTOA-like changes quantified in the untreated joints. A recent study [163] 

demonstrated that early IA immunosuppression mitigated the injury-induced increase of collagen 

fragments in a porcine ACL Tx model and a review recently highlighted the use of IA injections 

of dexamethasone soon after injury to prevent PTOA [78]. These results clearly demonstrate the 

need to intervene early following knee injuries to reduce inflammation and prevent the initiation 

of knee degeneration.  

 

The catabolic environment resulting from injury and inflammation diminishes the lubricating 

capacity of the synovial fluid leading to increased friction [164]. IA injections with HA are a 

standard intervention for increasing the lubricating ability of the joint fluid and for providing a 

protective coat for the cartilage surfaces [165]. Interestingly, a study proposed that 

corticosteroids were more effective in the early phases to reduce the pain while the HA 

interventions were effective for managing pain for longer periods and at later time points [165]. 

Exogenous HA enhances the production of chondrocyte HA and proteoglycan synthesis and by 

reducing pro-inflammatory mediators and MMPs [166]. Further, the beneficial effects of 

exogenous HA are best observed with a high molecular weight HA [167]. Also, single IA 

injection of PRG4 into the joint of an ACL injury murine model has shown that cartilage 

degradation can be reduced [168]. Without this intervention, inflammation may initiate excessive 

loss of PRG4 from the surface of the cartilage [169, 170]. Although these studies reported 

positive outcomes for lubrication, no improvement in the Osteoarthritis Research Society 

International (OARSI) scores for cartilage were reported, suggesting a need for additional 

interventions. Lastly, it has been reported that PRG4 and HA can synergistically interact to 

reduce the coefficient of friction in vitro [171]. 
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Taken together, these studies suggest the need for multi-factorial therapeutic tactics to diminish 

the multitude of mechanical and biological alterations that are observed in the inflammatory 

phase following injury (Figure 2.2). Could early intervention possibly alleviate the development 

of PTOA or delay the consequences of progression? It remains to be determined whether these 

therapeutic approaches can improve the mechanical alterations (dependent on the severity of 

relative kinematic stability) that play a major role in cartilage aberration and PTOA 

development, or perhaps surgical intervention may be needed to correct mechanical instability 

while treating the biological components.  
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Figure 2.2 Graphic of using early intervention strategies to slow the progression of PTOA-

like changes in a range of kinematic stability. Abbreviations: idealized ACL reconstruction 

(ACL-R); ACL transection (ACL Tx); lateral meniscectomy (Mx); and ACL/MCL 

transection (ACL/MCL Tx). 

 

2.9!Conclusions And Future Directions To Restore Functional And Structural Knee 

Integrity  

Through the use of preclinical ovine and lapine models, we have shown that models of relatively 

limited kinematic change (e.g. the drill and ACL-R models) led to an acute inflammatory 

response in the joint, and resulted in significant PTOA-like changes. As these models did not 

lead to detectable kinematic alterations, it would appear that biological responses alone are not 

only sufficient to generate PTOA, but may ‘set the stage’ for future joint insults that contribute to 
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PTOA progression. More invasive surgical injuries to the joint, specifically to the ACL (e.g. p-

ACL Tx, ACL Tx, and ACL/MCL Tx), lead to both biological/inflammatory changes and 

abnormal kinematics. Overloading injuries, namely Mx, also led to rapid and progressive PTOA. 

To fully understand the mechanisms of PTOA onset in injury models that created abnormal joint 

kinematic variables, such as cartilage velocity, cartilage stress, and cartilage-cartilage 

interactions must also be investigated as they are likely playing substantial roles in the disease 

development.  

 

Due to the complexity and feasibility of the animal work, there are limitations in the research 

that can be conducted ranging from sample size to available metrics. For instance, in our studies 

muscle function is not measured and could provide valuable insight in the interpretation of 

abnormal kinematics. Also, there are physiological differences between the species we study, 

and those that we someday hope to improve their health. For example, in the quadruped ovine 

model, the meniscus is quite large and may play a more substantial role in joint stability than in 

humans, especially during weight bearing. Furthermore, the ovine studies listed above only have 

2 distinct time points after injury: 2 weeks and 20 weeks. There is still a need to study the rate of 

progression by looking at other time points. Currently, we are addressing a longer-term PTOA 

time point (40 weeks) after p-ACL Tx. 

 

Based on the information provided from our models assessed to date, we believe that PTOA is 

exacerbated at the cartilage surface where biological and biomechanical factors intersect. There 

is a need to modify acute joint inflammation (as our and others’ research establishes this as the 

likely point of initiation of the disease process) using doses of glucocorticoids (as the proof of 
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concept treatment) immediately after injury to test the efficacy of this intervention in attenuating 

or preventing onset/progression of PTOA. If we are able to effectively mediate acute 

inflammation that is known to result in catabolic upregulation after injury, the joint may maintain 

its cartilage lubricating ability, stability, and improved joint homeostasis following a meniscal 

repair or ACL-R. It may be critical to mitigate the acute inflammatory response before subtle 

pathological changes result in chronic inflammation, in which it is potentially more difficult to 

intervene successfully. Future research will focus on studying PTOA development and 

progression using a long-term p-ACL Tx model, examining in vivo kinematics alterations after p-

ACL Tx, and investigating possible interventions (glucocorticoids) to mitigate PTOA 

development.  
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Chapter Three:!IN VIVO KINEMATICS OF THE OVINE STIFLE JOINT FOLLOWING 

PARTIAL ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT TRANSECTION 

 

3.1!Abstract 

Partial anterior cruciate ligament (p-ACL) rupture is commonly seen in the clinic. The impact of 

p-ACL injury on in vivo joint kinematics has yet to be determined in an animal model. Skeletally 

mature sheep (n=5) were used to assess joint kinematics after p-ACL transection (Tx). Peak hind 

limb vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) was determined serially prior to each kinematic data 

collection. The in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint were measured during ‘normal’ gait, as 

well as 20-21 and 40 weeks after p-ACL Tx. Gross morphological scoring was conducted for 

cartilage damage, osteophytes, and meniscal damage. There was considerable inter-subject 

variability in both the force plate testing and the kinematic patterns following p-ACL knee injury 

within animals, which is clinically similar to humans after knee injury. The p-ACL Tx ovine 

model creates significant progressive post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA)-like damage by 40 

weeks. There were consistent changes in medial-lateral, posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior 

translations at 40 weeks from intact to after p-ACL Tx. This is the first study to quantify in vivo 

joint kinematics before and after p-ACL Tx knee injury during gait longitudinally over time.  

 

3.2!Introduction 

Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) ruptures are common knee injuries, with an estimated 250,000 

ruptures a year in the United States alone [172]. Coincident complications including damage to 

the meniscus, medial collateral ligament (MCL), and articular cartilage are also common [95, 

173, 174]. ACL rupture leads to relative joint instability and, if left untreated, can result in tissue 
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damage and lead to the development of post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) [95, 122-124]. 

Although the majority of patients opt for ACL reconstruction (ACL-R) surgery to repair the 

biomechanical function of the knee joint, this does not reliably prevent PTOA despite the 

restoration of relative joint stability [96, 97]. 

 

The ACL is comprised of two distinct functional bundles: the anterior medial (AM) bundle and 

posterior lateral (PL) bundle [45]. In flexion, the AM band is taut while the PL band is lax. In 

extension, the AM band is lax and the PL is taut. This tension pattern contributes to knee 

stability throughout the entire range of motion, as some part of the ACL remains under tension 

throughout the gait cycle [175]. Acting together, the bands of the ACL act as the primary 

restraint to anterior displacement of the tibia relative to the femur, and a secondary stabilizer to 

tibial rotation [46, 175, 176]. Partial ACL (p-ACL) ruptures are commonly seen clinically, 

making up between 10-28% of all ACL tears [119, 121]. Currently, there is no consensus on 

what defines a p-ACL rupture. While complete ACL rupture can be diagnosed through clinical 

examination [177], p-ACL rupture is usually difficult to diagnose. Usually, imaging examination 

(plain radiographs and magnetic resonance imaging) and arthroscopic investigation (when 

necessary) are needed [121]. Further, ACL tears involving 50-75% of the ligament have been 

shown to have a significant probability of progressing to a complete tear and can be associated 

with further meniscal, ligamentous, and osteochondral injuries [178]. Thus, surgical 

reconstruction of a p-ACL rupture is commonly performed, but is challenging as the surgery 

requires both precise positioning of the bone tunnel and conservation of the remaining torn 

bundle [121]. Similar to full ACL rupture, the surgery is often conducted in an attempt to restore 

the biomechanical function of the knee joint.  
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Multiple studies have assessed motion of the knee joint during normal gait and following ACL 

injury in human [136, 137, 179] and laboratory animal studies [50, 114, 135, 141]. These studies 

have demonstrated that after ACL rupture there is increased anterior translation and increased 

internal rotation of the tibia relative to the femur. Increased tibial medial translations and valgus 

rotations have also been reported [180]. Only a few studies have used p-ACL Tx in animal 

models to study knee injury [102, 103, 181]. None that we are aware of have studied the impact 

of p-ACL Tx on in vivo joint kinematics, and attempted to quantify those biomechanical 

alterations. Furthermore, none have studied the combination of gross PTOA-like changes after p-

ACL Tx and changes to knee integrity over time. The rationale for using a p-ACL Tx model was 

to simulate a p-ACL rupture, and study the effects of AM band Tx and the biomechanical 

function of the PL band [120]. In our model, p-ACL Tx was defined as transecting the AM band 

completely through its mid-substance, and leaving the PL band completely intact. Thus, we 

considered the p-ACL injury to be ‘50%’ ruptured.   

 

The objective of the present study was to examine ovine in vivo knee kinematics pre- and post-

partial knee injury (p-ACL Tx) during gait. We hypothesized that AM band deficiency would 

alter the in vivo kinematics during gait, with an increase in anterior-tibial translation, medial 

translation, and internal rotation. Further, we hypothesized there would be large inter-animal 

variability, as some animals would be ‘copers’ and others ‘non-copers’. Thus, we expected there 

would be differences in the gait patterns within an animal at the 20-21 week and 40 week time 

points. To our knowledge, this is the first study quantifying changes in in vivo kinematics 

following p-ACL Tx longitudinally over time. We used a novel instrumented spatial linkage 
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(ISL) to measure the kinematics [112, 182]. Further, the role of the PL band following AM band 

deficiency in vivo has yet to be investigated. This study was performed in the ovine stifle joint, 

which is a reasonable biomechanical model of the human knee joint [88-90].  

 

3.3!METHODS 

3.3.1!Animal Model and Surgical Intervention  

All animal surgeries and procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care 

Committee and comply with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Skeletally 

mature, 3-5 year-old female Suffolk-cross sheep (n=5; average weight of 75.1kg) were used for 

the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx study. All animals were trained to walk on a treadmill at 2.0 mph. 

Surgeries were performed on the right stifle joint, with the left joint serving as an internal 

control. Two stainless steel modified bone fracture plates (Zimmer, Warsaw, IN, USA) were 

surgically implanted on the right femur and tibia using stainless steel screws. The plates were 

oriented on the lateral side of the femur and the medial side of the tibia and fixed as close to the 

stifle joint as possible, without compromising the joint itself.  

 

Four weeks after intact kinematic collection (explained below), an orthopaedic surgeon made 

two small incisions on the anterior aspect of the knee joint to visualize the ACL with the camera. 

The AM band of the ACL was then transected sharply perpendicular to its long axis, through the 

full thickness of only the AM band near the femoral insertion site. The PL band was left intact 

and was visualized the entire time to ensure the p-ACL Tx. 
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3.3.2!Ground Reaction Force  

To assess if plate implantation and/or p-ACL Tx reduced hind limb vertical ground reaction 

force (vGRF), sheep were led across an embedded force platform (Kistler Instruments, 

Winterthur, Switzerland) until 20 hind limb hoof strikes were recorded. Data were acquired at 

1200 Hz (Figure 3.1) [116]. Maximum hind limb vGRF was determined prior to surgical plate 

implantation, and then serially prior to each kinematic data collection (intact, short-term (20-21 

weeks), and long-term (40 weeks) time points).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Embedded force plate platform walkway for sheep (A and B) that is used for 

force plate testing. A sheep standing on the force plate (C). 

 

3.3.2.1!Instrumented Spatial Linkage and In Vivo Motion Analysis  

The 3D motion of the femur relative to the tibia (the stifle joint motion) during normal and 

pathological gait can be measured accurately using the ISL (0.3±0.1 mm, 0.3±0.1 deg). As 

described previously [114, 183], the ISL consists of six rotational encoders providing 6 DOF to 

its motion: flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, and external-internal rotations and medial-
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lateral, anterior-posterior, and inferior-superior translations were collected. The ISL is attached 

rigidly to the femur and tibia for motion capture and then a complete and parametrically 

continuous kinematic model [184] is employed to transform the sensor readings into relative 

motion of the two ends of the linkage, thus providing the motion of the femur relative to the tibia 

[183]. 

 

Due to the invasive nature of bone plate implantation, these animals were given at least 4 weeks 

to recover before undergoing assessment of intact kinematics. To measure kinematics, the ISL 

was then attached rigidly to posts and the posts attached rigidly to the bone plates. The 

kinematics of the stifle joint motion were measured while the sheep walked on a standard 

treadmill (2.0 mph) (Figure 3.2). The data were collected for a minimum of 250 strides for each 

animal. After intact kinematics had been measured, p-ACL Tx was induced to the right stifle 

joint of the animal and the effects on joint motions were assessed longitudinally using the ISL by 

collecting kinematic data again at short-term (20-21 weeks) and long-term (40 weeks) time 

points post p-ACL surgery. 
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Figure 3.2 Tibial post mounted to a sheep limb (A). The ISL with both the femoral and 

tibial posts mounted on a sheep (B and C) during kinematics while walking on the 

treadmill at 2.0 mph. 

 

3.3.3!Gross Morphological Grading  

All animals were sacrificed at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. The animal’s hind limbs were 

disarticulated and then the tissue was harvested. Gross morphological grading of the patella, 

femoral groove, femoral condyles, and tibial plateau was conducted by two expert observers for 

gross defects [185], osteophyte formation [186], and meniscal damage [187].  

 

3.3.4!Anatomical Coordinate Systems Definition and Kinematic Data Processing  

As described previously [114], the joints were digitized using a portable coordinate measuring 

machine (FaroArm Platinum, Faro Technologies, Lake Mary, FL, USA; accuracy 0.025mm) 

(Figure 3.3A) and anatomically relevant coordinate systems were defined on the femur and tibia 

[188]. The Z-axis was defined parallel to the long shaft of the bone, passing through the insertion 

of the ACL. To define the X-axis, a line was drawn between the insertions of the medial 

collateral ligament (MCL) and lateral collateral ligament (LCL). The X-axis was described as 

being parallel to this line and passing through the insertion of the ACL. Lastly, the Y-axis was 

determined using the cross product of the Z- and X-axes (Figure 3.3B). 
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Figure 3.3 Coordinate measuring machine for bone digitization (A) and developing 

anatomic coordinate systems defined on the femur and tibia (B) [188]. Abbreviations: FCS: 

femoral coordinate system; TCS: tibial coordinate system. 

 

The gait cycle is described by coordinate transformations between the tibial coordinate system 

(TCS) and the femoral coordinate system (FCS), and normalized between adjacent hoof strikes 

(0-100%). The transformation matrix (4x4) between the anatomical coordinate systems at each 

time point during gait (0-100%) is determined using the CPC kinematic model [183]. A joint 

coordinate system is defined using a previously defined method [188] and the Cardan angles and 

joint coordinate system translations are derived from the matrix at each time point (0-100% 

gait) [141]. A least-squares approach was implemented to determine the median stride for each 

subject at each time point (intact, 20-21 weeks post p-ACL Tx, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx). 

Each animal served as its own kinematic control and the changes from intact for each DOF at the 

short-term (20-21 weeks post p-ACL Tx), and long-term (40 weeks post p-ACL Tx) time points 

are reported.  
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3.3.5!Statistics 

Mann-Whitney tests were used to investigate the changes in gross morphological damage 

between the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and non-operative control group, using Prism 7 

(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Significance for the statistical test was accepted at 

p≤0.05.  

 

3.4!Results 

3.4.1!Hind Limb Vertical Ground Reaction Force  

The maximum vGRF in the hind limbs within each animal demonstrated slightly different 

patterns over time (Table 3.1). The maximum vGRF in Animal 1 decreased at intact force plate 

testing after bone implantation, decreased at 21 weeks, and then returned to pre-plate “normal 

values” at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. In the p-ACL Tx limb for Animals 2, 3, and 5, the 

maximum vGRF remained consistent over time. The maximum vGRF in Animal 4 decreased 

slightly at intact force plate testing after bone implantation, returned to more ‘normal’ maximum 

vGRF values at 21 weeks, and then decreased again slightly at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. 

However, due to the large variation within each individual sheep, the vGRF did not change 

significantly over time. Further, in most time points in all sheep, the vGRF on the contralateral 

hind limb was higher than that on the p-ACL Tx limb.  
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Table 3.1 Contralateral and operated hind limb maximum vGRFs during walking prior to 

surgical plate implantation (pre-plate), before p-ACL Tx (intact), and then at 20-21 weeks 

and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx in Animals 1-5. vGRFs are reported as mean±SD. 
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3.4.2!Gross Morphological Grading 

p-ACL Tx caused significant gross damage compared to the non-operative controls (Figure 3.4 

and Figure 3.5). There was considerable meniscal damage and osteophyte formation in the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, whereas the control group rarely exhibited osteophyte formation 

and sustained no meniscal damage. There was some inter-animal variability noted for both the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group and the control group.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 Combined gross morphological score of the ovine stifle joint for the 40 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group and the non-operative control group (A). Combined gross 

morphological score breakdown of the ovine stifle joint for meniscal damage, osteophytes, 

and articular cartilage damage for the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and the non-

operative control group (B). 
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Figure 3.5 Images from the ovine stifle joint harvest for the non-operative control group 

tibial plateau (A) and femoral condyle (B) and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group tibial 

plateau (C) and femoral condyle (D).  

 

3.4.3!In Vivo Motion Analysis 

The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics (rotations: flexion–extension, abduction-adduction, internal-

external; translations: medial–lateral, posterior-anterior, inferior–superior) for all five sheep are 

presented in Figure 3.6. Each animal displayed variability in changes from the intact kinematic 

measurement. In all animals, there was a shift from intact to 20-21 weeks and another shift from 

20-21 weeks to 40 weeks in the flexion-extension component. All animals, with the exception of 

Animal 2, shifted to a more flexed position after 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx and the patterns 
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continued to change over time. However, in Animal 2, the flexion-extension component returned 

to more normal-like patterns at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Interestingly, there is a change in the 

peak in the flexion-extension component during the swing phase after injury in Animals 1, 2 and 

4. In the abduction-adduction component, Animals 1-4 shifted to a more adducted position 

overall, with changes in Animals 1 and 2 in both stance and swing phase, whereas for Animals 3 

and 4 the overall change in this component was mainly in stance phase. In all animals, there was 

a similar gait pattern between all sheep in the internal-external component. There were only 

slight changes within Animals 1-3 post p-ACL Tx. In the medial-lateral component, there was a 

considerable shift from intact to 20-21 weeks to 40 weeks in all sheep; however, there was large 

individual variability in the direction and magnitude of change from intact. In the majority of the 

animals, the pattern was progressive and continued to get worse over time (40 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx). There was considerable variation in the posterior-anterior component of motion. Animals 1-

3 demonstrated a change from intact at the 20-21 weeks. However, the patterns shifted back to 

normal-like patterns at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, with varying magnitudes. Interestingly, p-ACL 

Tx in Animal 4 did not have observed altered kinematics in posterior-anterior component. 

Further, Animal 5’s pattern in the posterior-anterior component continued to get larger in 

magnitude over time. In all sheep, the inferior-superior components were shifted at 20-21 weeks, 

but some returned to more normal-like patterns by 40 weeks (Animals 1 and 3), others exhibited 

similar patterns to the 20-21 week shift (Animals 4 and 5), or continued to progress over 40 

weeks (Animal 2). The largest and most consistent kinematic changes across all p-ACL Tx sheep 

were in the medial-lateral, posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior directions.   
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Figure 3.6 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of all animals (1-5) during 

gait, before (black hashed line), at 20-21 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red line), and 40 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx (blue line). Flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, and internal-external 

rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations 

are in mm. 
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The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics for six distinct points during gait (hoof strike (HS), loading 

response (LR), mid stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT)) before 

injury, and at 20-21 weeks and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx are shown in Figures 3.7-11. In all 

animals, there were minimal changes for flexion-extension at all six distinct points during gait, 

there were subtle kinematic changes in abduction-adduction and inferior-superior directions 

during gait, and considerable kinematic changes from intact in internal-external and posterior-

anterior directions at all six distinct points during gait. Last, animals 2-5 exhibited substantial 

kinematic changes from intact in the medial-lateral component.  
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Figure 3.7 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 1 during gait, at 

intact (black), 21 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red), and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (blue). Data 

shown are for six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid 

stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-extension, 

abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations are in mm. 
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Figure 3.8 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 2 during gait, at 

intact (black), 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red), and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (blue). Data 

shown are for six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid 

stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-extension, 

abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations are in mm. 
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Figure 3.9 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 3 during gait, at 

intact (black), 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red), and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (blue). Data 

shown are for six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid 

stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-extension, 

abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations are in mm. 
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Figure 3.10 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 4 during gait, 

at intact (black), 21 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red), and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (blue). Data 

shown are for six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid 

stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-extension, 

abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations are in mm. 
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Figure 3.11 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 5 during gait, 

at intact (black), 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (red), and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (blue). Data 

shown are for six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid 

stance (MS), hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-extension, 

abduction-adduction, and internal-external rotations are in degrees. Medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, inferior-superior translations are in mm. 
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3.5!Discussion 

In the present study, we examined the role of ovine in vivo joint kinematics pre- and post-knee 

injury (p-ACL Tx) during gait. Similar to previous ovine ligament studies [88, 112] and 

numerous human studies [189-191], there was considerable inter-subject variability with knee 

joint injury. Like humans, there were ‘copers’ and ‘non-copers’ after knee injury [192]; some of 

the animals demonstrated significant kinematic changes after knee injury, whereas others with 

the same knee joint injury either progressed more slowly over time or did not progress much at 

all. With regards to changes in translations from intact, although all animals demonstrated fairly 

‘similar’ patterns in vGRFs and kinematic patterns, they were not identical. This could be due to 

a number of contributing factors: bony and meniscal shapes, musculature and neuromuscular 

control mechanisms, or biological changes to tissues after p-ACL Tx [193, 194]. 

 

The vGRF did not change significantly over time. As expected from previous work [116], the 

animals vGRF were consistent over time (20-21 and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx); thus, the effect 

of surgical plate implantation was minimal. Interestingly, all the non-operated vGRFs were 

slightly higher than the operated vGRFs, even at the intact measurement. One potential 

explanation may be related to the flocking tendency of the sheep. During testing the sheep were 

with the animal technician (who always walked on the left side of the sheep) in the force plate 

testing room; thus, it is feasible that the sheep sought to be near the animal technician. Herfat et 

al. [195] determined that vGRF values exceeded 80% of pre-surgery levels and thus they 

concluded that animal gait post-operatively (motion sensor implantation) was near normal.  
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p-ACL deficient knee joints had joint damage consistent with early PTOA at 40 weeks post-

injury. Clinically, this study demonstrates that even partial damage to the ACL can lead to 

PTOA-like changes. Of interest, considerable osteophyte formation and meniscal damage was 

present in the surgical limbs. This is consistent with previous ovine [196] and lapine [181] 

models where it was shown that damage develops progressively over time with knee instability. 

Atarod et al. [114, 196] concluded that the animals showed significant and progressive kinematic 

changes in 5 of the 6 DOF during gait, and that there were associated progressive PTOA-like 

changes in the cartilage. Further, joint damage in a 20 weeks post ACL Tx model was correlated 

to some DOF (abduction-adduction, internal-external, and medial-lateral) [196]. Also, Tochigi et 

al. [181] correlated cartilage degeneration in the medial compartment with degree of instability; 

the severity of cartilage degeneration increased continuously with degree of instability, noting 

that the p-ACL Tx group was intermediate between the full ACL Tx group and the sham surgical 

control group.  

 

The most consistent kinematic changes across all p-ACL Tx animals were the changes in medial-

lateral, posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior translations. Previous work by Tashman et al. 

[135] demonstrated significant anterior tibial translation immediately after full ACL Tx in a 

canine model, and the animals did not return to ‘normal’ patterns by 24 months. Also, changes in 

our reported translations were most dramatic during mid-stance, hoof-off, and peak swing. A 

previous study found that knee instability after ACL injury affects movement patterns during 

mid-stance [197]. Further, a previous ovine full ACL Tx study from our laboratory found that 

changes in anterior tibial translation were most dramatic during mid-stance [196]. In 

combination with previous work, the findings from this study suggest that even moderate 
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damage to the ACL can create considerable and often irreversible alterations in in vivo 

kinematics over time.   

 

This study is not without limitations. First, as described previously [50, 105, 114, 116, 141, 198], 

the kinematic surgery and testing is exceptionally invasive. Although other techniques offer less 

invasive approaches for kinematic collection, the method we utilized is extremely precise. Using 

this surgical approach likely influenced surrounding neuromuscular function and musculature. 

Second, during kinematic collection, the animal has the ISL attached directly to the previously 

implanted bone plate. The ISL and corresponding posts are a combined mass of 1kg, however, 

this could alter their ‘normal’ gait patterns. Third, the gait cycle is normalized (% gait cycle), as 

such the time spent in stance or swing phases of gait are variable. Thus, the actual length of time 

of each stride is slightly different, thus leading to slight variability between each stride. Fourth, 

human application from the ovine stifle joint model is a limitation. Notwithstanding this 

limitation, the ovine model has been shown to be a suitable biomechanical model [50, 88-90]. 

Fifth, there was large inter-animal variability and a low sample size (n=5). However, this is also 

commonly seen and seen in humans as there can be ‘copers’ and ‘non-copers’ after knee injury 

[192]. In an attempt to overcome this limitation, we evaluated each animal individually utilizing 

a single-subject design. That is, each animal acted as their own control allowing us to draw more 

meaningful conclusions with our data. Had we pooled the data, it would have been difficult to 

differentiate the individual trajectories of change [88]. Although we acknowledge that sham 

groups are commonly used to investigate the effects of walking patterns on the stifle joint, we 

decided not to include this group in this present study based on previous studies [50, 88, 116]. 

Sham groups have been included in previous kinematics studies in our lab, and shown to not 
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differ from the controls [50, 88, 116]. Due to limitations of our current measurement system and 

training, we were not able to record the animal during other activities. As such, the kinematic 

data could only be recorded on a level surface, even though the animals were very active in their 

pen; they fence climb, circle their pen, and often stand up and lay back down. It is possible that 

the PTOA-like damage could have been caused during these functional activities, and not 

particularly walking on the treadmill during training for fifteen minutes, three times a week.   

 

In summary, we quantified changes from the intact kinematic measurement and followed the 

animals at 20-21 and 40 weeks, after partial joint instability was induced. There were consistent 

changes in medial-lateral, posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior translations at 40 weeks from 

intact to after p-ACL Tx. Articular cartilage damage, osteophytes, and meniscal damage was 

assessed; the p-ACL Tx ovine model creates significant progressive PTOA-like damage by 40 

weeks. The most noticeable finding of this study was the considerable inter-subject variability in 

both the force plate testing and in the in vivo kinematics. To our knowledge, this is the first study 

that has quantified in vivo kinematics in a p-ACL rupture model. Two strengths of this study are 

that it quantifies gait longitudinally over 40 weeks following partial knee injury and that it allows 

animals to be compared to themselves, so that trajectories of change could be studied over time. 

This research lays the foundation for futures studies, highlighting the necessity of addressing 

individual responses and adaptations to identical knee ligament injuries, as there is substantial 

individual variation. We demonstrated that the PTOA that develops from the p-ACL Tx surgery 

is progressive over time, there is considerable variability within individual sheep, and there were 

individual changes in translations during gait. Future studies need to evaluate other potential 

mechanical pathways including altered contact shear stresses (sliding velocity), altered contact 
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locations, and altered surface interactions (proximity disturbance). Addressing the above 

mechanical factors could provide insight into other contributors to PTOA development. In 

addition to the mechanical factors, acute joint inflammation must be assessed both in vitro and in 

vivo; studies investigating glucocorticoid intervention, with the aim of mitigating acute injury-

induced inflammation, need to be conducted in the p-ACL Tx model. In conclusion, this study 

has provided further understanding for the function of the knee joint following p-ACL Tx in an 

ovine model.  
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Chapter Four:!LOCATION AND GENE SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF 

METHYLPREDNISOLONE ACETATE ON MITIGATING IL-1Β INDUCED 

INFLAMMATION IN MATURE OVINE EXPLANT KNEE TISSUE  

 

4.1!Abstract 

Objective and Design: Determine the ability of methylprednisolone acetate (MPA) to influence 

interleukin 1β (IL-1β) induced gene expression in ovine knee joint tissues.  

Material or Subjects: Ovine articular cartilage, synovium, and infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) 

explants.  

Treatment: 10-3M and 10-4M MPA. 

Methods: Explant treatment groups: 1) control (DMEM); 2) inflammation (IL-1β); 3) IL-1β+10-

3M MPA; or 4) IL-1β+10-4M MPA. Cell viability was assessed pre- and post-treatment. 

Expression of mRNA levels for inflammatory, degradative, anabolic, innate immunity, and 

adipose related molecules were quantified via qPCR, and analyzed via the comparative CT 

method. 

Results: Except for IL-8 in a subset of cartilage locations, gene expression levels for matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs) were only consistently affected by MPA. MPA mitigated IL-1β 

induced MMP-3 expression levels in all regions of the articular cartilage, and in the synovium 

and IPFP, while MMP-1 mRNA expression levels were significantly decreased with MPA after 

IL-1β in the tibial plateau and synovium, but paradoxical increases in the IPFP. MMP-13 mRNA 

expression levels exhibited significant decreases with MPA after IL-1β in the femoral condyles, 

tibial plateau, synovium, and IPFP.  
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Conclusions: MPA treatment suppressed IL-1β induced mRNA levels for MMPs in articular 

cartilage, synovium, and IPFP and was found to be tissue-, location-, and gene-specific. 

 

4.2!Introduction 

Glucocorticoids (GCs) are potent anti-inflammatories that are widely used in the treatment of 

pain and swelling in arthritic and other inflammatory conditions [71, 72]. GCs inhibit 

inflammatory cytokines [199] and pro-inflammatory cytokines [77] by acting primarily through 

transcriptional regulation via the GC receptor. There are two main mechanisms by which GCs 

affect inflammation via the GC receptor: transactivation and transrepression. Transactivation 

refers to the transcriptional regulation that leads to an increase in gene expression for anti-

inflammatory mediators, while transrepression refers to the modulation of transcriptional activity 

that results in the down regulation of gene expression for pro-inflammatory mediators [74]. In 

both mechanisms, the GCs diffuse into the cytoplasm where they bind to the GC receptor, after a 

conformational change that results in release of the GC receptor from it’s chaperone proteins 

[75], the GC + GC receptor complex then translocates into the nucleus. GCs are lipophilic which 

allows them to travel freely through cellular membranes or via nuclear pores. In transactivation, 

the complex then binds to GC response elements in the promoter region of the DNA for the 

target gene to then up-regulate gene expression [74]. In transrepression, the activated receptor 

interacts with specific transcription factors (AP-1, NFκB, SP-1) by binding to DNA and 

interfering with the transcription of specific pro-inflammatory genes. In transrepression, rapid 

effects of GCs can also be mediated by one or more membrane-associated GC receptors that are 

coupled to the protein-dependent signaling cascade [200]. GCs can also affect the stress response 

through the sympathetic nervous system by activating the release of norepinephrine [76], thereby 
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acting to up-regulate the expression of anti-inflammatory mediators (interleukin (IL)-10 and 

transforming growth factor β (TGF-β)) and down-regulate the expression of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (IL-1β, IL-4, IL-5, IL-12, interferon γ, and tumor necrosis actor α (TNF-α)) [77]. 

 

Although they are used widely, the impact of GCs on joint tissues regarding their regulation of 

the expression of catabolic and anabolic factors is not well understood. Specifically, the 

mechanism by which GCs influence and act in the knee joint has not been fully delineated. GC 

metabolism has been previously studied in articular cartilage, mainly in veterinary applications 

(e.g. in equine and canine models [201-204]). Also, the uptake and retention of GCs have been 

studied in articular cartilage [205], and in prevention of proteoglycan degradation and restored 

biosynthesis [206].  

 

Questions around heterogeneity in responsiveness to GCs both within tissue (e.g. different 

locations in knee articular cartilage) and between tissues (e.g. articular cartilage, synovium, or 

infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP)) are still in need of better definition and understanding. Given that 

nearly all cells express GC receptors, such variability in in vitro responsiveness is critical to 

further evaluate in vivo patterns of responsiveness. The anti-inflammatory effect of GCs on knee 

tissue metabolism, specifically the synovium and the IPFP, is still largely unknown. We have 

studied knee joint injury in several ovine models [207], and investigations to assess the in vitro 

efficacy of a clinically relevant GC concentration and dose on joint tissues need to be examined 

prior to attempting to mitigate post-traumatic osteoarthritis (OA) development in vivo.  
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of 10-3M and 10-4M methylprednisolone 

acetate (MPA; Depo-Medrol®) on the expression of mRNA for inflammatory, degradative, 

anabolic, innate immunity, and adipose related molecules by using quantitative real-time reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (q-PCR) in normal ovine knee joint tissue explants 

following induction with IL-1β. We hypothesized that MPA would suppress IL-1β induced 

molecular responses in all regions of the articular cartilage, as well as the synovium, and IPFP, 

with 10-3M MPA being more effective than 10-4M MPA.  

 

4.3!Materials And Methods  

4.3.1!Animal Model and Tissue Harvest  

All animal procedures comply with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and 

were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care Committee and (approval number: 

protocol AC12-0232). Hind limbs from skeletally mature 3-5-year old female Suffolk Cross 

sheep (n=4) were obtained following sacrifice. Explants (4 mm discs) from the articular cartilage 

(femoral groove and patella, femoral condyles, and tibial plateau; full thickness using a biopsy 

punch), synovium [208], and IPFP were harvested from the stifle joints. The explants were 

equilibrated in an incubator overnight in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium F12 (DMEM) 

with 1% fetal bovine serum and 1% Antibiotic-Antimycotic (100X) (Gibco, Life Technologies, 

ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 37°C.         

 

4.3.2!Treatment Protocol and Experimental Design 

In preliminary studies, ovine explants were assessed in the following groups: 1) control 

(DMEM); 2) MPA (Depo-Medrol®, Pfizer, Kirkland, QC, Canada) treatment (control for drug at 
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various concentrations (10-2M, 10-3M, 10-4M, and 10-6M)); 3) inflammation induction (treatment 

with recombinant human IL-1β (10ng/ml or 20ng/ml; PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA)); or 4) 

inflammation induction followed by inhibition with MPA (IL-1β+MPA) to determine 

appropriate concentrations to inform this more detailed study (data not shown). In pilot studies, 

MPA alone did not affect gene expression levels in the absence of IL-1β. Treatment with 

10ng/ml IL-1β was found to be optimal for effects on expression of the genes of interest, and 

thus used in the current study. Preliminary studies conducted with different concentrations of 

MPA revealed that 10-2M MPA was shown to be cytotoxic for the cells and 10-6M was 

ineffective (data not shown) and thus, these concentrations were not pursued. Therefore, only the 

10-3M and 10-4M MPA concentrations were used in the current study. The concentrations for IL-

1β induction and MPA in the preliminary studies were derived from previously reported explant 

studies [28, 201, 209-212].  

 

For the current study, ovine explants were allocated into four groups (n=4 sheep; 3 explants from 

each animal were allocated per condition to yield adequate RNA): a control (explants in 

DMEM); b) inflammation (IL-1β); c) IL-1β+10-3M MPA; or d) IL-1β+10-4M MPA (Figure 4.1). 

The MPA was added following 24 hours after equilibration time in the MPA group. Each 

articular cartilage, synovium, and IPFP sample consisted of three explants. The pro-

inflammatory cytokine IL-1β (10ng/ml) was added to the culture media to initiate inflammation 

in the IL-1β group. For the IL-1β+MPA groups, IL-1β was added following the equilibration 

time and MPA was added 24 hours after. Explants were treated with either 10-3M MPA or 10-4M 

MPA. All explants were treated in a serum free environment. The treated explants were 
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harvested at 48 hours after the addition of IL-1β (time = 0 hours), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, 

and then stored at -80°C. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Explant treatment protocol.  

 

4.3.3!Cell Viability  

One set of explants from all locations from one randomly selected sheep were tested for cellular 

viability using SYTO 13 green fluorescent nucleic acid stain (Invitrogen, CA, USA) following 

the standardized product manual. The explants in all treatment conditions from each knee joint 

tissue were assessed both pre- and post-treatment. Cells were imaged with a fluorescence (X-cite 

Series 120 Q, Lumen Dynamics, Mississauga, ON, Canada) microscope (Olympus BX53, 

Toronto, ON, Canada). An observer blinded to treatment performed the cell counting with an 

automated cell counting program (ImageJ, SciJava, Madison, WI, USA).! 
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4.3.4!Quantitative Real-Time Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction  

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) extraction, primer selection and validation, and quantification were 

achieved using methodology that has been previously described [213]. Total RNA was extracted 

from each explant using the TRIspin method [213]. In brief, tissue from the desired sample 

location was snap frozen and powdered (Mikro-Dismembrator S, B. Bruan Biotech International, 

Allentown, PA), and trizol (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was added at a 

concentration of 1 mL/100 mg of tissue. Following phenol chloroform separation, the organic 

phase was stored at 4°C for future protein extraction. Utilizing the Qiagen RNeasy kit (Qiagen 

Sciences, Germantown MD, USA), the RNA was treated with DNAse-I (Qiagen Sciences, 

Germantown, MD, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified using 

NanoVue (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). The Qiagen Omniscript RT kit (Qiagen 

Sciences, Gemantown, MD, USA) was used to reverse transcribe total RNA to generate the 

cDNA template. q-PCR was conducted using Bio-Rad Sybergreen PCR master mix and a CFX96 

Real-Time System C1000 Thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories Ltd, Ontario, CA). q-PCR was 

performed in duplicate to determine mRNA levels for specific molecules harvested [109]. 

mRNA expression levels for molecules relevant to inflammation (IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8), 

cartilage degradation (matrix metalloproteinases (MMP): MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-13), cartilage 

anabolism (TGF-β), activation of innate immunity and pathogen recognition (toll-like receptor 4 

(TLR-4)), and adipose-relevant molecules and hormones (adiponectin (APN), leptin (LEP), and 

visfatin (VFN)) were quantified via q-PCR. A summary of the validated primer sequences used 

is provided in Table 4.1.  
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CT values for genes of interest were analyzed using the comparative CT method [214]. 18S 

housekeeping gene expression levels were subtracted from the expression levels for target genes, 

and mean control (DMEM) CT values were subtracted from all groups, and then presented as 

fold changes and displayed on a LOG scale (2-ΔΔCT where -∆∆CT for each experimental sample = 

-[(CT gene of interest – CT 18S) experimental sample] – [average (CT gene of interest – CT 18S) 

for each control sample (DMEM)]).  

 

 

Table 4.1 Summary of ovine specific mRNA primers used. 

 

4.3.5!Statistics 

Comparative CT values of mRNA expression levels for IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MMP-1, MMP-3, 

MMP-13, TGF-β, TLR-4, APN, LEP, and VSN in the explants were investigated using Kruskal-
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Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test to compare fold change in MPA treatment to 

fold change resulting from untreated IL-1β induction, using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La 

Jolla, CA, USA). Significance for all statistical tests was accepted at p≤0.05.  

 

4.4!Results 

4.4.1!Cell Viability 

Pre-treatment, the cells in all knee joint tissues were considered viable (Table 4.2 and Figure 

4.2). Post-treatment, the cells in the articular cartilage samples were viable: the patella and 

femoral groove, femoral condyles, and tibial plateau were 76-92% viable, 73-90% viable, and 

76-88% viable, respectively (Table 2). Post-treatment, the synovium samples were deemed 

viable in all conditions, however there were fewer live cells in the IL-1β+10-3M MPA group 

(58% cell viability) compared to the other treatment conditions (82-85% cell viability). Post-

treatment, the IPFP cell viability was 76-87%. Thus, IL-1β induction and GC treatment did not 

appear to overtly impact cell viability.  
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Table 4.2 Percentage of cell viability pre- and post-treatment.   
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Figure 4.2 SYTO 13 green fluorescent nucleic acid stain for cell viability pre-treatment and 

post-treatment (DMEM, IL-1β, IL-1β+MPA-3M, and IL-1β+MPA-4M) for the articular 

cartilage, synovium, and IPFP. 

 

4.4.2!Analysis of mRNA Levels in Joint Tissues Following Inflammation and Treatment with 

a Glucocorticoid 

MPA control data was involved in the method validation and excluded for brevity in the figures. 

From preliminary studies, MPA alone on unstimulated explants elicited little to no effect on 

mRNA levels for the molecules assessed (data not shown). Articular cartilage, synovium, and 
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IPFP mRNA expression levels are presented (Figure 4.3) and demonstrate that IL-1β 

significantly influenced the expression of most assessed transcripts. Following IL-1β induction, 

mRNA expression levels for IL-1β showed significant fold decreases in mRNA expression levels 

for IL-1β in the IPFP (10-3M MPA 8.1 fold; Figure 4.3E). Significant fold decreases in mRNA 

expression for IL-8 in the patella and femoral groove (10-3M MPA 13.7 fold; Figure 4.3A), tibial 

plateau (10-3M MPA 48.0 fold; Figure 4.3C), and synovium (10-4M MPA 6.3 fold; Figure 4.3D) 

were detected with MPA treatment following IL-1β induction. Also, there was a significant fold 

increase in mRNA expression after MPA treatment following IL-1β induction for IL-6 in the 

IPFP (10-4M MPA 4.1 fold; Figure 4.3E).  

 

Regarding mRNA expression levels for molecules involved in cartilage degradation, when 

treated with 10-3M MPA there were significant fold decreases in MMP-3 in all regions of 

cartilage and tissues examined; specifically, the patella and femoral groove (44.6 fold; Figure 

4.3A), femoral condyles (22.6 fold; Figure 4.3B), tibial plateau (134.2 fold; Figure 4.3C), 

synovium (15.9 fold; Figure 4.3D), and IPFP (3.7 fold; Figure 4.3E) after IL-1β induction. With 

10-4M MPA treatment, there were several fold decreases in all regions and tissues assessed for 

MMP-3. However, these results were not significant, which may be due to the low sample sizes 

and considerable animal variation. There were significant fold decreases in MMP-1 with 10-3M 

MPA and 10-4M MPA after IL-1β induction in the tibial plateau (10-3M MPA 46.3 fold, 10-4M 

MPA 46.2 fold; Figure 4.3C) and synovium (10-3M MPA 7.8 fold, 10-4M MPA 10.7 fold; Figure 

4.3D). Paradoxically, significant fold increases in MMP-1 expression levels with MPA treatment 

were detected in the IPFP (10-3M MPA 4.6 fold, 10-4M MPA 4.8 fold; Figure 4.3E). MMP-13 

exhibited significant decreases in the presence of 10-3M MPA treatment in the femoral condyles 
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(26.5 fold; Figure 3B), tibial plateau (42.9 fold; Figure 4.3C), synovium (18.1 fold; Figure 4.3D), 

and IPFP (15.8 fold; Figure 4.3E). In addition, MMP-13 exhibited a significant decrease in the 

presence of 10-4M MPA treatment in the IPFP (13.7 fold; Figure 4.3E). Thus, MPA treatment 

was shown to be both tissue location- and gene- specific.  

 

With regard to the other genes assessed, there were significant fold increases in mRNA 

expression for TGF-β (growth factor) in the patella and femoral groove (10-4M MPA 8.2 fold; 

Figure 4.3A) and IPFP samples (10-3M MPA 4.1 fold, 10-4M MPA 4.3 fold; Figure 4.3E), with 

MPA treatment after IL-1β induction. In addition, there were significant fold increases in mRNA 

expression for TLR-4 (pathogen recognition molecule) in the patella and femoral groove (10-4M 

MPA 46.4 fold; Figure 4.3A), synovium (10-3M MPA 2.2 fold; Figure 4.3D), and IPFP (10-4M 

MPA 2.8 fold; Figure 4.3E), with MPA treatment after IL-1β induction. 

 

Last, the mRNA expression levels for adipose related molecules were assessed in the synovium 

and IPFP. LEP exhibited a significant increase in the presence of 10-3M MPA treatment in the 

synovium (5.4 fold; Figure 4.3D). No other significant differences were detected following 

analyses of mRNA expression for APN, LEP, or VSF (Figures 4.3D and 4.3E). Thus, MPA 

treatment did not have considerable detectable effects on synovium and IPFP regarding 

expression of adipose related molecules and hormones.  
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Figure 4.3 Fold changes for mRNA expression (calculated by the comparative CT method, and displayed on a LOG scale) for 

IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-13, TGF-β, and TLR-4 in the patella and femoral groove explants (A), femoral 

condyle explants (B), tibial plateau explants (C), synovium explants (D) and IPFP explants (E). Black line = IL-1β. Red line = 

IL-1β+10-3M MPA. Blue line = IL-1β+10-4M MPA. Fold change reported as mean ± standard deviation, statistical significance 

accepted at p≤0.05. * = IL-1β+10-3M MPA significantly different from IL-1β. # = IL-1β+10-4M MPA significantly different 

from IL-1β. 
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4.5!Discussion 

This study provides insight into the impact of MPA treatment on normal knee joint tissues after 

induction with IL-1β. MPA treatment was tested at two concentrations (10-3M and 10-4M) and 

was shown to be effective in preliminary studies on all knee joint tissues. The viability of cells in 

the explants of all tissues was not overtly influenced by MPA exposure (≤10-3M), findings that 

are consistent with previous viability studies evaluating several GCs, including MPA [78, 215]. 

Our hypothesis that MPA would suppress IL-1β induced molecular responses in all regions of 

the knee joint tissues, with 10-3M MPA being more effective than 10-4M MPA, was supported as 

administration of MPA resulted in the suppression of IL-1β induced mRNA expression for 

MMPs in knee joint tissues, but the extent of the responsiveness was both tissue-, location-, and 

gene-specific.  

 

IL-1β and TNF-α are the main pro-inflammatory and catabolic cytokines that are involved in OA 

initiation and progression [216, 217]; therefore, IL-1β was used for induction of inflammation. 

IL-1β (10ng/ml) induction significantly influenced the expression of the majority of transcripts, 

which parallels previous studies in other species [201, 218, 219]. In particular, genes within 

different tissues, IL-6, TGF-β, and TLR-4, APN, LEP, and VFN failed to reach statistical 

significance, suggesting different doses of IL-1β may be required to provoke an induction of 

these genes in these specific tissues, require a longer time of induction, or require a different 

stimulus. Also, it may not be IL-1β pathway dependent. Nevertheless, the current findings are 

consistent with previous equine explant studies, where variation in gene induction has also been 

noted [201].  
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Interestingly, there were distinct patterns of MPA responsiveness when assessing mRNA 

expression levels in the articular cartilage. GCs are complex as they can differentially affect a 

number of genes involved in cartilage matrix maintenance and degradation [219]. Such variation 

in cartilage location was detected for molecules such as TGF-β and TLR-4 where the patella and 

femoral groove cartilage was somewhat unique. However, 10-3M MPA treatment effectively 

inhibited MMP-3 induction at 24 hours after IL-1β induction in all regions of the articular 

cartilage, which parallels previous reports using MPA in other species [218, 220]. Further, the 

present findings are consistent with a previous study that used curcumin, another natural anti-

inflammatory chemical substance, which reduced MMP-3 expression levels in articular cartilage 

[221]. MPA (10-3M) treatment effectively inhibited MMP-13 expression levels in both the 

femoral condyle and tibial plateau explants. A previous study using a lower dose of MPA (10-

7M) and triamcinolone acetonide (10-6M), another potent anti-inflammatory, showed that they 

both inhibited MMP-13 expression at earlier time points of 6 and 12 hours after treatment of 

equine articular cartilage explants [201]. Further, there were no detectable differences observed 

between the GCs for any gene studied in that specific study [201]. Although these time points are 

much earlier than what was chosen for this study, they both seem to elicit similar responses in 

the acute phase for MMP-13. MMP-1 expression levels in tibial plateau were supressed by MPA 

at both 10-3M MPA and 10-4M MPA in the present study, corresponding to the greatest fold 

decreases, thus suggesting that perhaps some characteristics of the tibial plateau cartilage 

improved the ability of the MPA to penetrate the tissue compared to the corresponding femoral 

condyle cartilage. Although no explant studies have assessed GC treatment and IL-8 to our 

knowledge, IL-8 was supressed in a subset of cartilage locations, indicating location-specific 
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influences of MPA for specific genes. Although there were decreased fold trends with 10-4M 

MPA, 10-3M MPA more effectively altered cartilage gene expression.  

 

Low doses of GCs (10-4M to 10-10M) are reported to inhibit MMP expression in equine articular 

cartilage, with minimal effects on transcription of extracellular matrix genes [219]. A previous 

study has also reported that dexamethasone, another potent synthetic GC, normalized the release 

of glycosaminoglycans from articular cartilage explants in response to TNF-α [206]. In addition, 

Lu et al. [206] reported the release of glycosaminoglycans over a very wide range of GC 

concentrations, and the same doses restored glycosaminoglycan synthesis to control levels. 

Taken together, these results further suggest that there may be a region-specific responsiveness 

to GC treatment within the articular cartilage of the same knee joint, and the present findings 

supports this contention.  

 

GC responsiveness of the affected mRNA expression levels was also dependent on the tissue 

assessed, as the synovium and IPFP were highly responsive to MPA treatment in the present 

studies. In the synovium, 10-3M MPA and 10-4M MPA treatment was effective in suppressing 

MMP-1 expression and 10-3M MPA treatment was effective in suppressing MMP-3 expression. 

MMP-1 and MMP-3 activation and subsequent collagen and aggrecan breakdown is common in 

many diseases, and led to compromised joint homeostasis. Furthermore, in a recent in vivo 

porcine model, Sieker et al. [222] demonstrated that immediate administration of intra-articular 

triamcinolone acetonide after joint injury modulates molecular outcomes associated with 

synovitis, specifically by mitigating injury-induced increases in collagen fragments. MMP-3 has 

been shown to be an important indicator for early diagnosis of disease; the expression of MMP-3 
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protein was detected in all knee synovial tissue in a OA human study, and was closely related to 

pathogenic OA [223]. In the present studies, 10-3M MPA treatment supressed MMP-13 

expression levels in the synovium, and trends for 10-4M MPA treatment to also supress mRNA 

levels. MMPs clearly play an integral role in joint disease and impeding their action with GCs 

would be likely beneficial to the maintenance of joint tissue integrity. In contrast, VFN, APN, 

and TLR-4 gene expression were not very responsive to IL-1β or MPA treatment in the 

synovium. In the synovium, VFN, LEP, and APN were not very responsive, indicating that the 

synovium was not contaminated with IPFP tissue. Although similar studies in other species have 

reported that GCs mitigate MMP expression after cytokine treatment in articular cartilage [74, 

218-220, 224, 225], the effect of MPA has not been previously reported for synovium explants.  

 

Previous findings in an in vivo rabbit model have also reported paradoxical responses to GC 

treatment [74]. In GC mediated transcriptional regulation there can be transactivation via the GC 

response elements site and transrepression via inactivation of gene expression by AP-1, NFκB, 

and SP-1 transcription factors. However, for MMP-1 expression in the IPFP, this does not seem 

to be the case, as evidenced by the observed increased fold expression in the presence of MPA.  

The promoter regions of MMP-1 and MMP-13 have been previously studied [226-228] and 

contain AP-1 sites. MMP transcription via mitogen-activated protein kinase and NFκB pathways, 

two central pathways in OA pathogenesis, are still being elucidated [226] and thus, there may be 

additional mechanisms underlying MMP-1 regulation. Further to this, TLR-4 levels and IL-6 

levels were increased significantly with the 10-3M MPA and 10-4M MPA treatments, 

respectively, after IL-1β induction. TLR-4 is a key activator the innate immune system [229] and 

unexpectedly, TLR-4 levels were not down regulated after MPA treatment. Evidence has shown 
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that TLR signalling, specifically TLR-4, is modulated by GCs (dexamethasone), resulting in 

down-regulation of TLR expression, thereby suppressing pro-inflammatory cytokines and 

impacting the up-regulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines [230]. TGF-β showed expected 

significant fold increases with MPA treatment at both concentrations utilized, indicating that this 

particular gene was likely modulated by transcription factors AP-1 and SP-1 [231, 232]. A recent 

human study [28] that investigated synovium and IPFP explants with regards to a peroxisome 

proliferator activated receptor α agonist (PPARα), concluded that IPFP cytokine production was 

increased by IL-1β exposure and decreased with PPARα. PPARα is a type 1 nuclear receptor that 

regulates transcription factors by binding to PPAR response elements, thus potentially partially 

explaining the inhibitory effect of nuclear translocation of NFκB, similar to the effect of MPA. 

Also, Clockaerts et al. [28] found that LEP gene expression was significantly reduced when 

exposed to PPARα after IL-1β induction, however, in contrast, we found that there was a minor 

decrease, possibly due to the different species. Combined, these studies provide evidence that the 

synovium and the IPFP are responsive to GC anti-inflammatory treatment. However, GC 

responsiveness still needs to be elucidated to determine why certain genes were susceptible and 

why others were not.  

 

There was substantial heterogeneity in responsiveness to GC both within a tissue and between 

tissues in the knee joint. Even within context of other reports, we found responsiveness patterns 

that are somewhat similar to equine, canine, and lapine models [74, 201-204]. However, it 

remains to be determined how and why there is such variability in responsiveness, what potential 

molecular mechanisms are related to the affected genes or how GCs are related to the events, and 

if there are different subsets of GC receptors involved. Within the context of rheumatoid arthritis 
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and OA, GC receptors have been studied in articular cartilage [233-239], synovium [240-244], 

and IPFP [245]. Given that nearly all cells express GC receptors, such variability in in vitro 

responsiveness is critical to further evaluate in vivo patterns of responsiveness.  

 

This study is not without limitations. First, the in vitro data from these studies could be specific 

to ovine tissues and may represent a species-specific response. However, based on similarities to 

reported findings in other species [201, 218, 219], this may not be the case. Second, we are using 

normal healthy cartilage tissue and inducing inflammation. It is possible that this does not 

represent what is happening in the knee joint following injury, as the cartilage and surrounding 

tissues may already be compromised and perhaps would exhibit a different response pattern to 

MPA treatment. Third, there was some individual animal variability and a low sample size, a 

scenario often encountered when using large animal models [105, 114, 116, 141]. Last, all the 

explants were harvested at 48 hours after induction with IL-1β, and 24 hours after treatment with 

MPA. This time point aimed to mimic acute inflammation and the immediate response (within 

24 hours) of MPA treatment, and does not address potential long-term effects of MPA.  

 

In summary, intervention with MPA, especially at 10-3M, could mitigate IL-1β induced mRNA 

expression for degradative molecules in articular cartilage, synovium, and the IPFP, but the 

extent of the responsiveness was tissue-, location-, and gene-specific. Thus, the research findings 

presented demonstrated tissue-, location-, and gene-specific effects of MPA in a large animal 

model used for the study of joint injury and post-traumatic OA. Future studies should evaluate 

explant studies with varying time points of GC treatment (other than 24 hours), repeated GC 

treatment in an explant model, why certain genes are more susceptible to GC treatment than 
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others, and assess GC treatment in an altered homeostatic environment (ie. osteoarthritic knee 

joint explants). Further to this, future studies should seek to evaluate GC treatment (both single 

and repeated intra-articular injections) in an in vivo post-traumatic OA model to assess the 

efficacy of using GC to mitigate surgically induced acute inflammation. This line of inquiry will 

enable improved understanding of both mechanisms of GC action and potential clinical efficacy.  
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Chapter Five:!ANALYSIS OF REPEATED INJECTIONS OF METHYLPREDNISOLONE 

ACETATE IN AN IN VIVO PARTIAL ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT 

TRANSECTION OVINE MODEL  

 

5.1!Abstract 

Partial anterior cruciate ligament (p-ACL) ruptures are common and clinically relevant. 

Assessing the anti-inflammatory properties of glucocorticoids could possibly lead to early 

treatment strategies following knee injuries and may mitigate post-traumatic osteoarthritis 

(PTOA) initiation and development. The objective of the present study was to 1) demonstrate 

whether the p-ACL transection (Tx) model develops progressive PTOA-like changes over time 

(20 and 40 weeks) and 2) examine the effect of repeated (0, 5, 10, and 15 weeks) intra-articular 

(IA) injections of methylprednisolone acetate (MPA; 80mg/ml) after p-ACL Tx surgery. 

Twenty-one 3-5 year-old female Suffolk-cross sheep were allocated into four groups: 1) 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx (n=6), 2) 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (n=5), 3) 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + 

MPA (n=5), and 4) and non-operative controls (n=5). Gross morphology was conducted for 

gross defects, osteophytes, and meniscal damage. Histological analysis of the articular cartilage 

and synovium was conducted and mRNA expression levels for inflammatory, degradative, 

growth factors, and structural molecules were assessed. p-ACL Tx led to significantly more 

combined gross damage at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the non-operative controls (p=0.008). 

Although the gross damage was not significant at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx compared to the 

control group, there were trends indicating that the damage was progressive over time and that 

MPA mitigated gross damage at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. p-ACL Tx led to significantly more 

combined histological damage at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the non-operative controls only 
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in the lateral femoral condyle (LFC) (p=0.015). There were no significant differences between 

aggregate histological synovitis scores between any of the groups in any of the four synovium 

locations. The in vivo 20 week studies provided efficacy to determine if we could detect changes 

early. It is possible that we need a greater differential in PTOA damage, like we see in the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, to see in impact of GC treatment in a long-term model. 

 

5.2!Introduction 

Partial anterior cruciate ligament (p-ACL) ruptures of either the anterior medial (AM) bundle or 

posterior lateral (PL) bundle are common and clinically relevant, making up between 10-28% of 

all ACL tears [119, 121]. An ACL tear involving rupture of 50-75% of the ligament has shown 

to have a significant probability of leading to a complete tear [178]. Further to that, ACL rupture 

leads to joint instability and can result in additional tissue damage to the meniscus, medial 

collateral ligament (MCL), and articular cartilage, and progress to the development of post-

traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA), if left untreated [95, 122-124].  

 

Glucocorticoids (GCs) are potent anti-inflammatory drugs used to treat the inflammatory 

processes in a number of orthopaedic and rheumatologic conditions. GCs are commonly used for 

intra-articular (IA) injections in the treatment of PTOA symptoms as they mediate inflammation 

through the inhibition of inflammatory cytokines [199] and down-regulate the expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines [77], and thus reduce pain in the treated joint. Unfortunately, the results 

are relatively short lasting in most people and there can be adverse effects, such as infection 

(attributed to immunosuppression) or flares. Even though there is currently no disease modifying 

agents for PTOA treatment, the Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI) considers 
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IA GCs an appropriate option in the management of OA [246].  

 

Literature has recently focused on GCs for mitigating pain [247-249], however minimal research 

has been conducted investigating the use of GCs for prevention of PTOA disease onset or 

progression long-term [61]. One recent study using an acute porcine ACL Tx model, concluded 

that IA triamcinolone injections mitigated injury-induced synovitis at 14 days after injury [222]. 

Methylprednisolone acetate (MPA; Depo-Medrol®) is glucocorticoid that is used for pain and 

swelling in arthritis and rheumatologic conditions. The effect of MPA treatment on in vivo knee 

tissues after joint injury is largely unknown. Assessing the anti-inflammatory properties of GCs 

could possibly lead to early prevention treatment strategies following joint injuries and may 

inhibit the development of PTOA.  

 

To date, there are only a few investigations that have looked at p-ACL Tx models [102, 103], 

and none that have quantified biological changes following p-ACL Tx after repeated injections 

of MPA. The objective of the present study was to 1) determine if the p-ACL Tx model develops 

progressive PTOA-like changes over time (20 and 40 weeks) and 2) examine the effect of 

repeated (0, 5, 10, and 15 weeks) IA injections of MPA (80mg/ml) after p-ACL Tx. We 

hypothesized that 1) p-ACL Tx leads to progressive PTOA development in an ovine model and 

that 2) repeated IA MPA injections after p-ACL Tx would mitigate injury-induced inflammation 

and prevent declines in knee integrity in comparison to the p-ACL Tx surgical control group, and 

the normal control group.  
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5.3!Methods 

5.3.1!Animal Model and Surgical Intervention  

All animal surgeries and procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care 

Committee and comply with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Skeletally 

mature, 3-5 year-old female Suffolk-cross sheep (average weight of 75.1kg) were used for the p-

ACL Tx model (Figure 5.1). The animals were allocated into four groups: 1) 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx (n=6), 2) 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (n=5), 3) 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA (n=5) 

and 4) non-operative controls (n=5). All surgeries were accomplished to the right stifle joint. 

Each surgical animal received an injection of Liquamycin (Pfizer Canada, Inc., Kirkland, QC, 

Canada) 24 hours pre-surgery and post-surgery. Valium (Roche, Mississauga, ON, Canada), 

Buprenorphine (Champions Alstoe, Whitby, ON, Canada), and Metacam (Boehringer Ingelheim 

Vetmedica, St. Joseph, USA) were used as a pre-aesthetic cocktail. Induction consisted of an 

injection of Pentothal (Abbott Laboratories, Oakville, ON), followed by intubation. Each 

surgical animal was maintained with 2.0-2.5% Isoflurane (Aerrane Baxter Corp., Mississauga, 

ON). Under arthroscopic guidance, an orthopaedic surgeon made two small incisions on the 

anterior aspect of the knee joint to visualize the ACL with the camera. The AM band of the ACL 

was then transected sharply perpendicular to its long axis, through the full thickness of only the 

AM band near the femoral insertion site. The PL band was left intact and was visualized the 

entire time to ensure the p-ACL Tx. Epinephrine (0.1mls of 1mg/ml epinephrine solution was 

added to each liter of fluids) diluted in the irrigation fluids was used during arthroscopy. The 

skin was closed with 2-0 PDS II sutures (Ethicon Inc, Markham, ON), sprayed with Gentocin 

(Schering-Plough Animal Health Corp, Union, NJ), and Op-site (Smith & Nephew, Hull, UK). 

Buprenorphine was administered twice daily for 2 days and Metacam was administered 24 hours 
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post p-ACL Tx.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Arthroscopic p-ACL Tx ovine model. Intact AM band (A and B) and transected 

AM band (C). 

 

5.3.2!Intra-articular Injections  

The 20 weeks post ACL Tx + MPA group received a single 1ml standard high dose (80mg/ml) 

of MPA (Pfizer, New York, NY, USA) immediately after p-ACL Tx surgery via an IA injection. 

Furthermore, the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group received a 1.0 ml single standard high 

dose (80mg/ml) of MPA (Pfizer, New York, NY, USA) at 5 weeks, 10 weeks, and 15 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx via an IA injection under sedation (Dexdomitor and Anti-Sedan, Orion Pharma, 

Espoo, Finland).  

 

5.3.3!Tissue Harvest and Collection 

Experimental animals were sacrificed at either 20 or 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx with 50cc of 

Euthanyl (Bimeda-MTC, Cambridge, ON) administered intravenously to the jugular vein. Both 

of the animal’s hind limbs were collected and examined using the same methodology explained 

below.  
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Throughout the dissection, all exposed cartilage surfaces were covered by saline soaked gauze to 

prolong the integrity of the cartilaginous tissue for molecular investigation. Morphological 

grading was conducted by two expert observers for gross defects [185], osteophyte formation 

[186], and meniscal damage [187]. These protocols are summarized in Table 5.1.   

 

 

Table 5.1 Summary of gross morphology grading protocols [185-187].  

 

Synovium samples were collected for histological and molecular analysis. Four regions of each 

joint were chosen, based on previous clinical and experimental evidence of synovitis prevalence, 

for tissue collection: suprapatellar pouch (patella region) (location 1), medial margin (location 2),  

lateral margin (location 3), and posterior to the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) (location 4) 

[208]. A 4mm biopsy punch (IntegraTM Miltex® Inc.; York, PA, USA) was used for tissue 

collection to enable consistent size and orientation of samples from each site. Synovial samples 
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for histology were immersed in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (TissueTek®) in a 

15mm x 15mm x 5mm vinyl cryomold (TissueTek®) and frozen in liquid isopentane cooled on 

dry ice. Synovial samples for molecular analysis were placed in 2ml Eppendorf tubes and snap 

frozen in liquid nitrogen before storage at -80°C.  

 

Articular cartilage samples were collected for histological and molecular analysis. The articular 

cartilage of the joint was harvested from the surface of the patella (PAT), femoral groove (FG), 

medial femoral condyle (MFC), lateral femoral condyle (LFC), medial tibial plateau (MTP; two 

sample locations), and lateral tibial plateau (LTP; two sample locations) (Figure 5.2). A 4mm 

biopsy punch (IntegraTM Miltex® Inc.; York, PA, USA) was used for tissue collection to enable 

consistent size and orientation of samples from each site. Cartilage samples for histology were 

immersed in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound (TissueTek®) in a 15mm x 15mm x 

5mm vinyl cryomold (TissueTek®) and frozen in liquid isopentane cooled on dry ice. The 

articular cartilage for molecular analysis were placed in 2ml Eppendorf tubes and snap frozen in 

liquid nitrogen before storage at -80°C. The MFC, LFC, MTP, and LTP were assessed in this 

project.  
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Figure 5.2 Summary of standardized tissue sample locations. Abbreviations: patella (PAT); 

femoral groove (FG); medial femoral condyle (MFC); lateral femoral condyle (LFC); 

medial tibial plateau (MTP); and lateral tibial plateau (LTP). 

 

5.3.4!Histology 

Synovium and cartilage were assessed microscopically. Synovium samples were cryosectioned 

(8µm thickness), mounted on Fisherbrand Superfrost microscope slides, and stained with 

Hematoxylin and Eosin following a standardized staining protocol. The scoring criteria for 

synovitis followed the guidelines established by the OARSI histopathology initiative [26]. 

Synovial samples were graded for the following criteria: intimal hyperplasia (0–3), inflammatory 

cell infiltrate (0–3), sub-intimal fibrosis (0–3), and vascularity (0–3). Articular cartilage samples 

were cryosectioned (8µm thickness), mounted on Fisherbrand Superfrost microscope slides, and 
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stained with Safranin-O/Fast-green following a standardized staining protocol. The scoring 

criteria for articular cartilage followed the guidelines established by the modified Mankin score 

(see Appendix) [250]. Articular cartilage samples were graded for the following criteria: surface 

integrity (0–10), cellularity (0-4), cell cloning (0-4), and Safranin-O staining (0–5). The samples 

were blinded and graded by two trained observers and each sample was represented as the 

average between the two observers. 

 

5.3.5!Quantitative Real-Time Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction  

The synovium was examined for mRNA expression of FGF-2, COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, 

MMP-3, TGF-β, VEGF, ATPase, and MCP-1 (Table 5.2). The articular cartilage was examined 

for mRNA expression of AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and VSN (Table 5.2). mRNA 

expression levels were examined using quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase 

chain reaction (qPCR) run in duplicate, as previously described [213]. Total RNA (0.5-1.0µg) 

was reverse transcribed to generate single stranded cDNA using Qiagen Omniscript RT kit 

(Qiagen Sciences). Primers were created and validated from the target mRNAs. BIO-RAD iQ 

SYBR Green Supermix (12.5µl) (BIO-RAD, Hercules, CA), molecular biology water (3.5µl), as 

well as forward and reverse primers (0.75µl each) formed the quantitative real-time reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) reaction mixture, using 7.5µl RT for each 

reaction. CFX96 Real-Time System C1000 Thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories Ltd, Ontario, 

CA) was utilized during amplification and detection and validated through inspection of the 

melting curve (dF/dT vs. temperature) for non-specific peaks. Level of gene expression was 

normalized to 18s mRNA. iCycler iQ Optical System Software version 3.0a (BIO-RAD) was 

used to quantify results. 
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CT values for genes of interest were analyzed using the comparative CT method [214]. 18S 

housekeeping gene expression levels were subtracted from the expression levels for target genes, 

and mean control (DMEM) CT values were subtracted from all groups, and then presented as 

fold changes and displayed on a LOG scale (2-ΔΔCT where -∆∆CT for each experimental sample = 

-[(CT gene of interest – CT 18S) experimental sample] – [average (CT gene of interest – CT 18S) 

for each control sample (DMEM)]).  
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Table 5.2 Summary of ovine specific mRNA primers used.   

 

5.3.6!Statistics 

To compare differences between groups (40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 20 

week post p-ACL Tx + MPA, and non-operative control) in both gross morphological score and 

histology, Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test was used. Comparative CT 

values of mRNA expression values for FGF-2, COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, TGF-β, 

VEGF, ATPase, and MCP-1 in the synovium and AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and 

VSN in the articular cartilage were investigated using Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple 
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comparisons test to compare fold change between 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 20 weeks post p-

ACL Tx, and 20 week post p-ACL Tx + MPA. In addition, differences between comparative CT 

values of mRNA expression levels in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and 20 week post p-

ACL Tx + MPA group were investigated using Mann-Whitney tests. Statistical analysis was 

conducted using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) and significance for all 

statistical tests was accepted at p≤0.05.  

 

5.4!Results 

5.4.1!Gross Morphological Grading  

p-ACL Tx led to significantly more combined gross damage at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the 

non-operative controls (p=0.008; Figure 5.3A). In terms of individual criteria, p-ACL Tx led to 

significantly more osteophytes at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the non-operative controls. 

There were trends in both cartilage damage and meniscal damage; however, they were not 

significant in the individual score criteria (Figure 5.3B-D). The 40 week post p-ACL Tx group 

had significantly more combined gross damage than the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group 

(p=0.022; Figure 5.3A). Although the gross damage was not significant at 20 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx compared to the control group, there were trends indicating that the damage was progressive 

over time and that MPA mitigated gross damage at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (Figure 5.3A-D). 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 5.3, there were some animals that progressed and there were some 

animals that did not progress as far with p-ACL Tx. There was considerable meniscal damage 

and osteophyte formation in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, moderate meniscal damage and 
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osteophyte formation in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, whereas the control group rarely 

exhibited osteophyte damage and sustained no meniscal damage (Figure 5.3C-D and Figure 5.4).  

 

By gross analysis, the MPA appeared to protect the joint from PTOA-like damage due to the p-

ACL Tx (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). Statistically significant differences were not seen likely due 

to the large inter-animal variation. Therefore, the joint damage was progressive after p-ACL Tx 

in an ovine model.   
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Figure 5.3 Combined gross morphological score (A) of the ovine stifle joint for the non-

operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group. Cartilage damage (B), osteophytes (C), and 

meniscal damage (D) of the ovine stifle joint for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group that make up the combined gross morphological score.  
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Figure 5.4 Combined gross morphological score breakdown of the ovine stifle joint for 

meniscal damage, osteophytes, and articular cartilage damage for the non-operative 

control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and 

the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group. 
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Figure 5.5 Images of the femoral condyles during gross morphological scoring for 

osteophytes and articular cartilage damage for the non-operative control group (A), 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group (B), 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group (C), and the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group (D) in the LFC. Black arrows indicate irregularities, 

osteophytes, and damage.  
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Figure 5.6 Images of the tibial plateaus during gross morphological scoring for osteophytes 

and articular cartilage damage for the non-operative control group (A), 20 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group (B), 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group (C), and the 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group (D) in the LFC. Black arrows indicate irregularities, osteophytes, and 

damage.   
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5.4.2!Histology 

p-ACL Tx caused significant combined histological damage compared to the non-operative 

controls at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx than the non-operative controls only in the LFC (p=0.015; 

Figure 5.7A). There were trends in both the LTP 1 and MTP 1; however, they were not 

significant due to the large individual variation in the animals (Figure 5.7C-D). With regards to 

combined histological damage, the MFC, LTP 2, and MTP 2 regions, were no changes between 

any of the groups (Figure 5.7B, 5.7E, and 5.7F).  

 

In the LFC, surface integrity was higher in the 20 and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx groups compared 

to the 20 week post p-ACL Tx + MPA and control groups. However, this finding was not 

significant as some animals progressed and some animals did not progress as far with p-ACL Tx 

(Figure 5.8A). In the LFC, p-ACL Tx led to significantly higher cellularity at both 20 and 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx than the non-operative controls (p=0.029 and p=0.049, respectively; 

Figure 5.8B). Cell cloning was found in two of the 40 week post p-ACL Tx animals (Figure 

5.8C), and all other animals in all of the groups did not have any cloning in the LFC. 

Interestingly, Safranin-O staining was significantly higher in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + 

MPA group compared to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and the control group (p=0.024 and 

p=0.001, respectively; Figure 5.8D).  

 

In the MFC, surface integrity, cellularity, and cell cloning were similar between groups (Figure 

5.9A-C). Safranin-O staining was significantly higher in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group than the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and control group (p=0.015 and p=0.011, 

respectively; Figure 5.9D). Safranin-O staining was also considerably higher in the 20 weeks 
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post p-ACL Tx + MPA group than the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, but not statistically 

significant (Figure 5.9D).  

 

In the LTP 1, surface integrity was higher in the 20 and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx groups 

compared to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA and control groups, however not significant as 

there some animals progressed differently after p-ACL Tx (Figure 5.10A). Unexpectedly, 

cellularity was significantly higher in the control animals compared to the 20 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx group in LTP 1 (p=0.040; Figure 5.10B). Safranin-O staining was significantly higher in the 

20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group than the control group (p=0.001; Figure 5.10D). In the 

LTP 2, surface integrity, cellularity, and cell cloning were similar between groups (Figure 

5.11A-C). Safranin-O staining was significantly higher in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group compared to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group (p=0.049; Figure 5.11D). 

 

In the MTP 1, surface integrity, cellularity, and cell cloning were similar between groups (Figure 

5.12A-C). Safranin-O staining was significantly higher in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group compared to the control group (p=0.011; Figure 5.12D). In the MTP 2, surface integrity, 

cellularity, and Safranin-O staining were similar between groups (Figure 5.12A-C). Similar to 

the other regions, Safranin-O staining was elevated slightly in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, compared to the other groups. Cell cloning was found in two of the 40 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx animals (Figure 5.13C), and all other animals in all of the groups did not have any cloning in 

the MTP 2. 
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In the synovium, there were no significant differences between aggregate histological synovitis 

scores for the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-

ACL Tx + MPA group, and the non-operative control group in any of the four locations: 

suprapatellar pouch (location 1), posterior to the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL; location 4), 

and medial (location 2) and lateral (location 3) margins (Figure 5.14). However, within location 

2, there were trends in a decrease of aggregate histological score with MPA treatment between 

the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group for three out of 

the five animals.  

 

This demonstrates that some animals responded to MPA treatment, while others progressed 

differently (Figure 5.14B). Further, there were trends in intimal hyperplasia (Figure 5.15), 

inflammatory cell infiltration (Figure 5.16), sub-intimal fibrosis (Figure 5.17), and vascularity 

(Figure 5.18) for location 2 as well. The same two animals were non-responsive to MPA 

treatment in all of the individual criteria, again suggesting that some animals respond to MPA 

treatment, whereas others do not. There were no differences between intimal hyperplasia (Figure 

5.15), inflammatory cell infiltration (Figure 5.16), sub-intimal fibrosis (Figure 5.17), and 

vascularity (Figure 5.18) for locations 1, 3, and 4.  
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Figure 5.7 Combined histological score for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group in the LFC (A), MFC (B), LTP 1 (C), MTP 1 (D), LTP 2 (E), and MTP 2 (F).  
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Figure 5.8 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the LFC.  
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Figure 5.9 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the MFC.  
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Figure 5.10 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the LTP 1.  
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Figure 5.11 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the LTP 2.  
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Figure 5.12 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the MTP 1. 
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Figure 5.13 Histological score for surface integrity (A), cellularity (B), cell cloning (C), and 

Safranin-O staining (D) for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in 

the MTP 2.  
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Figure 5.14 Aggregate histological synovitis score for the non-operative control group, 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx group in location 1 (A), location 2 (B), location 3 (C), and location 4 (D).  
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Figure 5.15 Synovium intimal hyperplasia score for the non-operative control group, 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx group in location 1 (A), location 2 (B), location 3 (C), and location 4 (D). 
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Figure 5.16 Synovium inflammatory cell infiltration score for the non-operative control 

group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group in location 1 (A), location 2 (B), location 3 (C), and location 4 

(D). 
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Figure 5.17 Synovium sub-intimal fibrosis score for the non-operative control group, 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx group in location 1 (A), location 2 (B), location 3 (C), and location 4 (D). 
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Figure 5.18 Synovium vascularity score for the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post 

p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group, and the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group in location 1 (A), location 2 (B), location 3 (C), and location 4 (D). 

 

5.4.3!mRNA Expression 

Regarding mRNA expression levels for MMP-3, there were significant fold decreases in MMP-3 

after MPA treatment at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx in the LFC (p=0.009; 5.1 fold; Figure 5.19A) 

and LTP (p=0.031; 3.7 fold; Figure 5.19C). In the medial compartment, there was a significant 

fold increase in COL II after MPA treatment  20 weeks post p-ACL Tx in the MTP (p=0.004; 9.4 
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fold; Figure 5.19D) and there was a significant fold increase after MPA treatment compared to 

the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in the MFC (p=0.006; 24.4 fold; Figure 5.19D). mRNA 

expression levels for AGG, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, and VSN showed no significant incremental or 

decrimental  changes in mRNA expression for any region of the articular cartilage (Figure 5.19).  

 

When comparing the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group, there were significant fold decreases in MMP-3 expression levels in the lateral 

compartment with MPA treatment (p=0.016 for LFC and p=0.032 for LTP; 5.1 fold LFC and 3.7 

fold LTP; Figure 5.20A and 5.20C). Further, there were significant fold increases in COL II 

expression levels in the medial compartment with MPA treatment, when comparing the 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group (p=0.016 for MFC and 

p=0.016 for MTP; 24.4 fold MFC and 10.4 fold MTP; Figure 5.20B and 5.20D). 

 

Significant fold increases in mRNA expression of VEGF in synovium locations 1 and 2 between 

40 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (p=0.011 and p=0.027, respectively; 11.3 

fold and 4.2 fold, respectively; Figure 5.21A and 5.21B). VEGF mRNA expression in synovium 

location 1 in the fold change in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group was significantly increased 

from the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group (p=0.0049; 10.5 fold; Figure 5.21A and 5.21B). 

Also, VEGF mRNA expression in synovium location 4 had an increased fold change in the 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group compared to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group (p=0.011; 

9.6 fold; Figure 5.21D).  
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Regarding mRNA expression levels for FGF-2, there were significant fold decreases in FGF-2 

between 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (4.1 fold; Figure 5.21A) 

and between 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (4.0 fold; Figure 5.21A) in 

synovium 1. mRNA expression levels for COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, ATPase, and 

MCP-1 showed no significant fold changes in mRNA expression for the synovium (Figure 5.21).  

 

Lastly, other than TGF-β in synovium location 4 (p=0.032; 2.3 fold; Figure 5.22A), there were 

no significant changes in the synovium mRNA expression levels in any of the genes tested when 

comparing only the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group to the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

group (Figure 5.22).  
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Figure 5.19 Fold changes for mRNA expression (calculated by the comparative CT method, 

and displayed on a LOG scale) for AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and VSN in the 

articular cartilage. Articular cartilage locations include the following: lateral femoral 

condyle (LFC) (A), medial femoral condyle (MFC) (B), lateral tibial plateau (LTP) (C), and 

medial tibial plateau (MTP) (D). Red line = 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Blue line = 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx. Black line = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. Fold change reported as 

mean ± standard deviation, statistical significance accepted at p≤0.05. * = 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx significantly different from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. # = 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

significantly different from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. & = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

significantly different from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. 
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Figure 5.20 Fold changes for mRNA expression (calculated by the comparative CT method, 

and displayed on a LOG scale) for AGG, COL II, IL-1β, MMP-1, MMP-3, and VSN in the 

articular cartilage. Articular cartilage locations include the following: lateral femoral 

condyle (LFC) (A), medial femoral condyle (MFC) (B), lateral tibial plateau (LTP) (C), and 

medial tibial plateau (MTP) (D). Red line = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Blue line = 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx + MPA. Fold change reported as mean ± standard deviation, statistical 

significance accepted at p≤0.05. * = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx significantly different from 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. 
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Figure 5.21 Fold changes for mRNA expression (calculated by the comparative CT method, 

and displayed on a LOG scale) for FGF-2, COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, TGF-β, 

VEGF, ATPase, and MCP-1 in the synovium. Synovium locations include the following: 

suprapatellar pouch is synovium location 1 (A), medial margin is synovium location 2 (B), 

lateral margin is synovium location 3 (C), and posterior to the PCL is synovium location 4 

(D). Red line = 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Blue line = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Black line = 

20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. Fold change reported as mean ± standard deviation, 

statistical significance accepted at p≤0.05. * = 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx significantly 

different from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. # = 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx significantly different 

from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. & = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx significantly different 

from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA.  
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Figure 5.22 Fold changes for mRNA expression (calculated by the comparative CT method, 

and displayed on a LOG scale) for FGF-2, COX-2, IL-1β, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, TGF-β, 

VEGF, ATPase, and MCP-1 in the synovium. Synovium locations include the following: 

suprapatellar pouch is synovium location 1 (A), medial margin is synovium location 2 (B), 

lateral margin is synovium location 3 (C), and posterior to the PCL is synovium location 4 

(D). Red line = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Blue line = 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. Fold 

change reported as mean ± standard deviation, statistical significance accepted at p≤0.05. * 

= 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx significantly different from 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA. 
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5.5!Discussion 

The present study examined the mitigating effects of repeated IA injections on mitigating injury-

related PTOA development in a p-ACL Tx ovine model. p-ACL Tx leads to progressive 

combined gross morphological PTOA damage over time macroscopically, however, p-ACL Tx 

only elicited progressive microscopic in the LFC. In a previous canine p-ACL Tx model [102], 

whole-joint pathology and radiographic scores for PTOA were present in a p-ACL injury model 

in comparison to the sham control group and the intact ACL with synovial debridement group. 

Further, the p-ACL Tx group had significantly more lameness, pain, effusion, reduced function, 

and reduced comfortable range of motion. The results from the study support the conclusion that 

the biologic components of ACL injury (exposed ACL and debridement group) played a role in 

whole-joint inflammation, whereas the clinical and pathological effects were more severe when 

both biologic and biomechanical components were present (p-ACL Tx) [102]. Further to this, in 

a lapine model, Tochigi et al. [181] correlated cartilage degeneration in the medial compartment 

by histology via the Mankin score with degree of instability (sham, p-ACL Tx, or full ACL Tx) 

at 16 weeks. The full ACL Tx animals had more histological damage than the p-ACL Tx 

animals, and the p-ACL Tx animals had more histological damage than the sham surgical 

controls [181]. However, in our ovine p-ACL Tx model, we only saw progressive histological 

damage in the LFC, thus suggesting species-specific variability to joint injury. As consistent with 

previous work [251], GCs have shown to limit osteophyte formation, which was shown in this 

study as well. Together, these studies suggest that injury-induced p-ACL Tx is a unique and 

appropriate model to study PTOA development and progression. 
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Previous studies [79, 80] have demonstrated that dexamethasone decreased joint inflammation 

and joint tissue degradation in lapine models. Heard et al. [80] demonstrated that a single IA 

injection of dexamethasone immediately post-surgery in a drill hole model significantly lowered 

the mRNA levels for a subset of pro-inflammatory mediators and significantly lowered 

histological grade at 48 hours post-surgery. Also, dexamethasone significantly lowered the 

histological scores for synovium, LFC, and LTP at nine weeks post-surgery. In a lapine model, 

Huebner et al. [79] demonstrated that repeated injections of dexamethasone (administration 

every three days for three weeks) decreased joint inflammation and supressed both cartilage 

damage and synovial expression of IL-1β and collagen I, and a trend to decrease synovial matrix 

MMP-3 expression. Both of these studies suggest that GC treatment may prevent injury-induced 

inflammation that could contribute to subsequent joint damage. Similar to the present study, GC 

treatment resulted in significant suppression of mRNA levels of MMP-3 [220]. Sieker et al. 

[222] injected triamcinolone acetonide immediately after ACL Tx and tissues were analyzed at 2 

weeks after induced joint injury, and demonstrated that IA injections of a GC immediately after 

ACL Tx showed to mitigate injury-induced molecular outcomes of synovitis in a porcine ACL 

Tx. Further, Sieker et al. [222] concluded that measuring collagen fragments, based on the 

assumption that synovitis contributes to IA collagen degradation, in synovial fluid was a better 

outcome predictor of marker expression than histological measures of synovitis. In a human 

study, single IA injections of MPA, betametazone disodium phosphate, and triamcinolone 

acetonate have shown to provide symptomatic and functional relief (pain severity and function 

index), however, only until the 12 week time point [249]. Furthermore, MPA was significantly 

more effective than the other agents until the sixth week [249]. The studies listed above examine 

extremely acute time points after induced knee injury, whereas the present study evaluated the 
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efficacy of repeated IA injections at 20 weeks post-injury. The 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA groups provide efficacy to determine if we could see the PTOA-

like changes early. However, since this was not the case, we need a greater differential in PTOA 

damage, like we see in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, to see in impact of GC treatment in a 

long-term model. 

 

The optimal frequency of IA GC injections remains to be determined, as it is still controversial 

[252]. As previously reported with steroid use, repeated injections of GCs must be used with 

caution [252]. Current recommendations suggest IA injections should be no more frequent than 

three to four months but can be repeated three to four times per year, without steroid induced 

complications [252, 253]. Destruction of the articular cartilage with repeated IA GC injections 

has been demonstrated in a lapine model [254]. Behrens et al. [254] also reported that synthesis 

of proteoglycans was reduced with IA GC injections. Joint damage can potentially result from 

frequent (greater than every four months) IA GC [255]. Repetitive IA injections of MPA to 

exercising horses was shown to alter the mechanical integrity of the articular cartilage such as 

changes to intrinsic material properties: thickness, stiffness, shear modulus, and permeability 

[256]. Comparably, repeated injections of MPA has shown to significant decrease Safranin-O 

staining intensity and uronic acid content, however significant radiographic changes were not 

observed [202]. Lastly, repeated injections have also been shown to lead to chondrocyte necrosis 

and hypocellularity [203], as well as decreased proteoglycan synthesis [257]. In our study, 

although proteoglycan loss was seen in the MPA treated animals, the surface integrity, 

cellularity, and cell cloning was not modified to the same extent as in the controls. The structural 

integrity was comparable to that of the control in the femoral cycles (LFC and MFC) and LTP 1 
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region. Also, MPA concentrations in synovial fluid have been shown to be sustained in the 

equine joint above the limit of detection for up to 77 days [258]. Due to the long half-life (18-60 

hours) of MPA [82, 83, 86], and with the aim of emulating as much as possible a clinical 

situation, we chose to administer multiple IA injections at regular intervals after p-ACL Tx. 

Further to this, MPA treatment did not enhance PTOA progression. A high dose (80mg/ml) of 

MPA was selected with the aim of effectively mitigating injury-induced inflammation in large 

joints; however, a lower dose (20mg/ml or 40 mg/ml) may provide ‘protection’ without causing 

proteoglycan loss. 

 

This study is not without limitations. First, a limitation is the time points set for the IA injections. 

We chose to do four injections, spaced five weeks apart due to the duration of action of MPA 

[72, 82].  Setting the time point as we did may have missed the ‘window of opportunity’ and the 

optimal time to inject, either before or after the five-week intervals. Second, four repeated GC 

injections (0, 5, 10, and 15 weeks) were sufficient to block gross initial injury-induced 

inflammation, however multiple GC injections caused Safranin-O depletion but no detectable 

change to surface integrity. However, all IA injections were conducted from a medial approach. 

Third, there was no sham group included; a saline injection group would be beneficial to 

investigate the effects of IA injection on the stifle joint. However, non-operative controls were 

used as a ‘normal’ control. Last, a limitation of the work is the small sample size (n=5 for each 

comparator group). Increasing the number of animals could have possibly reduced the variance 

seen within the animals. Further, an ongoing issue is that a particular subset of animals is 

responsive to GC treatment, whereas others are not. Examining subsets of ‘responders’ and ‘non-

responders’ to MPA treatment could allow us to study mechanisms that lead to variation within 
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animals for individualized prescription. However, we were able to find significance with certain 

genes for mRNA expression in specific knee joint tissues. 

 

In conclusion, the present study has provided further understanding of the development of PTOA 

after p-ACL Tx and the effect of repeated GC injections to mitigate injury-related damage in an 

ovine model. The in vivo 20 week studies evaluated efficacy to determine if we could detect 

PTOA-like changes early. However, to see an impact of GC treatment in a long-term model, it is 

possible that a greater differential in PTOA damage, like we see in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx 

group, is necessary.  
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Chapter Six:!ANALYSIS OF BONE MINERAL DENSITY FOLLOWING PARTIAL 

ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT TRANSECTION 

 

6.1!Abstract 

Post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) is a degenerative joint disease that involves damage to all 

joint tissues after a traumatic injury. Even though PTOA is clinically characterized by a loss of 

cartilage, the subchondral bone is thought to play an integral part in the initiation and progression 

of PTOA. The objective of this study was to quantify subchondral bone changes at the contact 

surfaces of the proximal tibia at 20 and 40 weeks in a partial anterior cruciate ligament (p-ACL) 

transection (Tx) ovine model, compared to non-operative controls. Tibia bones from mature 

Suffolk-cross sheep were scanned with a high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed 

tomography (HR-QCT) scanner to determine trabecular bone mineral density (Tb.BMD), 

trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), trabecular number (Tb.N), and 

trabecular bone volume to total volume ratio (Tb.BVTV). The subchondral bone was defined and 

analyzed as three depths: top layer (0.0-2.0 mm), middle layer (2.0-4.0 mm), and deep layer (4.0-

6.0 mm). There was considerable inter-animal variability in all bone parameters, especially in the 

surgical animals. Tb.BMD, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and Tb.BVTV showed no significant bone 

changes at either the early 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx or the advanced 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 

compared to non-operative control tibias in any of the subchondral bone layers. Tb.BMD was 

strongly inversely correlated to combined gross morphological damage in the top layer and 

middle layer for the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx animals. The degree of joint instability (full ACL 

Tx vs. p-ACL Tx) appears to influence the response in bone microarchitecture. This study 

contributes to the understanding of PTOA development in an ovine model and suggests that there 
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may be species-specific differences with regard to knee ligament injury responses. The degree of 

joint instability (full ACL Tx vs. p-ACL Tx) appears to influence the response in bone 

microarchitecture.   

 

6.2!Introduction 

Post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) is a degenerative joint disease that involves damage to all 

joint tissues after a traumatic injury [19, 259]. The etiology of PTOA is complex and the bone-

cartilage unit is a main focus of research. Even though PTOA is clinically characterized by a loss 

of articular cartilage [260], the subchondral bone is thought to play an integral part in both the 

initiation and perpetration of PTOA. Subchondral bones changes, in regards to increased 

metabolism and sclerosis, are often the first detectable alterations in PTOA [19]. Early-stage 

PTOA involves early loss of bone due to increased bone remodelling, followed by slow turnover 

in late stage PTOA that leads to densification of the subchondral plate and complete loss of 

articular cartilage [261]. Thickening of the subchondral plate, modification of the trabecular 

architecture, and bone attrition are common in PTOA development [19]. It has been previously 

proposed that the alterations in the subchondral bone adversely affect the biomechanical 

environment, and thus predisposes the articular cartilage to loss of functional integrity [262]. 

With changes to the properties of the subchondral bone, it may be less able to absorb and 

dissipate energy, thus increasing forces transmitted through the joint, altering the contact 

stresses, and leading to a compromised articular surface [263]. Subchondral bone alterations, 

including bone marrow lesions and attrition, tend to occur in more frequently loaded knee 

compartments (contact surfaces of the tibial plateau and femoral condyles), and are associated 

with articular cartilage loss in those regions [263].  
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Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is a very common knee injury that can often lead to 

partial or full ligament rupture. ACL injury can have severe long-term consequences on the 

health of the knee joint and lead to PTOA development [134, 264]. In both ACL injury and 

PTOA, bone remodelling occurs [261, 265-273]; there is a loss of subchondral and epiphyseal 

bone and decreased epiphyseal mineral density. Subchondral bone changes have been studied in 

PTOA models, mainly investigating full ACL transection (Tx) [271, 272, 274-276]. ACL Tx has 

been used as a model to study subchondral bone loss, trabecular thinning, changes in bone 

mineral density (BMD), and osteophyte formation [271, 276-278]. The majority of the literature 

has focused on full ACL Tx, however partial ACL (p-ACL) ruptures are common and clinically 

relevant, making up between 10-28% of all ACL tears [119, 121]. In addition, BMD changes and 

subchondral bone changes have also been observed in human studies [265, 279].  

 

It is unclear whether subchondral bone changes occur as a result of a ‘less traumatic’ knee injury 

(ie. p-ACL rupture), and this is the first study to our knowledge that has quantified tibial 

subchondral bone changes over time in a p-ACL injury ovine model. To this end, the objective of 

this study was to quantify subchondral bone changes at the contact surfaces of the proximal tibia 

at 20 and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx in an ovine model, compared to non-operative controls. We 

hypothesized that tibias from the p-ACL Tx groups would have subchondral bone thickening, 

trabecular thinning, and loss of BMD in comparison to the non-operative control group (with the 

40 weeks post p-ACL Tx animals having more damage to the subchondral bone than the 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx animals). This study was performed using the ovine stifle joint, which is a 

reasonable biomechanical model of studying bone adaptations [280]. 
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6.3!Methods 

6.3.1!Animal Model and Surgical Intervention  

All animal surgeries and procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care 

Committee and comply with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Skeletally 

mature, 3-5 year-old female Suffolk-cross sheep (average weight of 74.4kg) were used for the p-

ACL Tx model. The animals were allocated into three groups: 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (n=6), 

20 weeks post p-ACL Tx (n=5), and non-operative controls (n=5). All surgeries were 

accomplished to the right stifle joint. Each surgical animal received an injection of Liquamycin 

(Pfizer Canada, Inc., Kirkland, QC, Canada) 24 hours pre-surgery and post-surgery. Valium 

(Roche, Mississauga, ON, Canada), Buprenorphine (Champions Alstoe, Whitby, ON, Canada), 

and Metacam (Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica, St. Joseph, USA) were used as a pre-

anaesthetic cocktail. Induction consisted of an injection of Pentothal (Abbott Laboratories, 

Oakville, ON), followed by intubation. Each surgical animal was maintained with 2.0-2.5% 

Isoflurane (Aerrane Baxter Corp., Mississauga, ON).  

 

Under arthroscopic guidance, an orthopaedic surgeon made two small incisions on the anterior 

aspect of the knee joint to visualize the ACL. The anterior-medial (AM) band of the ACL was 

then transected sharply perpendicular to its long axis, through the full thickness of only the AM 

band near the femoral attachment site. The posterior-lateral (PL) band was left intact and was 

visualized the entire time to ensure the p-ACL Tx. Epinephrine (0.1mls of 1mg/ml epinephrine 

solution will be added to each liter of fluids) diluted in the irrigation fluids was used during 

arthroscopy. The skin was closed with 2-0 PDS II sutures (Ethicon Inc, Markham, ON), sprayed 
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with Gentocin (Schering-Plough Animal Health Corp, Union, NJ), and Op-site (Smith & 

Nephew, Hull, UK). Buprenorphine was administered twice daily for two days and Metacam was 

administered 24 hours post p-ACL Tx. 

 

6.3.2!Animal Harvest and Gross Morphological Grading  

Experimental animals were sacrificed at either 20 or 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx with 50cc of 

Euthanyl (Bimeda-MTC, Cambridge, ON) administered intravenously to the jugular vein. The 

hind limbs were disarticulated and the tibia bones were stored at -80°C. Gross morphological 

grading was conducted for gross defects [185], osteophyte formation [186], and meniscal 

damage [187].  

 

6.3.3!Bone Imaging 

The tibia bones were thawed prior to scanning. High-resolution peripheral quantitative computed 

tomography (HR-QCT) (XtremeCT II, Scanco Medical, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) was 

performed on the proximal tibia using the standardized protocol (68kVp, 1470 µA, 43ms 

integration time, 60.7µm isotropic voxel size) [281], described in detail previously [282]. Two 

trained technicians performed and analyzed all scans using the standard manufacturer’s method 

[283] for primary morphological parameters described below.   

 

6.3.4!Image Segmentation and Region of Interest Definition 

As described previously [284], the periosteal surfaces for the proximal tibia were defined via an 

adaptation of the established dual-thresholding method (IPL v5.42, Scanco Medical) [285]. 

Regions of interest (ROI) were defined on the weight-bearing articulated surface of the tibia. For 
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each tibial plateau, one ROI was defined by manually selecting points around the ROI’s edges 

using a custom software package (blSurfaceViewer, University of Calgary) and subsequently 

fitting a polynomial curve through these points [284] (Figure 1A and B). Each surface was 

extruded into the 3D knee bones to define three depths (periarticular, top layer: 0.0-2.0 mm, 

middle layer: 2.0-4.0 mm, and deep layer: 4.0-6.0 mm) used for quantitative analysis (Figure 

1C). 
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Figure 6.1 Analyzed weight-bearing region of each tibial plateau (A and B). Region of 

interest for the top layer: 0.0-2.0 mm, middle layer: 2.0-4.0 mm, deep layer: 4.0-6.0 mm) 

used for quantitative analysis (C). 

 

6.3.5!Bone Parameter Analysis 

Within each layer of interest, bone morphology was assessed following methods developed for 

the tibia analysis by HR-QCT (IPL v6, Scanco Medical) [281]. The tibias were assessed for 

trabecular (Tb) BMD (Tb.BMD (mg HA/cm3)), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th (mm)), trabecular 

separation (Tb.Sp (mm)), trabecular number (Tb.N (mm-1)) and trabecular bone volume fraction 

(Tb.BVTV (%)) (Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2). 

 

 

Table 6.1 Explanation of bone architecture parameters.  
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Figure 6.2 Diagram of trabecular thickness (Tb.Th; mm) and trabecular separation 

(Tb.Sp; mm). 

 

6.3.6!Statistics  

Data for bone analysis are presented as mean±SD. Bone parameters were investigated using 

Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test to compare possible changes 

between the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, and non-operative 

control group, using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Spearman correlations 

were used to determine if combined gross morphological score was correlated to BMD for both 

the medial tibial plateau (MTP) and the lateral tibial plateau (LTP). The Spearman correlations 

were conducted for each layer, as described above, in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx, and non-operative control groups, using Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, 

CA, USA). Significance for all statistical tests was accepted at p≤0.05.  
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6.4!Results 

6.4.1!Bone Analysis 

There was considerable inter-animal variability in all the bone parameters assessed, specifically 

in response to the p-ACL Tx surgery. Tb.BMD (Figure 6.3), Tb.Th (Figure 6.4), Tb.Sp (Figure 

6.5), Tb.N (Figure 6.6), and Tb.BVTV (Figure 6.7) showed no significant bone changes at 20 or 

40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, compared to non-operative control tibias in any of the subchondral 

bone layers (p=0.269-0.999, p=0.089-0.999, p=0.332-0.999, p=0.203-0.999, p=0.148-0.999, 

respectively).  
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Figure 6.3 Tb.BMD of the LTP (left) and MTP (right) for the top layer (A, B), middle layer 

(C, D), and deep layer (E, F), respectively, in the non-operative control group, 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group.  
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Figure 6.4 Tb.Th of the LTP (left) and MTP (right) for the top layer (A, B), middle layer 

(C, D), and deep layer (E, F), respectively, in the non-operative control group, 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group.  
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Figure 6.5 Tb.Sp of the LTP (left) and MTP (right) for the top layer (A, B), middle layer 

(C, D), and deep layer (E, F), respectively, in the non-operative control group, 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group.  
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Figure 6.6 Tb.N of the LTP (left) and MTP (right) for the top layer (A, B), middle layer (C, 

D), and deep layer (E, F), respectively, in the non-operative control group, 20 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group.  
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Figure 6.7 Tb.BVTV of the LTP (left) and MTP (right) for the top layer (A, B), middle 

layer (C, D), and deep layer (E, F), respectively, in the non-operative control group, 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group. 
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6.4.2!Spearman Correlations  

Spearman correlations were used to determine if combined gross morphological score was 

correlated to BMD for both the LTP and MTP. In the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, the top 

layer (r=-0.841) and the middle layer (r=-0.841) bone Tb.BMD were significantly indirectly 

correlated to combined gross morphological score for the LTP (p=0.044 and p=0.044, 

respectively; Figure 6.8A and D). The deep layer for the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group in the 

LTP showed trends of being indirectly correlated (r=-0.754); however, the correlation was not 

significant (p=0.111; Figure 6.8G). In the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, the top layer, middle 

layer, and deep layer bone Tb.BMD were not correlated to combined gross morphological score 

for the LTP (p=0.350, p=0.350, and p=0.450, respectively; Figure 6.8B, E, and H). In the control 

group, combined gross morphological score was not correlated to BMD in the LTP (p=0.433-

0.999; Figure 6.8C, F, and I). 

 

In the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, the top layer and middle layer bone Tb.BMD showed 

trends that they were strongly indirectly correlated to combined gross morphological score for 

the MTP (p=0.072 and p=0.072, respectively), however not significant potentially due to animal 

variation (Figure 6.9A and D). In the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, the top layer, middle layer, 

and deep layer bone Tb.BMD were strongly correlated to combined gross morphological score 

(r=-0.900 for all correlations) for the MTP (p=0.083, p=0.083, and p=0.083, respectively; Figure 

6.9B, E, and H). In the control group, combined gross morphological score was not correlated to 

bone mineral density in the MTP for the top layer and deep layer (p=0.833 and p=0.633, 

respectively; Figure 6.9C and I). In the control group, the middle layer bone Tb.BMD showed 
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trends that they were strongly directly correlated to combined gross morphological score for the 

MTP (p=0.067; Figure 6.9F).  
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Figure 6.8 Spearman correlations for combined gross morphological score and Tb.BMD 

for the LTP in the non-operative control groups, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group.  
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Figure 6.9 Spearman correlations for combined gross morphological score and Tb.BMD 

for the MTP in the non-operative control groups, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, and 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group. 

 

6.5!Discussion 

The present study quantified the bone microarchitecture of the contact surface of the tibia bones 

longitudinally after a partial knee joint injury in an ovine model. Although there were no 

significant differences between bone parameters, Tb.BMD was strongly inversely correlated to 

combined gross morphological damage in the top layer and middle layer for the 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx animals. This demonstrates that a ‘less traumatic’ knee injury (ie. p-ACL rupture) does 
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not significantly alter subchondral bone changes at these time points, however changes occur 

possibly at a later event in the ovine model. These findings suggest that p-ACL Tx may not elicit 

the same response in bone microarchitecture as does full ACL Tx. In a previous lapine model of 

PTOA [286], histological microscopic cartilage abnormalities were correlated with the decrease 

of global knee BMD and subchondral knee BMD. Together, these findings suggest that bone 

parameters are altered as a result of knee injury; however, different species have varying 

progression timelines.  

 

In a previous study assessing interspecies comparison of subchondral bone properties for the 

medial femoral condyle, the authors concluded that ovine subchondral BMD was like human 

subchondral BMD properties, although uncalcified and calcified cartilage is significantly thinner 

in sheep than in humans [287]. Thus, the ovine model is an acceptable model of PTOA 

development and studying bone microarchitecture, although our model perhaps was not instable 

enough to elicit bone changes at the certain time points investigated (20 and 40 weeks after 

injury). By using large animal models, there was considerable inter-animal variability, which we 

attribute to a large variation in the response to partial knee injury. It is well established that there 

are ‘responders’ and ‘non-responders’ to experimental knee joint injury [288, 289]. This 

variation is similar to what is seen in humans, and thus there is genetic variation and a varying 

response pattern to the exact same injury within the animals.  

 

Subchondral bone alterations after knee joint injury, including both biological and biomechanical 

components, have been reported in numerous animal models [271, 272, 274-276]. In a canine 

model of knee PTOA [275], significant bone remodelling occurred after ACL Tx in both the 
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subchondral and underlying Tb bone; cellular alkaline phosphatase production and prostaglandin 

E2 levels were significantly increased at 12 weeks in both the subchondral and Tb bone. Also, 

both urokinase plasminogen-activator and metalloproteinase activity were increased significantly 

at 12 weeks in subchondral bone. In a similar canine ACL Tx model, the authors reported a 

decrease in the Tb.BVTV and Tb.Th in all experimental animals at both 10 and 20 weeks post 

ACL Tx [290]. Similar to this study, ACL Tx caused a greater decrease in subchondral bone 

volume fraction than did non-invasive rupture [274]. Further, subchondral bone thickness was 

decreased in the femur in the ACL Tx only [274]. Furthermore, in a study investigating two 

lapine models of PTOA, surgical Tx led to significant bone changes in the medial hemijoint of 

the femurs and tibias and closed-joint tibial compressive impact showed significant bone changes 

in the both the medial and lateral hemijoint of the femurs and tibias [272]. Also, there were 

decreases in the subchondral bone in both bone volume and BMD [272].  

 

Human studies have been used to study the impact of ACL injury on subchondral bones changes, 

and they provide evidence that there are considerable changes to the bone microarchitecture after 

substantial joint instability (i.e. full ACL rupture). In a human study, BMD changes were 

evaluated after ACL rupture and followed for two years [265]; at the two year follow up period 

after ACL rupture, BMD levels were lower in the injured knee compared to the healthy 

contralateral. Also, subchondral bone thickness has been shown to be significantly lower in 

arthritic human joints compared to controls [279]. Similarly, lower BMD in the subchondral 

regions of knee OA patients has been reported [291, 292], which may increase susceptibility to 

articular cartilage damage. Interestingly, even ACL reconstruction can contribute to bone density 

loss within the first year after surgery in a human study [293]; however, this may be due to the 
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initial traumatic knee injury. Volumetric BMD in the operated leg decreased from baseline to 

three months and remained below baseline at 12 months after ACL reconstruction [293]. Unlike 

results reported for humans in ACL rupture [265, 294] and reconstruction [295] and the animal 

models in ACL Tx, sheep either do not modify bone after p-ACL Tx, modify their bone at 

slower rates, or changes in the bone require full ACL Tx, and thus more mechanically unstable 

conditions to evoke bone changes.  

 

This study is not without limitations. First, the work presented is the low sample size in large 

animals studies (n=5-6 for each group). Second, in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx animals 

required two stainless steel modified bone fracture plates implanted on the lateral side of the 

femur and the medial side of the tibia to accommodate additional kinematic analysis. They were 

fixed as close to the stifle joint as possible, without compromising the joint itself. Although the 

subchondral bone directly at the contact surfaces is what we evaluated, the drilling of the screws 

into the bones may have compromised the bone structure. Third, the ROIs are manually selected, 

and thus we may be missing or masking changes that we would see otherwise. Further, the 40 

week animals walked on the treadmill three times a week for 20 minute sessions as they were 

used for kinematic analysis. In addition, the animals did range from 3-5 years old; however, we 

did not detect any differences in regards to age with BMD in the animals that we get from our 

supplier.  

 

Partial knee ligament injury is clinically relevant and the findings in this study suggest that p-

ACL Tx does not elicit the same response in bone microarchitecture as in full ACL Tx. Future 

studies will examine the effects of p-ACL Tx on the femur bones and investigate the impact of 
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repeated Depo-Medrol (glucocorticoid) injections on the effect of bone microarchitecture after p-

ACL Tx with the aim of mitigating acute joint inflammation. Also, cortical and Tb bone 

components will be analyzed separately to determine if there are changes in the underlying 

cortical bone. Cortical bone in humans is considerably thicker, and thus that is perhaps why we 

are not able to detect changes in the ovine model. In conclusion, there was no obvious effect of 

p-ACL Tx on bone microarchitecture in the ovine model at 20 and 40 weeks after p-ACL Tx, in 

comparison to a non-operative control group. The degree of joint instability (full ACL Tx vs. p-

ACL Tx) appears to influence the response in bone microarchitecture.   
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Chapter Seven:!CONCLUSIONS AND INTEGRATED DISCUSSION 

 

7.1!Conclusions  

The work described in this thesis was performed to address the three main questions: 

1.! Project A: Does the p-ACL Tx model lead to PTOA? 

2.! Project B: Does p-ACL Tx lead to kinematic alterations (is it still stable)? 

3.! Project C: Does p-ACL Tx induce joint inflammation that can be modified by GC 

treatment? 

 

The PTOA review manuscript, described in Chapter 2, examined the outcomes from pre-clinical 

injury models (lapine and ovine) arising in our laboratory and differing in severity of PTOA 

development and progression. We focused on how varying severity of knee injuries influence the 

subsequent alterations in kinematics, kinetics, and biological outcomes. This review established a 

framework for how the p-ACL Tx model was developed and fits into the long-term outcomes of 

linking the biological changes to abnormal kinematics, leading to a focus on the potential areas 

for interventions to inhibit or prevent development of the disease. The p-ACL Tx model was 

designed to mimic partial ruptures that biomechanically alter the knee joint but are not as severe 

as a full ACL rupture. In addition to leaving the knee partially stable (PL band intact), the knee 

injury also causes an inflammatory biological event.  

 

Projects A and B, as described in Chapter 3, investigated the development of a unique p-ACL Tx 

model to study PTOA and quantified in vivo kinematics longitudinally over 40 weeks. p-ACL Tx 

lead to significant progressive gross morphological joint damage and demonstrated that every 
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individual responds differently after the same knee injury (p-ACL Tx) in terms of kinematic 

patterns. Paralleling other knee injury gait studies in the literature, there are ‘responders’ and 

‘non-responders’ to injury models, which was found in the present study as well.  

 

Project C, as described in Chapters 4 and 5, investigated the efficacy of MPA mRNA expression 

on articular cartilage explants, synovium explants, and IPFP explants. Further to this, Project C 

also tested the efficacy of repeated IA injections of MPA (80mg/ml) in a p-ACL Tx model in 

vivo. MPA was effective in mitigating MMP mRNA expression in explant tissue. p-ACL Tx lead 

to significant progressive gross morphological joint damage and significant gross histological 

joint damage in the LFC at 40 weeks. Based on molecular analysis, no genes were modified in 

the articular cartilage or synovium at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx compared to the control group, 

however, in when comparing the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA 

groups, mRNA expression levels for MMPs were significantly reduced with MPA treatment in 

the LFC and LTP. Together, the findings from Projects A and B suggest that partial knee injury 

leads to slow, but considerable biological and biomechanical changes, and thus PTOA 

development long-term.  

 

By utilizing tibia bones from both Project A and C, as described in Chapter 6, subchondral bone 

was quantified at the contact surfaces of the proximal tibia 20 and 40 weeks following p-ACL 

Tx. Tb.BMD was significantly inversely correlated to combined gross morphological score for 

the LTP at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx in the underlying subchondral bone, and showed trends in 

the MTP. The degree of joint instability (full ACL Tx vs. p-ACL Tx) appears to influence the 

response in bone microarchitecture.   
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7.2!Thesis Aims and Overall Conclusions  

The aims of the studies in this thesis were: 

1.! Develop a unique arthroscopic ovine p-ACL Tx model (Project A);  

2.! Quantify progression of joint damage out to 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx (Project A); 

3.! Quantify kinematic alterations following p-ACL Tx of the knee joint (Project B); 

4.! Determine if MPA suppresses inflammation in articular cartilage explants, synovium 

explants, and fat pad explants (Project C); and 

5.! Determine if blocking injury-associated inflammation with MPA inhibits declines in knee 

joint integrity following p-ACL Tx at 20 weeks (Project C).  

 

The overall conclusions of the studies in this thesis are: 

•! Projects A and B: 

a)! An ovine p-ACL Tx model is unique and can be used as a model of PTOA. 

b)! p-ACL Tx leads to significant gross morphological joint damage at 40 weeks, 

compared to the control group.   

a.! There was a significantly higher osteophyte score in the 40 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx group compared to the control group.  

c)! All animals showed considerable kinematic changes from intact in medial-lateral, 

posterior-anterior, and inferior-superior directions at 20 and 40 weeks post p-ACL 

Tx. 

a.! There was considerable individual variability in joint motions, and the 

direction of the translation was variable between the sheep.   
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d)! Based on histological analysis, the gross histological score in the 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group was significantly higher than the control group in the LFC region.    

a.! The MFC, MTP 1, MTP2, LTP1, and LTP 2 locations were not significantly 

modified 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx.   

e)! Based on the molecular analysis, none of the genes assessed were consistently 

modified in the articular cartilage or synovium at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx compared 

to the control group.  

f)! The degree of joint instability appears to influence bone microarchitecture alterations. 

a.! p-ACL Tx may not elicit the same response in bone microarchitecture as does 

full ACL Tx.  

b.! Sheep either modify bone after p-ACL Tx at a slower rate or considerable 

changes in the bone require full ACL Tx, and thus more mechanically 

unstable conditions to evoke detectable and reproducible bone changes. 

c.! Tb.BMD, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and Tb.BVTV showed no significant bone 

changes at either the advanced 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx, compared to non-

operative control tibias in any of the subchondral bone layers. 

d.! In the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx group, the top layer and the middle layer 

Tb.BMD were significantly inversely correlated to combined gross 

morphological score for the LTP. 

e.! In the MTP, Tb.BMD in the top and middle layers in the 40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx group and Tb.BMD in the top, middle, and deep layers in the 20 

weeks post p-ACL Tx group were strongly inversely correlated to combined 
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gross morphological score but not significantly, potentially due to animal 

variation.  

f.! There was considerable inter-animal variability in all bone parameters. 

•! Project C: 

o! Part 1 

a)! All explant tissues were considered viable pre- and post-treatment.  

b)! MPA treatment suppressed IL-1β induced mRNA levels for MMPs in 

articular cartilage, synovium, and IPFP. 

1.! MPA mitigated IL-1β induced MMP3 expression levels in all regions 

of the articular cartilage, and in the synovium and IPFP. 

2.! MMP-1 mRNA expression levels were significantly decreased with 

MPA after IL-1β in the tibial plateau and synovium, but paradoxical 

increases in the IPFP.  

3.! MMP-13 mRNA expression levels exhibited significant decreases with 

MPA after IL-1β in the femoral condyles, tibial plateau, synovium, 

and IPFP.  

c)! IL-8 mRNA expression levels were significantly decreased with MPA after 

IL-1β in the patella and femoral groove, tibial plateau and synovium.  

d)! Effects of MPA treatment were found to be tissue-, location-, and gene-

specific. 

e)! There was individual animal variability in responsiveness to MPA. 

o! Part 2 
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a)! p-ACL Tx leads to progressive gross morphological joint damage, that was 

significant at only 40 weeks.  

b)! MPA treatment led to a slight reduction in gross morphological score, 

however the changes were not significant.  

c)! Based on histological analysis, repeated IA injections of MPA did not overtly 

effect of combined histological score for the articular cartilage.  

a.! There were no significant differences detected regarding combined 

histological score between with the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group 

and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA group. 

b.! Safranin-O scores were significantly increased in the majority of 

locations (MFC, MTP1, LFC, LFC 1, and LFC 2) following MPA 

treatment.   

i.! There were no differences in cell number, therefore MPA 

treatment affected proteoglycan turnover in the cartilage. 

ii.! MPA treatment did not accelerate PTOA development. 

c.! The damage to the LFC was progressive over time.  

d)! Based on molecular analysis in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx + MPA groups, mRNA expression levels for MMPs were 

significantly reduced with MPA treatment in the LFC and LTP. 

e)! Based on molecular analysis in the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx + MPA groups, mRNA expression levels for COL II were 

significantly increased with MPA treatment in the MFC and MTP.  
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f)! Based on the molecular analysis, none of the molecules assessed were 

consistently modified in synovium between the 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 

20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA groups.  

g)! Tb.BMD, Tb.Th, Tb.Sp, Tb.N, and Tb.BVTV showed no significant bone 

changes at either the early 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx or the advanced 40 weeks 

post p-ACL Tx, compared to non-operative control tibias in any of the 

subchondral bone layers. 

h)! MPA treatment was potentially protective in a subset of animals, however not 

significant, due to a low sample size (n=5).  

 

7.3!Integrated Discussion  

Knee injury, specifically ACL rupture, commonly leads to PTOA development. Knee injury 

instigates both biomechanical and biological alterations in the joint, although it has not been 

possible to differentiate clearly between the two causal factors. Three separate projects were 

investigated to determine if p-ACL Tx leads to PTOA development, to quantify kinematic 

alterations after p-ACL Tx, and to determine if GC treatment can mitigate injury-induced joint 

inflammation from p-ACL Tx. 

 

One of the aims of the research presented in this thesis was to develop an ovine model with 

partial instability to study the interplay between biomechanics and biology. In our laboratory, we 

have studied varying severity of knee injuries (drill hole, ACL-R, p-ACL Tx, ACL Tx, Mx, and 

ACL/MCL Tx) to investigate PTOA development and progression, by either isolating one factor 

and keeping the other consistent, or vice versa. To date, the majority of studies have evaluated 
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the effects of PTOA development either from a biomechanical or biological perspective. The 

work described in this thesis is novel in that it combines both in vivo joint kinematics alterations 

and biological alterations. By studying both factors simultaneously, we get a better overall 

picture of what is happening in the knee joint, but also the interplay between them. This has 

enabled us to identify contributing aspects and their roles in PTOA progression.   

 

For example, there were considerable kinematic changes at both 20 and 40 weeks p-ACL Tx 

following p-ACL Tx, and these alterations were extremely dependent on the animal. The 

variability in the response patterns after the exact same knee injury was substantial. Further to 

this, the p-ACL Tx model demonstrated that gross damage was progressive over time in all 

animals. However, even though there were considerable kinematic and gross alterations, there 

were minimal molecular changes at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. This suggests that one biological 

component (mRNA expression) of joint biology likely returns to a near ‘normal’ state at 40 

weeks post p-ACL Tx, yet there still was significant gross damage present from the altered 

mechanical loading. Nevertheless, perhaps 40 weeks is not sufficient time to develop a 

detectable macroscopic tissue response; it could still be considered ‘early’ OA, which was 

demonstrated only by progressive histological damage in the LFC at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. 

 

It is well established that knee injury, specifically damage to the ACL, can lead to PTOA. This 

study was important in determining that p-ACL Tx also leads to slow PTOA development. 

Further, this work evaluated how the cartilage, synovium, and bone tissues were affected after 

knee injury. However, many studies were done in isolation with a specific tissue of focus. By 

analyzing multiple tissues we got a better overall picture of what was happening in the joint [94, 
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148]. Since PTOA is a disease of the joint and not just the cartilage, it is important to evaluate all 

tissues. By evaluating the synovium, cartilage, and bone, we demonstrated how the different 

tissues affect the independent and inter-dependent progression. For example, we demonstrated 

that even within the articular cartilage, some compartments are more affected than others. Thus, 

the location of the articular cartilage was a key factor in terms of PTOA joint damage. Also, at 

various time points, different tissues were affected. For example, based on the molecular 

analysis, certain genes in the cartilage tissue were altered at 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx, although 

there were no detectable and reproducible statistically significant differences (or possibly returns 

to normal) at 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx. Therefore, such findings may be demonstrate that 

perhaps we missed the ‘window of opportunity’ for studying alterations in the synovium, as 

changes perhaps occurred earlier than the 20 and 40 week time frame of the study. However, as 

demonstrated in this thesis, the cartilage was affected at the later time points. PTOA is a disease 

of the whole joint [94] and not just limited to the articular cartilage, bone, and synovium that 

were studied in this thesis. Accordingly, we have demonstrated that studying various time points 

and various tissues is essential to developing an overall picture of PTOA progression. Towards 

that end, the IPFP, synovial fluid, and ligaments were impacted by knee joint injuries and these 

tissues will be assessed in the future. 

 

Changes in knee joint kinematics as a result of knee injury were quantified in this thesis. This 

work has demonstrated p-ACL Tx leads to changes in gait patterns from those of the 

corresponding intact knee, an experimental approach that adds a real strength to the studies. 

Further, based on the analysis, individual animals responded differently to the same surgical 

procedure. It is important to assess each individual’s kinematics separately because a number of 
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factors (bone and meniscal shapes, musculature and neuromuscular control mechanisms, or 

developmental or maturational biological changes) play a role in vGRFs and kinematic patterns. 

This individualized response detected in the sheep is also somewhat characteristic of human 

kinematic alterations following injury so that, at some levels, this is at one time a strength of the 

model, but also a complicating factor that prevents drawing group-specific conclusions. 

 

Evaluating the isolated effects of MPA treatment in the explant studies has given insight into the 

mechanisms of how MPA treatment would potentially function in vivo in articular cartilage, 

synovium, and IPFP tissue and the potential to mitigate injury-related inflammation. Expanding 

this work from in vitro to in vivo studies has identified the potential role of using GCs to mitigate 

acute inflammation and the effect it can have on the overall joint tissues. The combination of the 

in vitro explant study and the in vivo ovine model presented a broad perspective of both the 

possible mechanisms of action, and the consequences of MPA use. For example, while the 

explant study identified the potential protective effect after IL-1β induced inflammation, in vivo 

the drug was not as effective as it resulted in proteoglycan loss, even though the structural 

integrity of the joint was not detectably altered. Perhaps the concentration of drug used was 

excessive and if the study went longer, then maybe the proteoglycan content would recover. By 

combining both in vitro and in vivo ovine models, we have strengthened our studies and 

contributed to a more detailed understanding regarding the ability of MPA to potentially mitigate 

inflammation and improve outcomes of PTOA.   

 

There is a need to modify acute joint inflammation (as our and others’ research establishes that 

this as the likely point of initiation of the disease process) using doses of GCs immediately after 
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injury to test the efficacy of this intervention in attenuating or preventing onset/progression of 

PTOA. It may be critical to mitigate the acute inflammatory response before subtle pathological 

changes result in chronic inflammation, in which it is potentially more difficult to intervene 

successfully. Characterizing the biological and biomechanical mechanisms will have important 

future implications in ACL ruptures in the onset and progression of human PTOA. By 

developing an understanding of knee joint and tissue alterations during PTOA development, 

interventions may be developed to possibly mitigate joint damage, and thus reduce the financial 

burden on our health care system.  

 

A multi-factorial therapeutic approach to diminish both mechanical and biological alterations 

after the initial inflammatory phase is essential in the future. Due to the complexity of PTOA, a 

number of molecules are involved in PTOA development and progression. Thus, effective 

treatment may need to target a diversity of molecules, not just mitigating joint inflammation and 

preventing changes to biomechanics. The results presented in this thesis provide important new 

insights into both the biological and biomechanical understanding of PTOA development, and 

their potential interactions, using a surgically induced ovine p-ACL Tx model.  

 

We believe that PTOA results from altered cartilage surface interactions where biological and 

biomechanical factors intersect (i.e. directly at the cartilage surface), and mitigating acute joint 

inflammation is critical to preventing/inhibiting PTOA development and progression. We 

speculate that induction of PTOA results from acute joint inflammation, such as that resulting 

from a joint injury, which subsequently leads to the disruption of normal joint homeostasis. After 

this process is initiated, abnormal biomechanics and mechanical loading then cause the joint to 
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deteriorate further; thus PTOA perpetuation is likely more heavily impacted by altered joint 

biomechanics. Over time, a chronic low-grade inflammation ensues, leading to a degenerative 

disease of the whole joint [64]. Together, this work has demonstrated that p-ACL Tx is an 

appropriate model to study PTOA as it is clinically relevant and develops slowly, it is imperative 

to study a combination of tissues in the joint to better understand the biological responses to 

injury to this organ system, and that there is likely a need for multi-factorial therapeutic 

approaches to diminish both mechanical and biological alterations knee joint injury as the ‘magic 

bullet’ approach dependent on a single modality will not accomplish the goal of preventing 

PTOA development and progression. 
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Chapter Eight:!LIMITATIONS 

 

8.1!Limitations 

Although this thesis has provided new insights into the impact of using GCs after injury-induced 

inflammation and quantifying changes in in vivo joint kinematics after p-ACL Tx, the work in 

this thesis is not without limitations. Study limitations include sample size, qPCR methodology, 

tissue and gene specificity, the environment, use of a sham group, degree of cartilage damage 

(healthy vs. damage), timing of treatment (acute vs. chronic inflammation), timing of IA 

injection, site of IA injection, bone quality after GC use, weight of ISL and posts, and exercise 

and movement patterns.  

 

8.1.1! Sample Size  

The low sample size in all studies (n=4 for the explant studies (Project C), n=5 for each group 

(20 weeks post p-ACL Tx and 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA) in the 20 week study (Project 

C) and 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx study (Projects A & B)), led to low statistical power. Increasing 

the number of sheep could have: 1) provided more tissues for biological analysis (ie. western 

blots; we had to use the trisol layer from the mRNA extraction to extract the protein for the 

cartilage and synovium), 2) reduced the variance seen within the animals, 3) allowed for the 

study of subset of ‘responders’ and ‘non-responders’ to MPA treatment, which could foster the 

exploration of mechanisms that lead to variation within animals for individualized prescription. 

Notwithstanding these limitations, we were able to detect significance with certain genes for 

mRNA expression in specific knee joint tissues. With regards to the biomechanics, a greater 

sample size may have increased sensitivity, which could have increased the likelihood that subtle 
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changes could be detected. Given the small sample size and large inter-animal variability, each 

subject was considered its own control, rather than pooling the data for kinematic analysis. 

Treating the data this way is appropriate with small samples sizes and is associated with several 

unique advantages (as detailed in Chapter 3). The differences in DOFs would be masked if the 

data were pooled, and then we would have not been able to interpret what is happening within 

the knee joints.  

 

8.1.2!Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction  

There were also limitations associated with qPCR: not all animals exhibited similar response 

patterns, only transcription was examined, and this methodology was specific to only one time 

point. The difference in mRNA expression between animals led to variability within the data. 

Also, transcription of RNA does not necessarily mean that that it is translated into functional 

protein, although studies in our group and others [296] have shown a good quantitative 

correlation of mRNA and protein in biological samples. In addition, the qPCR data is only one 

point in time and only investigates how the cells are acting at that particular time. Lastly, all 

mRNA expression levels are normalized to a housekeeping gene (18S), and these genes of 

interest and housekeeping genes are not normalized to an internal standard.  

 

8.1.3!Projects A and B Limitations  

First, as described previously [50, 105, 114, 116, 141, 198], the kinematic surgery and testing 

was exceptionally invasive. Although other techniques offer less invasive approaches for 

kinematic collection, the method we utilized was extremely precise. Thus, by using our surgical 

approach, there was likely an effect on surrounding neuromuscular function and musculature. 
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Second, a limitation of the kinematic system was that the posts and ISL are a combined weight of 

1kg and perhaps may alter ‘normal walking patterns’. To try to minimize the effects of the 

weight of the device, the animal technician trained the sheep to walk on the treadmill while there 

was a weight near their right hind limb so that the animals got accustomed to an object being 

there. Third, another limitation in the 40 weeks post p-ACL Tx animals was in regard to the bone 

microarchitecture of the tibia and femur. All animals randomized for kinematic analysis required 

two stainless steel modified bone fracture plates implanted on the lateral side of the femur and 

the medial side of the tibia to accommodate the ISL. They were fixed as close to the stifle joint 

as possible, without compromising the joint itself. Although the subchondral bone directly at the 

contact surfaces was what we evaluated, the drilling of the screws into the bones may have 

compromised the bone structure.  

 

Sham groups were not included due to feasibility; a sham group would be beneficial to 

investigate the effects of walking patterns on the stifle joint. Sham groups have been included in 

previous kinematics studies in our lab, however not using the newly developed ISL. Further, the 

40 weeks post p-ACL Tx animals are walked on the treadmill three times a week for 20 minute 

sessions. Thus, the additional loading (besides the pen movement) could cause bone changes 

when comparing them to the non-exercised 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx group. Last, the kinematic 

data was recorded only during walking on a level surface. Due to limitations of our current 

measurement system and training, we were not able to record the animal during other activities. 

The animals often fence climb, circle their pen, and often stand up and lay back down. The 

PTOA-like damage could have been caused during these functional activities, and not 

particularly related to walking on the treadmill.  
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8.1.4!Project C Limitations   

The influence of the in vivo environment is not taken into consideration when the explants are 

treated. Thus, the explants could potentially act differently in the in vitro explant experiment 

environment compared to within the joint. In addition, the in vivo data from these explant studies 

could be specific to ovine tissues only and may represent a species-specific response. Also, we 

were using normal healthy cartilage tissue and inducing inflammation. This may not actually 

represent what was happening in the knee joint as the cartilage and surround tissues may be 

already compromised and perhaps not as responsive to MPA treatment. Lastly, all the explants 

were harvested at 48 hours after induction if IL-1β and 24 hours after MPA. This time point aims 

to mimic acute inflammation, and does not address long-term use of MPA in vitro.  

 

Another limitation was the time points of the IA injections. We chose to do four injections, 

spaced five weeks apart due to the published duration of action of MPA [72, 82].  However, we 

could have missed the ‘window of opportunity’ and we could be missing the optimal time to 

inject, either before or after the five-week intervals. Further, four repeated GC injections (0, 5, 

10, and 15 weeks) were perhaps too many injections, as we observed proteoglycan loss. Perhaps, 

fewer injections could have prevented the proteoglycan loss in the 20 weeks post p-ACL + MPA 

group.  Further, another limitation is that all IA injections were conducted on the medial side. 

Therefore, this may have affected the location of where the MPA was distributed to (i.e. injected 

to the lateral side of the joint). Also, sham groups were not included due to feasibility; a saline 

injection group would be beneficial to investigate the effects of IA injection on the stifle joint. 

However, non-operative controls were used as a normal control. Lastly, the microarchitecture of 
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the bone was analyzed with HR-QCT and we realize that GCs can affect the bone quality due to 

loss of BMD [72, 78]. 
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Chapter Nine:!FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

 

9.1!Projects A and B Future Directions 

The research in this thesis has provided the foundation for multiple avenues of future research. 

With updated acquired arthroscopic equipment, we now have the ability to conduct gross 

morphological scoring before the orthopaedic surgeon induces knee injury at the time of 

arthroscopic surgery. This could provide a baseline that we could use to compare the PTOA 

damage due to surgical insult at time of tissue harvest. Also, examining the integrity of the 

cartilage surface via MRI both pre- and post-knee injury could provide insight into how the 

cartilage integrity is modified after knee injury. Also, conducting studies in adolescent or ‘aged’ 

(post-menopausal) sheep could provide us a better understanding of PTOA progression 

throughout the lifespan.  

 

Evaluating other potential mechanical pathways including altered kinetics (ligament and menisci 

loading), altered contact shear stresses (sliding velocity), altered contact locations, and altered 

surface interactions (proximity disturbance), would provide insight into other probable 

mechanical factors of PTOA development. Increased meniscal loading [113] and changes to 

ligament loads [114]  have been seen in ACL Tx. Studying altered loading patterns after p-ACL 

Tx may provide insight into in vivo function of different tissues within the knee joint and how 

they respond to partial knee injury. Alterations in tibiofemoral surface velocity are described 

previously in ovine [141] and canine [297] models. Cartilage damage may perhaps result from 

the surface interactions and be caused by shear stresses (tractional friction), thus contact sliding 

velocity needs to be elucidated in the ovine animal model. Altered contact locations have been 
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described in humans during stance [298], as well as in ovine models [106, 107, 141]; however, it 

has yet to be completed in vivo to determine if cartilage damage occurs due to changes in 

cartilage contact location. Furthermore, a surface interaction measure called ‘proximity 

disturbance’ has been developed in our lab and it quantifies changes in in vivo 3D surface 

alignment following joint injury [106, 107]. This method could be applied to the p-ACL Tx 

groups to explain the relationship with degenerative PTOA-like changes observed. Future studies 

could also investigate the post-surgical cartilage surface interactions, both with and without 

treatment and describe patterns in tissue loads following injury. Lastly, to determine potential 

kinematic alterations and potential biological changes in an unstable long-term PTOA model, it 

would be essential for our lab to study a full ACL Tx model out to 40 weeks to study both 

excessive joint damage and biological changes, as we have yet to study both biomechanical and 

biological changes out to 40 weeks in a ACL Tx model. 

 

9.2!Project C Future Directions 

GCs are used for OA patients who present with acute OA exacerbations, including joint 

inflammation and joint effusions. The frequency and number of GCs injections is still debated, 

however current recommendations indicate that GCs can be repeated up to three-four times per 

year over a two year period without expected complications [255]. Conducting dosing studies in 

explants with an induced injury model to stimulate a ‘damaged’ environment, would provide 

insight into how the tissues (articular cartilage, synovium, and IPFP) would respond to MPA 

treatment in compromised conditions. Further, completing repeated doses in explant studies 

needs to be evaluated in the future.  
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It is essential for future studies to better understand the effect of GC treatment on the various 

PTOA models utilized; assess the impact of fewer injections or limited exposure, lower dose (20 

or 40mg/ml MPA), additional time points, and whether cartilage (Safranin-O) can recover from 

MPA treatment. First, completing an ovine full ACL Tx 40 week study with GC intervention is 

essential to determine if PTOA-like changes can be prevented between the 20 to 40 week time 

points. Second, completing a dosing study in a smaller animal model (ie. lapine), due to 

feasibility of the number of groups required, on repeated doses of MPA and number of repeated 

injections would be beneficial to determine optimal dosing intervals. Third, increasing the 

amount of time that MPA is exposed to the tissues by pro-drug compounds is possible area of 

research. Fourth, studies should focus on determining the most effective way to mediate 

inflammation with GCs during healing. In addition, studies should investigate how MPA 

treatment could be used in an ACL Tx model that studies biomechanical changes (kinematics 

and kinetics) to determine if there are subtle changes in knee integrity when GCs are used to 

mitigate initial acute inflammation and damage. Last, further biological analysis with 

immunohistochemistry could be used to clarify which cells are expressing increased mRNA 

levels for specific proteins in the articular cartilage, synovium, and IPFP. However, finding 

suitable antibodies for sheep can be challenging as these animals are often used to raise many 

antibodies. As multiple joint tissues are effected in PTOA [94], assessing the infrapatellar fat 

pad, ligaments (especially the PL band and the PCL), and patellar tendon via mRNA expression 

and histology would provide information on how other joint tissues is affected by partial 

instability. It would be exceptionally interesting to analyze the PL band to see how AM band Tx 

changes the morphology of the stabilizing ligament.  
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Joint injury and inflammation have shown to decrease the lubricating ability of the synovial 

fluid, specifically in the ovine ACL Tx model [115]. The inflammation associated with joint 

injury results in altered concentrations of synovial fluid constituents, particularly hyaluronan and 

proteoglycan 4. These alterations correspond to an increase in the coefficient of friction, between 

joint surfaces and a reduction of the protective, anti-wear properties of the synovial fluid. In our 

research group, we have studied combining a GC (dexamethasone) and hyaluronan 

supplementation in a single IA injection at time of injury in a lapine drill hole model (data not 

published). Other methods of analyzing synovial fluid in the future include using a multiplex 

Luminex assay to determine alterations in cytokines or using a COL-2 3/4C ELISA kit to 

quantify collagen fragments [163] pre- and post-knee joint injury. Also, a synovial fluid draw 

could be conducted longitudinally over time during the in vivo experiments to see if these 

molecules are altered at various time points, instead of only analyzing data from knee surgery 

(insult initiation) and the harvest time point.  Single or repeated doses of MPA/dexamethasone 

with hyaluronan/proteoglycan 4 could be administered in a large animal model of p-ACL Tx or 

ACL Tx to determine if viscosupplementation with a combined GC and lubricant would mitigate 

or delay PTOA development after joint injury. Further, to understand possible alterations in 

surface mechanisms, lubrication ability should be examined. There is a need for multi-factorial 

therapeutic tactics to diminish the multitude of mechanical and biological alterations that are 

observed in the inflammatory phase following injury.  
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Chapter Eleven:!APPENDIX  

 

11.1!Thesis Challenges and Possible Resolutions  

During the method development, we experienced a number of technical issues (femur fractures 

and p-ACL Txs instead of full ACL Txs) that were addressed throughout the course of the 

studies. Unfortunately, we sustained a handful of femur fractures in the sheep immediately after 

the bone plate surgery for the kinematic group. These animals were euthanized and excluded 

form the study. As a resolution to improve our currently methodology, we modified the flooring 

in the pens where the sheep are housed and used both new screws and drill bits for the bone 

plating surgeries. In addition, we recruited an orthopaedic trauma surgeon to complete the bone 

plate surgeries on behalf of the group, to ensure expertise during implantation. Further to this, we 

initially aimed to complete full ACL Tx in the sheep, however due to challenges in mainly the 

‘tight’ sheep joint and the arthroscopic equipment, we opted to develop an ovine model of p-

ACL Tx. However, Animal 6 was fully transected at harvest and the biomechanical and 

biological data is listed in Table 9.1, and Figures 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 below. In Animal 6, the 

maximum vGRF mainly remained consistent over time (Table 9.1), with a slight drop at 22 

weeks in the ACL Tx limb. As seen in the p-ACL Tx animals, the contralateral hind limb was 

higher than the ACL Tx limb. ACL Tx leads to further progression in gross morphological 

changes (Figure 9.2), compared to the p-ACL Tx model. Animal 6 showed considerable 

kinematic changes from intact in internal-external, medial-lateral, and posterior-anterior 

directions during gait (Figure 9.3 and 9.4). The medial-lateral and posterior-anterior DOF 

components were progressive over time, whereas the internal-external and inferior-superior 

components returned to more normal-like patterns at 40 weeks post ACL Tx. 
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Table 11.1 Contralateral and operated hind limb maximum vGRFs during walking prior to 

surgical plate implantation (pre-plate), before (intact) p-ACL Tx, and then at 22 and 40 

weeks post full ACL Tx in Animal 6. vGRFs are reported as mean±SD. 

 

 

Figure 11.1 Combined gross morphological score of the ovine stifle joint for the 40 weeks 

post full ACL Tx in comparison to the other groups studied in this thesis (40 weeks post p-

ACL Tx, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx, 20 weeks post p-ACL Tx + MPA, and the non-operative 

controls). 
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Figure 11.2 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint for Animal 6 during gait, 

before (black hashed line), at 22 weeks (red line), and 40 weeks (blue line) post full ACL 

Tx. Flexion-Extension, Abduction-Adduction, and Internal-External rotations are in 

degrees. Medial-Lateral, Posterior-Anterior, Inferior-Superior translations are in mm. 
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Figure 11.3 The 6-DOF in vivo kinematics of the ovine stifle joint of Animal 6 during gait, 

before (black), at 22 weeks (red), and 40 weeks (blue) post p-ACL Tx. Data shown are for 

six distinct points during gait: hoof strike (HS), loading response (LR), mid stance (MS), 

hoof off (HO), peak swing (PS), and extension (EXT). Flexion-Extension, Abduction-

Adduction, and Internal-External rotations are in degrees. Medial-Lateral, Posterior-

Anterior, Inferior-Superior translations are in mm. 
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11.2!Modified Mankin Scoring  

The scoring criteria for articular cartilage followed the guidelines established by the modified 

Mankin scoring protocol as per Table 11.2. Articular cartilage samples were graded for the 

following criteria: surface integrity (0–10), cellularity (0-4), cell cloning (0-4), and Safranin-O 

staining (0–5). The samples were blinded and graded by two trained observers and each sample 

was represented as the average between the two observers. 

 

 

Table 11.2 Summary of the articular cartilage histology grading protocol [250].  

 


